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1 Introduction 

CRR-1000 is a ruggedized, compact, secure and high-performance IP router that also provides VPN 

gateway functionality. The functions of CRR-1000 are implemented in a software suite called ATCorp 

Routing and Encryption Suite (ARES). The CRR-1000 is listed as a compliant product by the National 

Information Assurance Partnership (NIAP) and is thus ideal for use in high-security military and 

government applications.  

In addition to providing the normal set of standards-compliant IP/OSPF routing functions, the CRR-1000 

has a host of advanced functions and features specifically designed for tactical networks employing radio 

and satellite-based links. These features, along with its small size, rugged construction, and low electrical 

power requirements make it an ideal choice for use in tactical and aerial-layer network environments. 

This document provides operational guidance to install, configure, and use the Compact Rugged Router 

Series 1000 (CRR-1000). To operate in the Common Criteria-approved mode of operation in accordance 

with collaborative Protection Profile for Network Devices version 2.0 (NDcPP) and NDcPP/Stateful 

Traffic Filter Firewall Collaborative Protection Profile (FWcPP) Extended Package VPN Gateway 

version 2.1 (VPNGWcEP), use the Common Criteria Operational Guidance document. 

1.1 Documentation Set 

The ARES Configuration Reference optical media contains: 

Compact Rugged Router CRR-1000 Common Criteria Operational Guidance 

CRR-1000 User Guide (this document) 

ARES Router Configuration Reference 

VPN Gateway Configuration Reference 

Supplemental Documentation: 

NANO Editor Documentation 

IP Tables Packet Filtering HOW-TO 

Free Range Router (FRR) User's Guide 

The optical media runs a web server application that lets you browse and/or copy any of these documents. 

It requires a Windows 7 or greater platform with a PDF file viewer installed. The optical media is self-

contained and installs no software on your Windows platform. 

For convenience, the ARES Router Configuration Reference and the VPN Gateway Configuration 

Reference are also available from ATCorp’s website at: https://www.atcorp.com/docs/crr-1000/ 

1.2 Audience 

This document is written for administrators configuring the CRR-1000. This document assumes the user 

is familiar with networks and network terminology. 

  

https://www.atcorp.com/docs/crr-1000/
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1.3 Overview of the CRR-1000 Hardware Platforms 

The CRR-1000 router/VPN Gateway is a single, common firmware build that is installed on a variety of 

Intel E3845-based hardware.  

 

1.4 Supported Hardware and Software Versions 

The following lists of supported hardware and software for this User Manual. For Common Criteria-

approved modes of operation, consult the Common Criteria Operational Guidance document for 

supported hardware and software versions. 

 Supported Hardware 

o CRR-1000-1 

o CRR-1000-2 

o CRR-1000-3 

o CRR-1000-4 

o CRR-1000-5 

o CRR-1000-6 

o CRR-1000-7 

o CRR-1000-8 

o CRR-1000-9 

o CRR-1000-10 

o CRR-1000-11 

o CRR-1000-12 

 

 Supported Software 

o ARES version 1.0.0.7  

1.5 Technical Requirements 

The CRR-1000 Router is compatible with the following devices, servers, and protocol versions: 

 VPN Client 

o IKEv1  

o IKEv2  

o ESP 

 Syslog 

o Version 1 – RFC 5424 

 NTP 

o NTPv4 Server 

o NTPv4 Client 

 PIMv2 

 IGMPv1, v2, v3 

 GRE 

 OSPF 

1.6 Advanced Features 

The CRR-1000 has many advanced features specifically designed to enable effective and efficient aerial-

layer and tactical networking. This is particularly true when a set of CRR-1000 routers are interconnected 

in a tactical or aerial network. In this environment, the CRR-1000’s interoperate and automatically deploy 
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the advanced feature set of their ARES software, while still maintaining full standards compliance and 

interoperability with “normal” routers at the edges of the tactical network. Several of these features are 

highlighted in the remainder of this section.  

1.6.1 Dynamic Link Sensing 

Radio links are inherently adaptive and subject to greater levels of packet loss than are standard wired 

networks. The CRR-1000 is able to dynamically sense the available bandwidth, latency and delay of radio 

links and adjust routing decisions accordingly. 

1.6.2 Automatic Neighbor Discovery 

Tactical networks are much more dynamic than traditional wired network, with radios joining and leaving 

the network due to physical movement of vehicles and personnel and other changing conditions. CRR-

1000’s automatically discover, connect to, and authenticate other CRR-1000 routers within 

communications range and adjust connections and routes accordingly.   

1.6.3 Automatic GRE Tunneling 

In addition to automatically discovering neighboring routers, the CRR-1000 automatically creates GRE 

tunnels between routers where appropriate. This is important where tactical radios not specifically 

designed to support routing functions are used to construct larger, routable networks. 

1.6.4 Cut-through Routing 

GRE tunnels add extra overhead to every packet, since extra addressing information is added to 

encapsulate tunneled packets. CRR-1000 routers are able to cooperatively use a technique called “cut-

through” routing to effectively eliminate this extra tunneling overhead. 

1.6.5 Intelligent Traffic Prioritization 

In combination with dynamic link sensing the CRR-1000 is able to intelligently and adaptively prioritize 

user-defined traffic flows. For instance, flows which might saturate the current capacity of a link can be 

automatically squelched (or re-routed) so that other, higher-priority flows can still use that link 

effectively. 

 

2 Getting Started 

2.1 Operational Environment 

This section describes the basic configuration of the CRR-1000 for operation. Topics covered include the 

initial setup, account management, command modes, navigation and editing features, and logging options. 

The CRR-1000 is configured via a combination of shell commands, JSON, and text configuration files. 

2.2 Command Line Interface (CLI) Overview 

Once logged into the CRR-1000 console, the user is given access to the CRR-1000 through the ARES 

shell (ARESH). ARESH is the CLI used for configuring, monitoring, and maintaining CRR-1000 devices. 
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The ARESH CLI prompt has following format: 

<username@<routername>> 

Where <username> is the name of the account of the current logged in user and <routername> is the 

hostname and router name of the CRR-1000.  

The CLI provides help for the available input options by entering the ‘?’ character at any point of 

command input. The help only includes the available options that are valid given the partial command 

entered. Entering the ‘?’ character with no command input provides a list of all the top-level commands. 

For example, entering the following input at the CLI displays the available sub-command options under 

the top-level command “pki”. 

pki ? 

The CLI also supports tab completion. When a partial command is entered, such as the first letter and then 

the tab key is pressed, the CLI completes the command only if a single command matches the partial 

command entered; otherwise a list of the possible commands, which match the partial command entered, 

is displayed. Tab completion is only able to show possible completions for named commands, or 

commands that have variable but predictable input. Commands that take variable input that cannot be 

predicted or matched to existing values cannot be tab completed. However, entering the ‘?’ character 

displays the information about the variable options. 

For example, in the command to generate a new encryption key the name of the key is completely 

unpredictable and cannot be tab-completed. 

Example: 

pki gen <filename> 

The <filename> input is an unpredictable variable option that cannot be tab completed because it is a 

completely user defined input. 

On the other hand, the CLI command to show the contents of a log file also includes a <filename> value, 

but because there are an existing set of log files on the CRR-1000 tab completion is available in this case. 

Example: 

 show log <filename> 

If the user enters the letter ‘k’ and then a tab the filename “kern.log” will be completed, since no other log 

file begins with the letter ‘k’. Note that entering two consecutive tabs will show the list of all available 

completion matches. So if rather than entering ‘k’ the user entered two tabs in the <filename> position a 

list of all available log files would be displayed. 

The CLI also supports shorthand notation. If a partial command is entered and it only matches a single 

command, that command is executed. 

Example: 

pki g <filename> 

The command above is equivalent to “pki gen <filename>” because no other pki sub-command begins 

with the letter ‘g’. 

The CLI also supports scrollback and, for some commands, a more extensive ability to scroll and search 

through output based on the Linux utility program less. You can always scroll back and forth through 

recent CLI output by using the ‘shift-pgup’ and ‘shift-pgdown’ keys.  
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For certain commands which are expected to produce large volumes of output to the console, the output is 

filtered through less to allow for easy scrolling and searching. A good example of such a command is the 

“show log” command family. In these cases the final portion of the file is displayed with a highlighted 

“END” shown at the bottom of the screen. In this mode, ‘pgup’ and ‘pgdown’ cause scrolling to occur, as 

do ‘b’ (backwards) and ‘d’ (downwards). You can also search forward for text using the ‘/’ and 

backwards using ‘?’. To return to the CLI from this mode enter ‘q’ or ‘Q’. The less utility is present in 

most Linux distributions and has a powerful set of standard scrolling and searching commands which are 

documented elsewhere. For one such source, try https://linux.die.net/man/1/less 

2.2.1 Commonly Used Commands 

The following commands are commonly used commands during the operation and configuration of the 

CRR-1000. CLI commands not listed here are listed in subsequent sections. A comprehensive list of all 

CLI commands and their descriptions is available in Section 14. 

Logout of the CLI and return to the command prompt, enter the CLI command: 

logout 

Reboot the system, enter the CLI command: 

reboot 

Shut down the system immediately, enter the CLI command: 

shutdown 

Send four ICMP v4 ping to remote host <remote host> and display the results, enter the CLI command: 

ping <remote host> 

Show the settings for the remote audit server, enter the CLI command: 

show audit remote 

Show a list of all the commands and subcommands available on the CRR-100, enter the CLI command: 

show commands 

Show the hostname of the machine, enter the CLI command: 

show hostname 

Show a list of the available network interfaces and virtual network interfaces as well as the current 

settings of the network interfaces, enter the CLI command: 

show ip 

Show the NTP daemon and peering status, enter the CLI command: 

show ntp status 

Time on the CRR-1000 is displayed only in UTC. The current time in UTC can be displayed by the CLI 

command: 

show time 

The service commands include: 

 ares -  Routing service and is expected to always be running. 

 captain - Crypto-partition aware protocol service, see CyDANT User Guide. 

 filter – Firewall service, see Section 9.  
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 ipsec – VPN service, see Section 7. 

 ntp – NTP time synchronization service 

 ssh – Remote login and trusted upload service through trusted channel. 

The status of all services can be viewed to determine if a service is currently running or stopped by 

entering the CLI command: 

service <service> status 

The firewall rules can be reloaded after the packet filtering rules have been modified by entering the CLI 

command: 

service filter reload 

The services ares, captain, ipsec, ntp, and ssh can be restarted. Restarting is necessary to apply any 

changes made to the service configuration files. Services can be reloaded by entering the CLI command: 

service <service> restart 

The service captain, ntp, ipsec, and ssh can be stopped. Services can be stopped by entering the CLI 

command: 

service <service> stop 

The services captain, ntp, ipsec , and ssh can be started in the event that they were stopped. Services can 

be started by entering the CLI command: 

service <service> start 

2.2.2 Configuration Methods 

The CRR-1000 CLI allows modification of configuration of the router through two basic methods. Some 

commands modify configuration through direct input on the CLI and other commands open an editor 

session that allows the user to edit a configuration file. The detailed sections for each command indicate 

which configuration method is implemented by that command. 

Many configuration files editable by the user are in JSON format. The following section provides an 

introduction to the JSON format. The format of any other configuration files that are not in JSON format 

is documented in their related sections. 

2.2.3 JSON Format 

JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) is a format for sharing data. A JSON object is a key-value data format 

that is rendered in curly braces. All data used in JSON ends up being encapsulated in a JSON object. Key-

value pairs have a colon between them, as in "key": "value". Each key-value pair is separated by a 

comma. JSON keys are on the left side of the colon. Keys must be wrapped in double quotation marks, as 

in "key". JSON values are found to the right of the colon. At the granular level, these need to be one of 6 

simple data types: 

 string  

 number  

 object  

 array  

 boolean (true or false)  

 null 

Array values are delimited by square brackets. An example JSON configuration is shown below. This is 

the configuration file for a very simple CRR-1000 ARES service setup. 
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{ 

   "RouterId" : 42, 

   "Links" : [ 

      { 

         "Name" : "link1", 

         "Type" : "Simple", 

         "Interface" : { 

            "Name" : "eth0", 

            "Inet4Addresses" : ["10.10.10.1"] 

         } 

      } 

   ] 

} 

 

In this example, the entire configuration is a single JSON object and is thus enclosed in curly braces. The 

first key-value pair provides a numeric RouterId for this router, where that ID is 42. The next key-value 

pair is an array of communications Links. The array is enclosed in square brackets and is a list of JSON 

objects that define these links. In this case there is only one link in the list, but the square brackets are still 

required. The single link object is enclosed in curly braces and is, of course, a list of key-value pairs 

separated by commas. These include the link Name , the link Type, and a JSON object describing the 

physical network Interface, which includes the interface Name, and its assigned array of  

Inet4Addresses. 

The JSON format is a very concise and structured method for describing complex configurations quickly 

and precisely. Note that whenever the user is editing a JSON structured configuration a JSON syntax 

check will be performed when the user ends the editing session and syntax errors, if any, will be 

displayed. It is not possible to save a configuration containing syntax errors, but the user is given the 

option to return to the editing session and correct any errors, so no configuration work is lost when this 

occurs. 

For extensive information on JSON, see https://www.json.org/. 

Note that the ARES Configuration Reference optical media contains detailed, browse-able descriptions of 

all JSON schemas used to configure a CRR-1000 router. 

2.2.4 Editing Sessions 

As mentioned above, some configuration commands result in the user being placed in an editor session 

with the contents of a block of configuration text being displayed and edited. The editor has an extensive 

command set and built-in help, which can be invoked using ctrl-G. The most commonly used commands 

are always shown at the bottom of the text window, including ctrl-K and ctrl-U to cut and paste lines of 

text and ctrl-W to search for text. Ctrl-X will end the editing session while saving any changes made and, 

in most cases, result in a syntax check being performed on the resulting text block. If any syntax errors 

are found they are displayed and the user is prompted to either resume editing to correct the errors or to 

discard the edited text. To completely abandon an editing session enter the sequence ctrl-O ctrl-Q. After 

every editing session the user is returned to the ARES CLI command prompt.  
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The actual text editing environment used is the standard NANO text editor. For those unfamiliar with the 

NANO editor more information can be found on the ARES Configuration Reference optical media in the 

Supplemental Documentation section. 

2.3 Initial Setup 

The following sections details steps required to configure the CRR-1000 into a basic operational mode. 

The most common configuration approach is to perform initial configuration using the built-in RS-232 

interface, then to configure a “Trusted Channel” which allows for remote access via SSH and remote 

management, auditing, and logging. This is accomplished using the steps described below. 

2.3.1 Connect to the Device 

The CRR-1000 must initially be accessed via the serial port. Connect a console with RS-232-based serial 

communication capabilities to the CRR-1000 using cabling and parameters according to the CRR-1000 

hardware version model number shown in the table below. 

Hardware 

Version 

Console Port Null Modem 

Required 

Bps/Par/Bits HW Flow 

Control 

SW Flow 

Control 

CRR-1000-1 RS485_2 Yes 115200 8N1 No No 

CRR-1000-2 J4/J5 No 115200 8N1 No No 

CRR-1000-3 COM 1 Yes 115200 8N1 No No 

CRR-1000-4 USB to Serial Adapter Yes 115200 8N1 No No 

CRR-1000-5 J15 Router No 9600 8N1 No No 

CRR-1000-6 J54 Router No 9600 8N1 No No 

CRR-1000-7 RS232 No 115200 8N1 No No 

CRR-1000-8 COM 1 Yes 115200 8N1 No No 

CRR-1000-9 COM 1 No 9600 8N1 No No 

CRR-1000-10 COM 1 No 115200 8N1 No No 

CRR-1000-11 COM 1 No 115200 8N1 No No 

CRR-1000-12 COM 1 No 115200 8N1 No No 

 

2.3.2 Log in 

Log in to the CRR-1000 using the pre-configured administrator account settings: 

Username: admin 

Password: admin 

CRR-1000 requires the default password for the admin account to be changed on first login.  

Refer to Section 8.2 for details about password management. 

2.3.3 Configuration 

The CRR-1000 requires initial configurations for VPN Trusted Channel connections for administrative 

communications, optional VPN Data Channel connections for other protected data communications, 
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ARES Router management service, and Firewall service prior to operation. Refer to Section 4 for more 

information about Trusted Channels. Follow the steps below to create the required configuration. 

2.3.3.1 VPN Pre-Shared Keys Composition 

Pre-shared keys (PSK) must be configured for the initial VPN channel setup.  

To create the required pre-shared keys, enter the CLI command: 

pki psk <filename>  

When the command is entered, an editor session is started allowing the user to compose the PSK. 

Refer to Section 6.2.2 for the details of composing a PSK and create at least one PSK which can be used 

to secure the Trusted Channel. 

2.3.3.2 VPN Secrets Configuration 

Any PSK files created in the previous section may be configured to authenticate VPN connections.  

To configure a VPN connection to use a PSK, enter the CLI command: 

configure ares vpn secrets 

When the command is entered, an editor session is started allowing the user to configure VPN secrets. 

Use a PSK created above as a secret for the default trusted channel. 

Refer to Section 6.2.3 for VPN secrets configuration details. 

2.3.3.3 VPN Trusted Channel 

VPN Trusted Channel connections are required to provide remote administrative services. 

To configure the VPN Trusted Channel connections, enter the CLI command: 

configure ares trusted 

When the command is entered, an editor session is started allowing the user to edit the VPN Trusted 

Channel configuration file. Once saved, the user is prompted to restart the ARES service, select “No” at 

this time. 

The first time a Trusted Channel is configured, a PSK must be used for authentication until crypto keys or 

certificates are available. Once a Trusted Channel is established, the Trusted Upload procedure may be 

followed to import additional PKI material. If desired, this PKI material can be used to reconfigure the 

Trusted Channel into an even more secure configuration which does not rely on PSKs. 

Refer to Section 7 for VPN configuration details. 

Refer to Section 4 for details about Trusted Channels/Paths and Trusted Uploads.  

2.3.3.4 VPN Data Channel 

To configure VPN Data Channel connections, enter the CLI command: 

configure ares vpn 

When the command is entered, an editor session is started allowing the user to edit the VPN Data Channel 

configuration file. Once saved, the user is prompted to restart the ARES service, select “No” at this time. 

Refer to Section 7 for VPN configuration details. 
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2.3.3.5 ARES Router Management Service 

To configure the ARES router management service, enter the CLI command: 

configure ares 

When the command is entered, an editor session is started allowing the user to edit the ARES 

configuration file. Once saved, the user is prompted to restart the ARES service, select “No” at this time. 

Refer to Section 3 for basic information about ARES configuration. 

Refer to the ARES Configuration Reference optical media for more information about ARES 

configuration. 

2.3.3.6 Packet Filtering Rules 

Skip this step if special traffic handling rules are not required. Refer to Section Error! Reference source 

ot found. for additional information for managing packet filtering rules. 

To configure packet filtering rules, enter CLI command: 

configure filter 

To configure VPN access control list rules, enter CLI command: 

configure filter ipsec 

When either command is entered, an editor session is started allowing the user to edit the specified filter 

rules configuration file. Once saved, the user is prompted to restart the ARES service, select “No” at this 

time. 

2.3.4 Restart ARES 

Now that the CRR-1000 has all the appropriate configuration files set, the ARES Router Management 

Service must be restarted to apply the new configuration. 

To restart the ARES service, enter the following CLI command: 

service ares restart 

2.3.5 Setup Trusted Paths  

The following section describes the steps to configure Trusted Paths used for remote administrative 

services. These Trusted Paths are not required for operation of the CRR-1000. 

2.3.5.1 Remote Audit 

The CRR-1000 supports sending audit event messages to a remote server via the remote syslog protocol. 

To configure an external audit server, enter CLI command: 

set audit remote add <ip address> [<trusted-channel> [<udp|tcp> 

[<port>]]] 

Where: 

<ip address> is the IP address of the external audit server, required; 

<trusted-channel> is the name of the vpn Trusted Channel connection, if not specified, syslog-

trusted-channel is used; 

<udp|tcp> is the transport protocol, UDP or TCP, if not specified, TCP is default; 
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<port> is the port number of the external audit server, if not specified, port 514 is default. 

Once the above command is entered, the configuration is applied immediately. 

For additional information about Trusted Paths, see Section 4. 

For additional information about External Audits, see Section 5.3. 

2.3.5.2  Time Synchronization 

The CRR-1000 can sync its clock with an external time source through the NTP protocol. The NTP 

protocol has support for basic authentication through the use of NTP keys. 

If the external NTP server requires a NTP key for authentication, enter the CLI command: 

configure ntp keys 

When the command is entered, an editor session is started allowing the user to edit the NTP key file.  

To configure the CRR-1000 to connect to an external NTP server, enter the following CLI command: 

configure ntp peer <ip address> [<key number> [<trusted-

channel>]] 

Where: 

<ip address> is the IP address of the external NTP server, required; 

<key number> is the key id to use to authenticate with the NTP peer, if not specified, 0 is default, 

no key authentication; 

<trusted-channel> is the name of the VPN Trusted Channel connection, if not specified, ntp-

trusted-channel is used. 

To apply the new NTP configuration, enter the CLI command: 

service ntp restart 

Refer to Section 10.2.2 for additional information about NTP. 

2.3.6 Create new user for Trusted Uploads 

An account in the trusted group is required to be created in order to perform Trusted Uploads. 

To create an account in the trusted group, enter CLI command: 

user <username> add trusted 

Once this command is entered, the user is prompted to enter the initial password for the new account. 

Once a valid initial password is provided, a new account in the trusted group is created with the given 

username and password. 

Refer to Section 4.1 for additional information about Trusted Uploads. 

Refer to Section 8.1 for additional information about Account Management. 

Refer to Section 8.2 for additional information about Password Management. 

 

3 Network and Routing Protocol Configuration Examples 
CRR supports many standards routing protocols as well as numerous proprietary protocols and network 

functions. There are two services running on CRR that responsible for configuring and running such 
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protocols and functions. The first is FRR service which supports the standard routing protocols such as 

OSPF, PIM, BGP, RIP, NHRP, etc. The second is ARES service which supports OSPF and PIM 

protocols as well as proprietary protocols such ATCorp’s link sensing, automatic tunneling, and Cut-

through routing.  The VPN configuration is also handled by ARES using the VPN Gateway plugin, refer 

to CRR user guide for information about the VPN configuration. 

It is important to note that in general you have to pick FRR or ARES to configure a certain link and not 

configure the same link using both services. Otherwise there is a risk of creating link configuration 

conflicts resulting in undesirable behavior. The default CRR configuration is all done using the ARES 

service. If you wish to use FRR for configuration instead, please remove all link configuration from 

ARES first.  

3.1 FRR Configuration 
FRR service uses the open source Free Range Routing project which supports Cisco’s IOS-like CLI  to 

configure the router. Depending on the CRR firmware version used and its corresponding FRR version, 

online FRR documentation available at  http://docs.frrouting.org/  covers all configuration options in 

details. To check which FRR version is running use the following command: 

admin@CRR> show version frr 

FRRouting 7.3-ATC (CRR). 

To start configuring links and routing protocols using FRR’s Cisco-like CLI shell use the following 

command: 

admin@CRR> configure frr 

Hello, this is FRRouting (version 7.3-ATC). 

Copyright 1996-2005 Kunihiro Ishiguro, et al. 

CRR# 

FRR’s shell is similar to the CRR top level CLI shell supporting  TAB-complete  for possible valid 

completions of the partially entered command and also support for “?” to show help in the current CLI 

context.  

CRR# ?     <HELP> 

  add         Add registration 

  clear       Reset functions 

  configure   Configuration from vty interface 

  copy        Copy from one file to another 

  debug       Debugging functions 

  disable     Turn off privileged mode command 

  enable      Turn on privileged mode command 

  end         End current mode and change to enable mode 

  exit        Exit current mode and down to previous mode 

  find        Find CLI command containing text 

  list        Print command list 

  mtrace      Multicast trace route to multicast source 

  no          Negate a command or set its defaults 

  output      Direct vtysh output to file 

  ping        Send echo messages 

  quit        Exit current mode and down to previous mode 

  rpki        Control rpki specific settings 

  show        Show running system information 

  terminal    Set terminal line parameters 

  traceroute  Trace route to destination 

  write       Write running configuration to memory, network, or 

terminal 

http://docs.frrouting.org/
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To star the configuration you have to enter the configure mode by typing “configure terminal”. Here is a 

full example to configure the IP address 10.1.2.3/24 on interface eth0  with TAB-complete and “?” for 

demonstration purposes: 

CRR# configure terminal 

CRR(config)# ?     <HELP> 

  access-list                  Add an access list entry 

  agentx                       SNMP AgentX protocol settings 

  allow-external-route-update  Allow FRR routes to be overwritten by 

external processes 

  banner                       Set banner 

  bfd                          Configure BFD peers 

  bgp                          BGP information 

  debug                        Debugging functions 

  domainname                   Set system's domain name 

  dump                         Dump packet 

  enable                       Modify enable password parameters 

  end                          End current mode and change to enable 

mode 

  exit                         Exit current mode and down to previous 

mode 

  find                         Find CLI command containing text 

  fpm                          fpm connection remote ip and port 

  frr                          FRRouting global parameters 

  hostname                     Set system's network name 

  interface                    Select an interface to configure 

  ip                           IP information 

  ipv6                         IPv6 information 

  key                          Authentication key management 

  l2vpn                        Configure l2vpn commands 

  line                         Configure a terminal line 

  list                         Print command list 

  log                          Logging control 

  log-filter                   Filter Logs 

  mac                          Add a mac access-list 

  mpls                         Global MPLS configuration subcommands 

  nexthop-group                Nexthop Group configuration 

  nhrp                         Next Hop Resolution Protocol functions 

  no                           Negate a command or set its defaults 

  output                       Direct vtysh output to file 

  password                     Modify the terminal connection password 

  pbr                          Policy Based Routing 

  pbr-map                      Create pbr-map or enter pbr-map command 

mode 

  pseudowire                   Static pseudowire configuration 

  quit                         Exit current mode and down to previous 

mode 

  route-map                    Create route-map or enter route-map 

command mode 

  router                       Enable a routing process 

  router-id                    Manually set the router-id 

  rpki                         Enable rpki and enter rpki configuration 

mode 

  service                      Set up miscellaneous service 

  terminal                     Set terminal line parameters 

  username                     
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  vni                          VNI corresponding to the DEFAULT VRF 

  vrf                          Select a VRF to configure 

  vrrp                         Virtual Router Redundancy Protocol 

  zebra                        Zebra information 

CRR(config)# 

CRR(config)# interface e 
Tab

 

  IFNAME  Interface's name 

     eth3 eth2 eth1 eth0 

CRR(config)# interface eth0 

CRR(config-if)# ?      <HELP> 

  babel        Babel interface commands 

  bandwidth    Set bandwidth informational parameter 

  delay        Specify interface throughput delay 

  description  Interface specific description 

  eigrp        EIGRP information 

  end          End current mode and change to enable mode 

  exit         Exit current mode and down to previous mode 

  find         Find CLI command containing text 

  ip           IP information 

  ipv6         IPv6 information 

  isis         IS-IS routing protocol 

  link-detect  Enable link detection on interface 

  link-params  Configure interface link parameters 

  list         Print command list 

  multicast    Set multicast flag to interface 

  no           Negate a command or set its defaults 

  openfabric   OpenFabric routing protocol 

  output       Direct vtysh output to file 

  pbr-policy   Policy to use 

  quit         Exit current mode and down to previous mode 

  shutdown     Shutdown the selected interface 

  tunnel       NHRP/GRE integration 

  vrrp         Virtual Router Redundancy Protocol 

CRR(config-if)# ip 
Tab

 

  address          Set the IP address of an interface 

  authentication   Authentication subcommands 

  hello-interval   Configures EIGRP hello interval 

  hold-time        Configures EIGRP IPv4 hold time 

  igmp             Enable IGMP operation 

  irdp             Alter ICMP Router discovery preference on this 

interface 

  mroute           Add multicast route 

  multicast        Generic multicast configuration options 

  nhrp             Next Hop Resolution Protocol functions 

  ospf             OSPF interface commands 

  pim              PIM information 

  rip              Routing Information Protocol 

  router           IP router interface commands 

  summary-address  Perform address summarization 

CRR(config-if)# ip address 
Tab

 

  A.B.C.D    Local IP (e.g. 10.0.0.1) for P-t-P address 

  A.B.C.D/M  IP address (e.g. 10.0.0.1/8) 

CRR(config-if)# ip address 10.1.2.3/24 
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CRR(config-if)# exit 

CRR(config)# exit 

CRR# 

To leave the FRR CLI shell and go back to the main CRR CLI shell  enter the command: 

CRR# exit 

crr@CRR>  

 

3.2 ARES Router Management Service 

To modify the ARES configuration, enter the CLI command: 

configure ares 

ARES configuration changes do not take effect until the ARES service is restarted. 

To restart the ARES service, enter the CLI command: 

service ares restart 

To view the current running status of the ARES service, enter the CLI command: 

service ares status 

During an ARES service restart, the default firewall rules are enabled and all network traffic is dropped 

until the ARES service has returned to a running state and the user-defined firewall rules are re-enabled. 

The following sections detail ARES configuration options. 

Refer to Section 12 for an example CRR-1000 configuration including settings for the ARES service, the 

trusted channel, and a VPN gateway. 

3.2.1 Router Name 

The CRR-1000 router name/hostname can be configured by setting the following ARES configuration 

parameter: 

RouterName 

The router name can be any Alpha Numeric string and may include underscores (_) and/or dashes (-).  

Example: 

{ 

   “RouterName” : “crr-1000-test” 

} 

The system hostname is synced with the configured router name. If no router name is configured, then the 

pre-configured hostname is used as the router name. 

3.2.2 Router ID 

Each CRR-1000 router must have a unique router ID associated with it within the network. To configure 

the router ID, set the following ARES configuration parameter: 

RouterId 

The router ID can be any integer in the range 2-254, inclusive. 

Example: 
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{ 

   “RouterId” : 42 

} 

3.2.3 Links 

Every network interface on the CRR-1000 that needs to be managed must be configured as an ARES link 

in the ARES configuration file. Each ARES link has an associated link type and maps to a single network 

device on the system. ARES links are configured as an array of JSON objects under the ARES 

configuration parameter: 

Links 

Example: 

{ 

   “Links” : [ {…}, {…} ] 

} 

Where “…” is replaced with the JSON object configuration for each managed interface. 

3.2.3.1 Link Name 

Each ARES link must be given a descriptive name. The link name is set by configuring the following 

parameter: 

Links::<link>::Name 

The ARES link name can be any alpha numeric string and may include underscores and/or dashes. 

Example: 

{ 

   “Links” : [ 

      { 

         “Name” : “ITS_Link” 

      } 

   ] 

} 

3.2.3.2 Link Type 

Each ARES link must be assigned a link type. There are several types of links corresponding to different 

connections. A link is where IP configuration takes place: it’s where you set addresses and subnet masks 

and specify how the interface interacts with chosen routing protocols. Table 3-1 shows a list of link types. 

Table 3-1. Link types 

Type Description 

Simple Manages the device but no extra services by default 
Wan Adds Source NAT feature 
Host Adds advertise over OSPF 
Boundary Adds advertise and performs OSPF 
Core Connection to another CRR-1000 device. Performs OSPF and adds Neighbor 

Discovery and Link Quality control. 
Edge Connection to another CRR-1000 device with no OSPF. 
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The link type is set by configuring the following parameter: 

Links::<link>::Type 

 

Example: 

{ 

   “Links” : [ 

      { 

         “Type” : “simple” 

      } 

   ] 

} 

3.2.3.3 Link Interface 

Each ARES link must map to a network interface present on the system. To map an ARES link to a 

network interface, the following configuration parameter must be set: 

Links::<link>::Interface 

This parameter is a JSON object that contains several parameters that define the network interface and the 

information needed to manage it. 

Example: 

{ 

   “Links” : [ 

      { 

         “Interface” : {…} 

      } 

   ] 

} 

Where “…” is replaced with the JSON object parameters which define the “Interface” configuration. 

3.2.3.3.1 Link Interface Hardware Address 
The Hardware Address for the network device is used as the primary identifier for the device and is 

configured by setting the following parameter: 

Links::<link>::Interface::HardwareAddress 

Example: 

{ 

   “Links” : [ 

      { 

         “Interface” : { 

            “HardwareAddress” : “00:11:22:33:44:55” 

         } 

      } 

   ] 

} 
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3.2.3.3.2 Link Interface Name 
The name of the mapped network device can be changed by setting the following parameter: 

Links::<link>::Interface::Name 

If the interface name is not configured, the existing name of the device identified by the hardware address 

is used. The interface name must be between 1 and 15 characters in length, inclusive, must begin with a 

letter (case insensitive) or number, and may also contain dashes, semicolons, underscores, and/or periods. 

Example: 

{ 

   “Links” : [ 

      { 

         “Interface” : { 

            “Name” : “eth0” 

         } 

      } 

   ] 

} 

3.2.3.3.3 Link Interface IPv4 Address 
IPv4 addresses assigned to the mapped network interface must be configured by setting the following 

parameter: 

Links::<link>::Interface::Inet4Addresses 

 

The IPv4 addresses must each be a valid unicast address and must include the subnet mask in network 

prefix length representation. This parameter is a JSON array in which the first array item is used as the 

primary address and any optional additional address items are configured on the device as secondary 

addresses. 

 

Example: 

{ 

   “Links” : [ 

      { 

         “Interface” : { 

            “Inet4Addresses” : [“10.1.1.100/24”, 

          “20.1.1.100/24”] 

         } 

      } 

   ] 

} 

3.2.3.3.4 Link Interface IPv6 Address 
IPv6 addresses may optionally be assigned to the mapped network interface by setting the following 

parameter: 

Links::<link>::Interface::Inet6Addresses 

The IPv6 address configuration is a JSON array in which each array item must be a unique and valid IPv6 

unicast address including the subnet mask in network prefix length representation. Each IPv6 address 

configured in the array is added to the mapped network interface. 
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Example: 

{ 

   “Links” : [ 

      { 

         “Interface” : { 

            “Inet6Addresses” : [ “2001::100/64”, 

“2002::100/64” ] 

         } 

      } 

   ] 

} 

3.2.3.4 Link IPv4 and IPv6 Static Routes 

IP (version 4 and 6) subnets which are reachable via the link interface may optionally be configured per 

link by setting the following parameter: 

Links::<link>::Routes 

The Routes parameter is a JSON array of JSON objects, where each object must define the reachable 

subnet and may optionally define the next hop address. A default route may also be configured by setting 

the “Network” parameter to “default”. There may only be one default route defined for IPv4 and only one 

default route for IPv6 per link configuration. 

Example: 

{ 

  “Links” : [ 

    { 

      “Routes” : [ 

        {“Network” : “192.168.1.0/24”}, 

        {“Network” : “172.168.2.0/24”, “Via” : “192.168.1.1”}, 

        {“Network” : “default”, “Via” : “192.168.1.100”} 

       

        {“Network” : “2002::0/64”}, 

        {“Network” : “2200::0/64”, “Via” : “2002::1”}, 

        {“Network” : “default”, “Via” : “2002::100”} 

      ] 

    } 

  ] 

} 

3.2.4 Plugin Configuration 

The ARES service supports dynamically loadable plugins. These plugins are:  

 VPNGateway 

 MRE 

 Visualizer 

3.2.4.1 VPNGateway 

The ARES VPN service is enabled by loading the VPNGateway plugin. To enable the VPNGateway 

plugin, configure the following parameter: 
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Plugins::VPNGateway 

The ARES VPNGateway plugin requires the security mode to be configured by setting the following 

parameter: 

Plugins::VPNGateway::SecurityMode 

Currently, the only security mode supported is “NIAP”. While “NIAP” mode is required for the Common 

Criteria evaluated configuration, it is not inclusive of all settings required to operate in the evaluated 

configuration.  

An example to set the security mode is: 

{ 

   “Plugins” : { 

      “VPNGateway” : { 

         “SecurityMode” : “NIAP” 

      } 

   } 

} 

 

4 Trusted Path/Channels 

The CRR-1000 uses IPsec to provide trusted communication channels (Trusted Channel) between itself 

and authorized IT entities supporting the following capabilities: Syslog, Trusted Uploads, remote console, 

and NTP. Trusted Channels are logically distinct from other communication channels (Data VPN 

Channel) and provides secure communication for administrative services. A Trusted Channel between the 

CRR-1000 and a Trusted Gateway must be established before an authorized IT entity can communicate 

with the CRR-1000. The additional steps for setting up an Audit Server are detailed in Section 5.3.  

The additional steps for setting up an NTP sever are detailed in Section 10.2.2. 

Should a connection between the CRR-1000 and an authorized IT entity be unintentionally broken, the 

user must correct the issue(s) which caused the connection to be broken (e.g. disconnected/broken 

antenna/Ethernet cable). Once the issue(s) have been resolved, the connection may automatically be 

reestablished depending on the connection configuration, see Section 7.1.4. 

4.1 Trusted Uploads 

Trusted Uploads allow for the uploading and downloading of data to the CRR-1000 via a SFTP client 

through a Trusted Channel established by a security administrator. Trusted Uploads can only be 

performed through a Trusted Channel by an account in the trusted group. Trusted Uploads allow for the 

following functionality: 

 Backup and Restore  

 Import and Export of Certificate and key material 

 Firmware updates (Trusted Update) 

The following directories are visible to the SFTP user once authenticated with the CRR-1000 and are used 

for the uploading. 

 vpn - Certificates and key material 

 configs – Configuration files 

 updates – Firmware images  
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Files places in any of these directories are immediately processed by the system, staged appropriately if 

validated. Once processed, files in the above directories are automatically deleted by the system. 

Exports from the CRR-1000, backup and the export of Certificates and key material appears in the root 

directory and is automatically deleted by the system after a period of time, default 5 minutes. The 

autodelete time is configurable by a security administrator by entering the CLI command: 

set autodelete <time> 

Where: 

 <time> is the time in seconds that a file is available for download before deletion, [5-3600]. 

4.2 Backup and Restore 

The CRR-1000 allows for the backup and restore of router configuration. To initiate a backup, enter the 

CLI command: 

backup 

A gzip tar backup file is created in the Trusted Uploads root directory with the file name. 

 crr.config.<year>-<month>-<day>-<hour>-<minute>-<second>.tar.gz 

The backup can be downloaded via an SFTP client. The backup contains the following files: 

 ares.json 

 custom_rules 

 ipsec_rules 

 vpn.json 

 trustedchannel.json 

 captain.conf 

Backups can be restored to the CRR-1000 by uploading a gzip tar file via SFTP to the configs directory. 

The CRR-1000 processes files with the names of those listed above and reject all other files. All files are 

validated for syntax. Any file which fails a syntax check is rejected. Existing files on the CRR-1000 are 

immediately replaced by the restored backup files; however the configuration is not active until the ARES 

service is restarted or the CRR-1000 is rebooted.  

4.3 Import and Export of Certificates and Key Material 

The CRR-1000 does not allow the viewing or export of crypto keys or pre-shared keys (PSK).  

The CRR-1000 allows for the export of certificates and public keys. The user must indicate to the CRR-

1000 which files to export with the CLI command: 

pki export <type> <file> 

Where: 

 <type> is one of aacerts, acerts, cacerts, certs, crls, ocspcerts, policies, public, or reqs, depending 

on the type of file to export; 

 <file> is the actual file name to export. 

Once all the desired files have been selected for export, the files must be packaged for download. The 

package command creates a gzip tar file in the Trusted Upload root directory with the file name format 

“<prefix>.crr.pki.data.tar.gz”  

To package exported file, enter the CLI command: 
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pki package <prefix> 

Where: 

<prefix> is a prefix that is prepended to the packaged tar file name.  

The package contains the following directories: 

 aacerts 

 acerts 

 cacerts 

 certs 

 crls 

 ocspcerts 

 policies 

 private 

 psks 

 public 

 reqs 

Each of the directories contains the corresponding files which the user exported prior to running package. 

While the package contains the directories private and psks, those directories are always empty for 

packages generated by the CRR-1000 because export of private keys and PSKs is not allowed. If private 

or psks directory in the staged area are not empty the package command fails. 

Packages containing certs and key material can be uploaded to the CRR-1000 by uploading a gzip tar file 

via SFTP to the trusted directory. The CRR-1000 only processes directories in packages with the above 

directory structure or a subset of the above directory structure. Directories not in the above list and the 

files in those directories are rejected. Private keys and PSKs placed in the private and psks directories are 

processed by the CRR-1000. Once the CRR-1000 processes the package, files in the package directory 

are placed in the staged directory. Existing files in the staged directory are overwritten with the imported 

package file if they have the same path. Validation and activation of imported keys and certificates must 

be performed and is described in Section 6.3.2. 

4.4 Trusted Update 

The CRR-1000 only accepts firmware digitally signed by ATCorp. Digitally signed firmware can be 

acquired from ATCorp via product support channels. Firmware is uploaded to the CRR-1000 and placed 

in the updates directory. Once uploaded, the CRR-1000 verifies the digital signature. If the digital 

signature is verified, the CRR-1000 checks the new firmware version confirming it is able to be installed. 

If the check is successful the firmware is placed in a staging area for delayed activation by a security 

administrator.  

The CRR-1000 fails to process a firmware update for the following reasons: 

 Invalid file format.  The CRR-1000 expects a compressed tar file ending in the extension “.gz”. 

 Invalid digital signature. 

 New firmware does not meet dependency requirements. 

Should the CRR-1000 fail to process a firmware update for any reason, the failure and reason for failure 

is recorded in syslog. Successful processing of the firmware update is also recorded in syslog. 

To query the currently executing version of the CRR-1000 firmware, enter CLI command: 

show version 
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Once the new firmware is staged, it is ready to be installed by a security administrator.  Only a single 

firmware image is able to be staged at a time.  To check if the CRR-1000 has a staged firmware image 

ready to be installed, enter the CLI command: 

update check 

The above command indicates if the system is up to date or if a staged firmware image is available for 

installation. Staged firmware images are only installed after a security administrator initiates the install by 

entering the CLI command: 

update firmware  

If there is a currently staged firmware, the CRR-1000 prompts to confirm installation. The CRR-1000 

indicates success or failure of the installation of the new firmware. Loss of power or interruption of the 

firmware update process puts the CRR-1000 in an unusable state. Any attempt to update the firmware 

generates a syslog message indicating success or failure of the update. 

 

5 Security Audit 

The CRR-1000 stores log messages which are generated by auditable events in a local storage. The local 

audit event storage is monitored and maintained to ensure that new audit events are always logged. Audit 

event logs may also be sent to external audit event storage through the remote syslog protocol. The CRR-

1000 CLI provides the ability for an administrator to view and search the audit event logs locally. 

5.1 Local Audit Event Log Access 

To view all the audit messages stored in an audit file, enter CLI command: 

show audit <filename> 

Once this command is entered, the given audit file is opened using the UNIX program “less” in secure 

mode. The less program is a simple to use and powerful text file viewer. Refer to Section 13 to determine 

the correct audit log file for the audit event messages that need to be reviewed. 

Enter ‘h’ or ‘H’ from within the less viewer to view a summary of available features, and the key 

commands to activate them. Below is a condensed list of the most useful features of less. 

UpArrow/DownArrow – Scroll up/down one line at a time 

PgUp/PgDown – Scroll up/down one page at a time 

/pattern – Search forward for the next line that contains the given pattern 

?pattern – Search backward for the previous line that contains the given pattern 

n – Repeat the previous search 

N – Repeat the previous search, searching in the opposite direction 

&pattern – Display only the lines that contain the given pattern 

F – Display new messages written to the file, as they are written. Use ctrl+c to stop. 

q – Exit the log viewer 

The “show audit <filename>” command automatically opens the audit file scrolled to the end of the file 

rather than at the beginning of the file. When searching from the end of the file, use the ‘?pattern’ and ‘n’ 

commands in order to search backward through the file. 
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Refer to Section 13 for message formats, titles and bodies for all the auditable events. 

5.1.1 Local Log Access 

The CRR-1000 also stores non-audit logging separately from the audit event logging. The non-audit 

logging will include logging related to the network and routing services, as well as any additional system 

logging that is not covered by the audit event logs. 

To view all the non-audit messages stored in a log file, enter CLI command: 

show log <filename> 

5.2 Local Audit Event Storage 

The CRR-1000 allocates 2GB of space to local audit storage. The CRR-1000 maintains 4 separate audit 

types and up to 10 files for each audit type, one active file and 9 archive files. The active file for each 

audit type is allowed to reach 50MB in size before it is rotated, when the TSF attempts to write an audit 

log message to an audit file which would increase the size beyond 50MB then that audit log type is 

rotated. Audit log rotation will delete the oldest archive file, if archiving the current file will create more 

than 9 archive files. Each archive file is renamed with a suffix .1.gz through .9.gz, indicating the age of 

the archive file, 1 being the newest and 9 being the oldest. Then the current audit log is compressed and 

renamed with the suffix .1.gz. Once rotation is completed, a new empty active file is created and the 

queued audit message is written to the file. This approach ensures that no audit log messages are 

discarded during the log rotation process and that the allocated storage capacity of 2GB is never 

exceeded. 

The CRR-1000 CLI does not implement any commands that allow the modification or deletion of audit 

records. No configuration is needed or possible for local storage of audit data or audit log rotation. 

Audit event messages are split into four types logged to the files listed below: 

 ipsec.log – Stores all VPN related events 

 firewall.log – Stores all Firewall related events 

 auth.log – Stores all authentication related events 

 general.log – Stores all other audit events 

5.2.1 Local Log Storage 

The CRR-1000 implements the same partition size and log rotation scheme for the non-audit event 

logging as well. However, since the standard log location for non-audit event logging is not as tightly 

controlled as the audit log storage, an additional service is run which monitors the available partition 

space for non-audit log files and deletes all history files (anything with the .gz file extension) when the 

available space in the non-audit log partition is less than 10%. 

The non-audit log messages are split among 4 files as well, listed below: 

 kern.log – Stores messages generated by the kernel and the ARES kernel module 

 user.log – Stores messages from the network/routing services 

 local.log – Stores messages from any non-audit services 

 syslog – Stores all other system messages 

5.3 External Audit Event Storage 

The CRR-1000 supports the transmission of audit event data to an external audit server using the syslog 

protocol, RFC 3164, through a Trusted Channel. The CRR-1000 transmits audit records to the syslog 

server in real-time, i.e. when an audit event is generated, it is simultaneously sent to both the external 
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server and the local store. The CRR-1000 has a limited ability to cache audit records if the syslog server 

becomes temporarily unreachable. If the Trusted Channel connection to the syslog server is lost, audit 

logs continue to be stored locally on the CRR-1000 as well as cached in a small buffer. When the Trusted 

Channel connection is restored, the CRR-1000 automatically resumes sending the cached and new audit 

log messages, requiring no further action from the operator. It is important to note that the CRR-1000 

does not cache log messages for servers in which a connection has not already been established. This 

means that during boot up, all logging is stored locally only until the system is up and a trusted channel 

has been established to the external audit server. 

Refer to Section 4 for more information about Trusted Channels. 

When a Syslog server is configured, the CRR-1000 automatically creates a new, implicit Trusted Channel 

connection named “syslog-trusted-channel” which is used for syslog communications. The Syslog 

Trusted Channel is restricted to the given syslog server IP address and inherits the rest of the 

configuration from the given user-defined Trusted Channel connection. 

To view the current external audit server settings, enter CLI command: 

show audit remote 

To configure an external audit server, enter CLI command: 

set audit remote add <ip address> [<trusted-channel> [<udp|tcp> 

[<port>]]] 

Where: 

<ip address> is the IP address of the external audit server, required; 

<trusted-channel> is the configured name of the base Trusted Channel connection used by 

“syslog-trusted-channel”, if not specified, “default” is used; 

<udp|tcp> is the transport protocol, UDP or TCP, if not specified, UDP is default; 

<port> is the port number of the external audit server, if not specified, port 514 is default. 

 

6 Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) 

The CRR-1000 provides an extensive set of PKI services, such as cryptographic key generation, key 

management, certificate creation, and validation. Most PKI services use the CLI command “pki” followed 

by a sub-command and its options.  

pki <sub-command> <sub-command-options> 

Example:     

pki gen rsakey.pem 

Many sub-commands that create keys and certificates expect a filename to follow the sub-command 

where the new key or certificate is stored such as the example above. Several other pki sub-commands 

operate at a directory level or at a file level. Such commands take the form of: 

pki <sub-command> <directory> [file] [options] 

Example: 

pki list private 
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This command lists all available private keys (under the directory private) and displays its information. 

The directories available for PKI files and services include: 

 aacerts  :Authorization Authority certificates  

 acerts  :Attribute certificates 

 cacerts  : CA certificates  

 certs           : End entity certificates  

 crls            : Certificates Revocation lists (CRL) 

 ocspcerts :OCSP signer certificates 

 policies 

 private  : Private keys 

 psks  : Pre-shared keys 

 public  :Public keys 

 reqs  : PKCS#10 certificate requests (CSR) 

The CRR-1000 stores keys and certificates in a variety of file formats which are determined by the file 

extension used. Each PKI command that requires a file name specifies the accepted file extensions for 

that command. Below is a list of all the supported file extensions and a description of the associated 

format: 

 der – Binary file in ASN.1 format used for keys and certificates 

 pem – Text file in Base64 format used for keys and certificates 

 key – Text file in Base64 format used for keys 

 psk – Text file used for pre-shared keys 

 crl – Text file used for Certificate Revocation Lists 

 crt – Text file used for Certificates 

 csr – Text file used for Certificate Requests 

6.1 Import and Export of PKI Material 

All PKI material may be imported or exported, except for private crypto keys and pre-shared keys which 

may only be imported,  using the “import” and “export” PKI sub-commands, respectively. To facilitate 

the import and export of PKI material, the CRR-1000 implements an isolated storage location used for the 

staging of PKI material for import/export. The staging directory structure mirrors the directory structure 

listed in the introduction to this section. When new PKI material is transferred to the CRR-1000 through 

the Trusted Upload procedure, the files are immediately detected and moved to the corresponding staging 

directory. These files are now available to be imported for use by the CRR-1000. The PKI export 

procedure uses the same staging area, so files that are exported are copied to the corresponding staging 

directory. Files which reside in the staging area may be packaged and transferred off of the CRR-1000. 

Refer to Section 4.1 for details on the Trusted Uploads procedure. Files in the staging area remain there 

indefinitely but are unusable while they reside in the staging area. 

Example: 

pki import certs/host.crt 

Once this command is entered, the CRR-1000 locates the file named “host.crt” in the certs directory in the 

staging area and copies it to the deployed certs directory, where it may be used.  

pki export certs/host.crt 

Once this command is entered, the CRR-1000 locates the file named “host.crt” in the deployed certs 

directory and copies it to the certs directory within the staging area. The original “host.crt” file remains 

available in the deployed directory.  
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Many of the pki commands operate on both the deployed directories as well as the staging area 

directories. The common format is “pki <sub-command> <directory>” for the deployed directory and 

“pki <sub-command> staged <directory>” for the staging area directory”. 

Example: 

pki list certs 

Once the command is entered, a list of certificates in the deployed certs directory is displayed; these 

certificates are available for use and may be exported. 

pki list staged certs 

Once the command is entered, a list of certifcates in the staging area certs directory is displayed; these 

certificates are not available for use and may be imported. 

All PKI material can be imported and exported, except private crypto keys and pre-shared keys which 

may only be imported, with the following PKI command: 

pki (import|export) <directory>[/<filename>] 

If <filename> is provided, the command is executed only for that individual file. If <filename> is omitted, 

then the command is executed on all files in the provided directory.  

Example: 

pki export reqs/host1.csr 

Once this command is entered, only the “host1.csr” certificate request is exported to the staging area. 

pki export reqs 

Once this command is entered, all certificate requests are exported to the staging area. 

In order to transfer the staged files off of the CRR-1000, the staged files must be packaged and moved to 

the secure Trusted Upload directory. The command below may be used to create a compressed tar file of 

all files in the staged area: 

pki package <prefix> 

Where: 

<prefix> is an alphanumeric string used as a prefix of the name of the generated tar file. The full 

name of the file takes the format <prefix>.pki.data.tar.gz. 

Example: 

pki package host1 

Once this command is entered, a tar file of the entire staging area, named “host1.pki.data.tar.gz”, is 

generated and placed in the secure Trusted Uploads directory and is available for transfer off of the CRR-

1000. Refer to Section 4.3 for details about the Trusted Upload procedure used to transfer the packaged 

PKI material off of the CRR-1000. 

6.2 Key Management 

This section details the PKI commands related to the generation, configuration, and destruction of crypto 

keys and pre-shared keys.  
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6.2.1 Crypto Key Generation 

The CRR-1000 supports generation of asymmetric cryptographic keys in accordance with a specified 

cryptographic key generation algorithm: 

 ECC schemes using “NIST curves” P-256, P-384, P-521 that meet the following: FIPS PUB 186-

4, “Digital Signature Standard (DSS)”, Appendix B.4; 

 FFC schemes using cryptographic key sizes of 2048-bit or greater that meet the following: FIPS 

PUB 186-4, “Digital Signature Standard (DSS)”, Appendix B.1 

The CRR-1000 supports generation of asymmetric cryptographic keys used for IKE peer authentication in 

accordance with: 

 FIPS PUB 186-4, “Digital Signature Standard (DSS)”, Appendix B.4 for ECDSA schemes and 

implementing “NIST curves” P-256, P-384, and P-521. 

 FIPS PUB186-4, “Digital Signature Standard (DSS)”, Appendix B.3 for RSA schemes 

The local keypairs (private/public) are generated with the following CLI command: 

pki gen <keyname> ecdsa (256|384|521) 

pki gen <keyname> rsa (2048|3072|4096|8192) 

The following default commands generate an RSA key of length 4096: 

pki gen <keyname> 

pki gen <keyname> rsa 

The following default command generates an ECDSA key of length 384: 

pki gen <keyname> ecdsa 

The <keyname> argument must be a valid filename with file extension pem, key, or der.  The command 

fails if the <keyname> has any other file extension. 

Upon successful completion, the command displays information about the generated key including file 

permissions, size, creation time, directory, and filename. 

6.2.2 Pre-shared Key Composition 

The CRR-1000 supports composition of pre-shared keys which are stored individually in separate files 

that can be referenced for usage but cannot be viewed directly after creation. The CRR-1000 only 

supports composition of PSKs through user input and does not support system generation of PSKs. 

To create a PSK, enter the following CLI command: 

pki psk <filename> 

The <filename> argument must be a valid file name with the file extension psk.  The command opens an 

editor where the user can enter a single pre-shared key secret on the first line of the file. The secret can be 

one of the following: 

 a character string (15-100 characters) 

 a raw hexadecimal value preceded by “0x” 

 a raw Base64 value preceded by “0s” 

Valid characters allowed in a character string secret are: 

 Upper case characters A-Z 

 Lower case characters a-z 
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 Digits 0-9 

 The special characters defined in the set: !@#$%^&*()_-? 

Notice that the SPACE character is included in the allowed character set. When done, save and exit the 

editor, a new file is saved with the given filename that can be referenced from the secrets configuration.  

A strong text pre-shared key consists of at least 16 characters and contains at least 1 uppercase, 1 

lowercase, 1 number, and 1 symbol.  The administrator should select a pre-shared key length to balance 

the need for security (longer pre-shared key) and ease of recollection (shorter pre-shared key). 

6.2.3 Key Configuration 

To configure VPN to use one of the available keys for authentication enter the CLI command: 

 configure ares vpn secrets 

Once the command is entered, an editor session is started allowing the user to configure secrets via key 

file(s). 

This file contains the secret definitions and may contain only one secret per line. The configuration of a 

secret has two parts; a list of IDs/indices, followed by a file name where the actual secret is saved. The 

two parts are separated by a colon (:) and one of the keywords, PSK, RSA, or ECDSA, which indicate the 

type of the key. Key files must have been previously generated or imported to the system. 

For RSA and ECDSA, the filename can optionally be followed by a passphrase. The passphrase is a 

double-quoted character string or the keyword “%prompt”. 

Syntax: 

[<ID1>…<IDn>] : <secret-type> <filename> [<passphrase>] 

Where: 

<ID> is the selector and may be an IPv4 or IPv6 address, a Fully Qualified Domain Name,  

user@FQDN, or one of the keywords %any or  %any6. This field is optional and a secret with no 

selectors matches any host and peer; 

<secret-type> is one of PSK, RSA, or ECDSA; 

<filename> is the file that contains the actual secret/key; 

<passphrase> is an optional passphrase for a RSA/ECDSA key. It must be a double-quoted 

character string or the keyword “%prompt”, which can only be used with interactive sessions 

where a user is ready to type the passphrase when the connection is initiated.  

Examples: 

10.1.0.1 10.2.0.1 : PSK peer1.psk 

%any : RSA sharedSecret.pem 

 : RSA AnotherRSAKey.pem 

 : ECDSA mykey.pem "this is a rotten passphrase" 

gateway.corp.com : RSA myrsakey.pem "this is a rotten passphrase" 

www.xs4all.nl @www.kremvax.com 10.6.0.1 10.7.0.1 1.8.0.1 : ECDSA 

secretSharedBy5Systems.pem %prompt 

 Once saved, the user is prompted to initiate an IPsec secrets re-read in order for the configuration 

changes to take effect. 

Pre-shared keys must be created, following the procedure described in section 6.2.2, prior to use as a vpn 

secret. If a PSK is deleted or changed, by deleting the PSK and re-creating with the same name, then the 
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vpn secrets must also be re-configured by first removing the PSK secret, save, then re-configure with the 

PSK again. This is required even if the PSK name has not changed. 

 

6.2.4 Key Destruction 

The CRR-1000 supports the secure destruction of stored keys and relies on the ext4 journaled file system 

with data=ordered to guarantee proper destruction. Key destruction is performed immediately upon issue 

of the key destruction command via the CLI.  Keys are destroyed by overwriting the memory with 0x00, 

then 0xff, then 0xaa, then 0x55, then followed by a verify step. The CRR-1000 utilizes the TRIM 

functionality for hardware level garbage collection. There are no known circumstances that could prevent 

or delay key destruction. There are no known circumstances or configurations that exist that do not 

conform to the key destruction requirement. 

To destroy a key or PSK by name, enter CLI command:  

pki del [staged] private </filename> 

pki del [staged] psks </filename> 

To destroy all the keys or PSKs, enter CLI command:  

pki del [staged] private 

pki del [staged] psks 

The optional parameter [staged] in all cases forces the command to operate on the staged area. 

6.3 Certificate Management 

The CRR-1000 provides certificate management services such as issuing certificate signing requests, 

importing and exporting various certificate types such as end entity certificates, CA certificates, and 

certificate revocation lists. The following subsections cover some of these commands. 

Certificates dictate the authentication method used when they are used. In order to validate a peer with 

RSA or ECDSA signatures, both the local and the remote routers’ certificates must have been correctly 

generated with the appropriate strength and type of credentials. 

Complete Certificate Authority (CA) configuration and use is outside the scope of this document and is 

dependent on the Certificate Authority product chosen. However, for proper certificate validation a CA or 

an intermediate CA must conform to RFC 5280. Specifically, certificates and Certificate Revocation Lists 

(CRLs) issued by the CA must have the authorityKeyIdentifier extension present. 

Prior to certificate generation, the CRR-1000 must generate a private key and a Certificate Signing 

Request. The Private Key dictates the method of authentication used with the certificate and must be 

chosen to match the desired authentication method and strength.   

6.3.1 Certificate Request 

The CRR-1000 can generate a Certificate Signing Request (CSR) as specified by RFC 2986 and be able 

to provide the following information in the request: public key, FQDN, CN, Organization, DN, and SAN. 

The CRR-1000 validates the chain of certificates from the Root CA upon receiving the CA Certificate 

Response. 

To create a certificate request use the CLI command: 

pki req <filename> <keytype> <directory>/<key-file> <digest> 

Where: 
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<filename> is the name of the created CSR file; 

<keytype> is the type of the private key; one of rsa, ecdsa, or priv; 

<directory> is the location of the key, one of private, public, reqs, or certs; 

<key-file> is the key input file used to create the CSR; 

<digest> is the hash algorithm; one of sha256, sha384, or sha512. 

Example: 

pki req toe.crt ecdsa certs/ec.pem sha256 

Once executed, this command opens a CSR template in a text editor to configure additional options. The 

user must configure the “dn” option appropriately. 

Example: 

--dn "C=US, O=ATCorp, CN=John Smith"  

Other options can also be configured but are not required, such as SAN fields. When finished configuring, 

save and exit the editor. If all of the command options are correct, a new PKCS#10 CSR is created and 

saved under the “reqs” directory. The CSR may then be exported and packaged in preparation for a 

Trusted Upload to get it to a Certificate Authority. Refer to Section 6.1 and Section 4.1 for additional 

information. 

6.3.2 Certificate Verification 

The CRR-1000 provides the capability to validate installed certificates for IPsec against Certificate 

Revocation Lists (CRLs) and time constraints contained in the certificate itself. To validate a certificate, 

enter CLI command: 

pki verify <certdir>/<filename> [<cacert>|cacerts] [<crl>|crls] 

[online] 

Where: 

<certdir> is the certificate directory, one of aacerts, acerts, cacerts, certs, or ocspcerts; 

<filename> is the name of the certificate to be validated; 

<cacert>|cacerts is the name of the CA certificate to use for validation, if cacerts is used, all 

available cacerts are used; 

<crl>|crls is the name of the CRL to use for validation, if crls is used, all available crls are used; 

[online] enables online CRL/OCSP revocation checking. 

 

When running the pki verify with only a certificate name and without a CA certificate or a CRL, the 

verification is only done for the lifetime of the certificate. If a complete trust chain validation is required, 

cacerts (trust chain is automatically constricted using available CAs) or a specific CA certificate must be 

supplied. If a revocation check is also needed, crls (all available CRLs are checked) or crl file must be 

supplied. In most cases the user is interested to check all aspects of a certificate, lifetime, trust chain, and 

revocation status. For example, to verify host1.crt, run the command: 

pki verify host1.crt cacerts crls 

Certificates can optionally specify a CRL server URI to be used in certificate validation checking. If a 

certificate provided for validation includes a CRL URI then the CRR-1000 attempts to contact the server 
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to check the revocation status of the certificate. CRL URIs are provided by specifying a “CRL 

Distribution Points” extension in the certificate when issued by the CA according to RFC3280. For online  

CRL checking, the administrator must make sure that communication to the CRL server is protected 

through a trusted channel. 

Note: when a certificate is used for vpn session authentication, certificate validation is automatically 

performed prior to usage.  

The result of certificate verification is displayed in the output line in a form of verification verdicate 

regrading three aspects: 

Signature and trust chain status: “trusted” or “untrusted” 

Lifetime status: “valid” or “no valid” 

Revocation status: “revoked” 

The signature and trust chain status check is only done one when a CA is provided as mentioned above. 

Otherwise the verdicate is always shown as “certificate trusted”. “trusted” in this context is only 

concerned about whether the signature is verified against the trust chain or not. Without a trust chain 

verification , even an expired certificate would show up as “trusted” if the signature validation is not 

asked for, but that does not mean it is going to be “trusted” when is actually used to establish a connection 

. The following are some examples of the output of the pki verify command using different certificate and 

options.  

1) Lifetime check only, no signature or CRL checks 

Notice that signature validation and crl check is not done, the certificate is simply shown as 

trusted because the signature validation was skipped signified by the first output line “no issuer 

certificate found…”: 

crr@CRR1> pki verify certs/mars.crt 

no issuer certificate found for "C=US, O=ATC, CN=mars" 

  issuer is "C=US, O=ATC, CN=CRRMaster3" 

  using trusted certificate "C=US, O=ATC, CN=mars" 

certificate trusted, lifetimes valid 

 

2) Lifetime check only for an expired certificate, no signature or CRL checks  

Notice again the certificate is shown as trusted even though it is expired for the same reason 

explained above. 

crr@CRR1> pki verify certs/mars_expired.crt 

no issuer certificate found for "C=US, O=ATC" 

  issuer is "C=US, O=ATC, CN=CRRMaster3" 

  using trusted certificate "C=US, O=ATC" 

certificate trusted, but no valid lifetime 

3) Full trust chain signature check but no CRL check 

crr@CRR1> pki verify certs/mars.crt cacerts  

  using certificate "C=US, O=ATC, CN=mars" 

  using trusted intermediate ca certificate "C=US, O=ATC, CN=CRRMaster3" 

  using trusted intermediate ca certificate "C=US, O=ATC, CN=CRRMaster2" 

  using trusted ca certificate "C=US, O=ATCorp, CN=CRRMaster" 

  reached self-signed root ca with a path length of 2 

certificate trusted, lifetimes valid 

4) Full trust chain signature check for an expired certificate but no CRL check 

Unlike case 2 above, the expired certificate information is shown and is marked as “untrusted” 
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crr@CRR1> pki verify certs/mars_expired.crt cacerts 

  using certificate "C=US, O=ATC" 

  using trusted intermediate ca certificate "C=US, O=ATC, CN=CRRMaster3" 

subject certificate invalid (valid from Jan 01 16:07:00 2018 to Jan 01 16:07:00 

2018) 

certificate untrusted 

5) Full trust chain signature check for a revoked certificate with CRL check 

With a revoked certificate, the date and reason of revocation is shown, and also the final 

verification verdict: “certificate untrusted” 

crr@CRR1> pki verify certs/mars_revoked.crt cacerts crls 

  using certificate "C=US, O=ATC, CN=mars" 

  using trusted intermediate ca certificate "C=US, O=ATC, CN=CRRMaster3" 

checking certificate status of "C=US, O=ATC, CN=mars" 

  using trusted intermediate ca certificate "C=US, O=ATC, CN=CRRMaster2" 

  reached self-signed root ca with a path length of 0 

  using trusted certificate "C=US, O=ATC, CN=CRRMaster3" 

  crl correctly signed by "C=US, O=ATC, CN=CRRMaster3" 

  certificate was revoked on Jan 15 16:37:16 UTC 2018, reason: affiliation 

changed 

certificate untrusted 

 

6.3.3 Certificate Validation Strictness 

The CRR-1000 uses X.509v3 certificates as defined by RFC 5280 to support authentication for IPsec. 

When the CRR-1000 cannot establish a connection to determine the validity of a certificate, the CRR-

1000 allows the administrator to choose whether or not to accept the certificate. Enabling strict validation 

of certificates causes the CRR-1000 to not accept a certificate if it is unable to establish a connection in 

order to determine the validity of the certificate. In other words, if strict validation is enabled and the 

revocation status URL is unreachable then the CRR-1000 considers the certificate status to be revoked. 

To enable strict validation of certificates, enter CLI command: 

pki crl strict yes 

To disable strict validation of certificates, enter CLI command: 

pki crl strict no 

CRR-1000 is capable of caching CRLs after fetching them from remote URLs. This allows the use of the 

cached CRL when the URL cannot be reached later. The cached CRL can only be used if the 

“nextUpdate” field in the CRL has not expired. 

To enable CRL caching, enter the CLI command: 

pki crl cache yes 

To disable CRL caching, enter the CLI command: 

pki crl cache no 

It is important to note that if Strict Certificate Validation is enabled and the CRL must be fetched from a 

remote server, then the path to that server must use a separate VPN from the one being authenticated. This 

is a bootstrapping problem where the CRL server must be reachable to check VPN certificate revocation 

status, but the revocation server must also be reachable over a VPN connection. The connection to the 

server can be simply configured to use PSK authentication to avoid this issue. 
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6.4 Additional Commands 

6.4.1 Issue Attribute Certificate 

To issue an attribute certificate, enter CLI command: 

pki acert <cert> <holder-cert> <issuer-cert> <issuer-key> 

<digest> 

Where: 

 <cert> is the name of the new attribute certificate, must have file extension pem, der, or crt; 

 <holder-cert> is the holder certificate file; 

 <issuer-cert> is the issuer certificate file; 

<issuer-key> is either the issuer private key file or the issuer private key ID; 

<digest> is the hash digest algorithm, one of sha256, sha384, or sha512. 

Once this command is entered an editor is started, which allows the user to configure additional optional 

parameters for the attribute certificate. Follow the directions in the template file. 

6.4.2 Issue Certificate 

To issue a certificate using a CA certificate and key, enter CLI command (not part of the evaluated 

configuration): 

pki issue <cert> <type> <key-req> <cacert> <cakey> <digest> 

Where: 

 <cert> is the new certificate name, must have file extension pem, der, or crt; 

 <type> is the type of key or request, one of ecdsa, pkcs10, priv, pub, or rsa; 

 <key-req> is either the key or the request file; 

 <cacert> is the CA certificate file; 

<cakey> is either the CA private key file or the CA private key id; 

<digest> is the digest hash algorithm, one of sha256, sha384, or sha512. 

Once this command is entered, an editor is started allowing the user to configure additional, optional 

parameters for certificate creation. 

6.4.3 Issue CRL 

To issue a CRL using a CA certificate and key, enter CLI command (not part of the evaluated 

configuration): 

pki signcrl <crlfile> <cacert> <cakey> <digest> 

Where: 

 <crlfile> is the name of the new CRL file, must have file extension crl; 

 <cacert> is the name of the CA certificate; 

<cakey> is either the name of the CA private key file or the CA private key ID; 

<digest> is the digest hash algorithm, one of sha256, sha384, or sha512. 
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Once this command is entered, an editor is started allowing the user to configured additional, optional 

parameters for issuing the CRL. Follow the directions in the template file. 

6.4.4 Self-Signed Certificate 

To create a self-signed certificate, enter CLI command (not part of the evaluated configuration): 

pki self <cert> <type> <pkey> <digest> 

Where: 

 <cert> is the name of the new certificate, must have file extension pem, der, crt, or csr; 

 <type> is the key type, one of ecdsa, priv, or rsa; 

 <pkey> is the private key; 

 <digest> is the digest hash algorithm, one of sha256, sha384, or sha512. 

Once this command is entered, an editor is started allowing the user to configure additional parameters for 

creating the certificate. The certificate DN is required, other parameters are optional. Follow the 

directions in the template file. 

6.4.5 Extract DN 

To extract the subject DN from a X.509 certificate, enter CLI command: 

pki dn [staged] <certdir>/<file> 

Where: 

[staged] is the option to read the certificate from the staged directory or not; 

<certdir> is the certificate directory, one of aacerts, acerts, cacerts, certs, ocspcerts, or reqs; 

 <file> is the certificate file. 

6.4.6 Extract Public Key 

To extract the public key from a private key or certificate, enter CLI command: 

pki pub <filename> <type> <dir>/<infile> 

Where: 

 <filename> is the file where the public key is saved, must have file extension pem or der, or key; 

 <type> is the type of the input file, one of ecdsa, pkcs10, priv, pub, rsa, or x509; 

<dir> is the key or cert directory, one of private, public, reqs, or certs; 

<infile> is the private key or certificate to extract the public key from. 

6.4.7 Print Certificate Information 

To print a certificate in human readable form, enter CLI command: 

pki print [staged] <certdir>/<file> 

Where: 

 [staged] is the option to read the certificate from the staged directory or not; 

 <certdir> is the certificate directory, one of aacerts, acerts, cacerts, certs, ocspcerts, or reqs; 
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 <file> is the certificate file to print. 

 

 

7 VPN Configuration 

The CRR-1000 implements the IPsec architecture as specified in RFC 4301, and supports IKEv1 (RFC 

2409), IKEv2 (RFCs 4306, 5996), and ESP (RFC 4303). Refer to the CRR-1000 Security Target 

documentation for more details on the IPsec implementation.  

To emphasize the logical distinction between Trusted Channels from Data Channels, the CRR-1000 

stores the configuration of the two types of channels in separate files. The Trusted Channel and Data 

Channel connections are both VPN connections and are only logically separated for ease of configuration. 

It is recommended to use Trusted Channel configuration for administrative services only and Data 

Channel configuration for all other purposes.  

To edit the Trusted Channel connections configuration, enter CLI command: 

configure ares trusted 

To edit the Data Channel connections configuration, enter CLI command: 

configure ares vpn 

Once the command is entered, an editor session is started allowing the user edit the specified VPN 

configuration file.  

Both VPN configuration files use the same JSON format. In a few cases, the CRR-1000 has more strict 

rules when configuring Trusted Channel connections. Those cases are highlighted when such restriction 

applies to the configuration in the following subsections. Also, VPN configuration is managed through 

the ARES Router Management Service and must be configured to load the VPN Gateway loadable 

plugin. 

This section details the VPN configuration parameters necessary for the evaluated configuration. Refer to 

the VPN configuration reference on the ARES configuration reference optical media for a complete 

listing of all available VPN configuration parameters. 

Refer to Section 12 for example VPN configurations. 

Refer to Section 7 for information on ARES VPN Gateway plugin configuration. 

7.1 Connections 

VPN configuration is centered on the configuration of connections. To add new VPN connections, 

configure the following parameter: 

Connections 

Connections is a JSON array of JSON objects. 

Example: 

{ 

   “Connections” : [ {…}, {…} ] 

} 

Where “…” is replaced with the JSON object configuration for each connection. 
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Note: In the configuration of the Trusted Channel, at least one connection must be configured. 

7.1.1 Name 

Each connection configuration must be given a descriptive name. The name is set by configuring the 

following parameter: 

Connections::<conn>::Name 

The name can be any alpha numeric string and may include underscores and/or dashes. 

Example: 

{ 

   “Connections” : [ 

      { 

         “Name” : “home” 

      } 

   ] 

} 

The connection name is used to identify individual VPN connections in the configuration file. At the 

system level such as in the output of CLI commands or in the audit event messages, the actual name of 

the connection depends on whether it is configured as a Trusted Channel or Data Channel. Trusted 

Channel connection names are prefixed with “trustedchannel-”. Data Channel connection names are 

prefixed with “vpn-”. For example the connection named “home” becomes “trustedchannel-home” if 

configured as a Trusted Channel, or “vpn-home” if configured as a Data Channel. 

Note: The first connection in the Trusted Channel configuration must be named “default”.  

7.1.2 Inheritance 

VPN connections may inherit the configuration of a previously defined connection by configuring the 

following parameter: 

Connections::<conn>::Also 

The Also value is a string and must be the name of a connection that was previously defined earlier in the 

list of connections. 

Example: 

{ 

   “Connections” : [ 

      { 

         “Also” : “default” 

      } 

   ] 

} 

When a derived connection inherits from a base connection, it uses all the same configuration parameters 

as the base connection; however, the derived connection may configure new parameters and/or override 

any configuration parameters previously set in the base connection. 

7.1.3 Type 

The type of the VPN connection can be set via the configuration of the following parameter: 

Connections::<conn>::Type   
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The VPN connection type is a string and can be set to one of:  

 tunnel – IPsec tunnel mode (encrypt entire IP packet). This is the default type and is used for 

network-to-network traffic. 

 transport – IPsec transport mode (encrypt IP payload only). This type should be used for host-to-

host traffic only. 

 pass – Pass traffic as-is (no encryption) 

 drop – Drop traffic silently 

Example: 

{ 

   “Connections” : [ 

      { 

         “Type” : “tunnel” 

      } 

   ] 

} 

See Section 9.1.1 for more details on how VPN connection type influences routing and Firewall rules. 

7.1.4 Activation 

The initiation of a connection can be controlled by configuring the following parameter: 

Connections::<conn>::ActivateOn 

The ActivateOn value is a string and can be set to one of:  

 route – establish the tunnel automatically when there is “interesting” traffic. This is the default 

and the recommended mode 

 start – establish the tunnel immediately after loading the configuration 

 add – establish the connection manually using the CLI or in response to remote initiator request  

 ignore – Never activate this connection. This is equal to deleting a connection from the config file 

Example: 

{ 

   “Connections” : [ 

      { 

         “ActivateOn” : “route” 

      } 

   ] 

} 

7.1.5 Security Associations 

Each VPN connection can configure the specific Security Association (SA) details for both the IKE and 

ESP SA’s by configuring the following parameters: 

Connections::<conn>::IKE 

Connections::<conn>::ESP 

Both the IKE and ESP parameters are JSON objects which contain parameters specific to the 

corresponding SA. 

Example: 
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{ 

   “Connections” : [ 

      { 

         “IKE” : {…}, 

         “ESP” : {…} 

      } 

   ] 

} 

7.1.5.1 SA Ciphers 

The cipher algorithms to use for a VPN connection in the IKE SA and ESP SA may be set by configuring 

the following parameters: 

Connections::<conn>::IKE::Ciphers 

Connections::<conn>::ESP::Ciphers 

The Ciphers parameter is a JSON object which contains the following parameters: 

Ciphers::Encrypt 

Ciphers::Hash 

Ciphers::DHGroup 

Each cipher parameter is a JSON array of strings which sets the encryption algorithms, integrity check 

algorithms, and key exchange algorithms, respectively. The configuration parameters for ciphers are 

combined to form all the available SA ciphers that the connection supports.  

Encrypt parameter options: 

 aes128 - 128 bit AES-CBC 

 aes256 - 256 bit AES-CBC 

 aes128gcm64 - 128 bit AES-GCM with 64 bit ICV 

 aes128gcm96 - 128 bit AES-GCM with 96 bit ICV 

 aes128gcm128 - 128 bit AES-GCM with 128 bit ICV 

 aes256gcm64 - 256 bit AES-CCM with 64 bit ICV 

 aes256gcm96 - 256 bit AES-CCM with 96 bit ICV 

 aes256gcm128 - 256 bit AES-CCM with 128 bit ICV 

The default “IKE::Encrypt” parameter value is [“aes256”,”aes256gcm64”,”aes256gcm96”, 

”aes256gcm128”]. 

The default “ESP::Encrypt” parameter value is [“aes128” ,“aes256”, ”aes128gcm64”, ”aes128gcm96”, 

”aes128gcm128”,”aes256gcm64”, ”aes256gcm96”, ”aes256gcm128”]. 

Hash parameter options: 

 sha256 - SHA2_256_128 HMAC 

 sha384 - SHA2_384_192 HMAC 

 sha512 - SHA2_512_256 HMAC 

The default “IKE::Hash” parameter value is [“sha256”, “sha384”, “sha512”]. 

The default “ESP::Hash” parameter value is [“sha256”, “sha384”, “sha512”]. 

DHGroup parameter options: 

 modp2048 - Diffie-Hellman Group 14 
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 ecp256 - Diffie-Hellman Group 19 

 ecp384 - Diffie-Hellman Group 20 

 modp2048s256 - Diffie-Hellman Group 24 

The default “IKE::DHGroup” parameter value is [“ecp256”, “ecp384”, “modp2048s256”]. 

The default “ESP::DHGroup” parameter value is [“ecp256”, “ecp384”, “modp2048s256”]. 

Example: 

{ 

   “Connections” : [ 

      { 

         “IKE”: { 

            “Ciphers”: { 

               “Encrypt”: [“aes256”, “aes256gcm128”], 

               “Hash”: [“sha256”, “sha512”], 

               “DHGroup”: [“ecp384”, “modp2048”] 

            } 

         }, 

         “ESP”: { 

            “Ciphers”: { 

               “Encrypt”: [“aes128”, “aes256”, “aes128gcm64”], 

               “Hash”: [“sha384”, “sha512”], 

               “DHGroup”: [“modp2048”, “modp2048s256”] 

            } 

         } 

      } 

   ] 

} 

The Common Criteria product evaluation requires the configured IKE Ciphers to be greater or equal 

strength as the configured ESP Ciphers for a VPN connection. See Section 7.2 for more details. 

7.1.5.2 SA Lifetime 

A VPN connection’s SA lifetimes may be set by configuring the following parameters: 

Connections::<conn>::IKE::LifeTime 

Connections::<conn>::ESP::LifeTime 

Connections::<conn>::ESP::LifeBytes 

The value for the parameter “IKE::LifeTime” is an integer in the range [15-1440] minutes (1440 minutes 

= 24 hours). The default is 180 minutes (3 hours). 

The value for the parameter “ESP::LifeTime” is an integer in the range [15-480] minutes. The default 

value is 60 minutes (1 hour).   

The value for the parameter “ESP::LifeBytes” is an integer in the range [10000000-4000000000] bytes.  

The ESP Lifetime expiration depends on which is reached first, the LifeTime or the LifeBytes. If 

LifeBytes is not configured then the ESP Lifetime is only dependent on the LifeTime configuration. 

Example: 

{ 

   “Connections” : [ 
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      { 

         “IKE”: { 

            “LifeTime” : 1440 

         }, 

         “ESP”: { 

            “LifeTime” : 480, 

            “LifeBytes” : 4000000000 

         } 

      } 

   ] 

} 

Note: The observed lifetime or bytes processed for established connections may be less than the 

configured values due to how CRR-1000 implements randomization and fuzzing features to prevent 

multiple connections from expiring at the same time. These features allow the CRR-1000 to establish new 

SAs prior to termination of existing SAs resulting in graceful traffic handling and are configurable per 

VPN connection. 

7.1.5.3 IKE SA Version 

The IKE SA version for a VPN connection may be set by configuring the following parameter: 

Connections::<conn>::IKE::Version 

The IKE::Version parameter value is a string and may be one of “ikev1” or “ikev2”. The default value if 

not specified is “ikev2”. 

Example: 

{ 

   “Connections” : [ 

      { 

         “IKE”: { 

            “Version” : “ikev2” 

         } 

      } 

   ] 

} 

7.1.6 Local and Remote Endpoints 

The Local and Remote endpoints of a VPN connection may be set by configuring the following 

parameters: 

Connections::<conn>::Local 

Connections::<conn>::Remote 

Both the Local and Remote parameters are JSON object which contain additional parameters which 

define the associated endpoint. 

7.1.6.1 Address 

The Local/Remote endpoint address of the public-network interface of a VPN connection may be set by 

configuring the following parameters: 

Connections::<conn>::Local::Address 

Connections::<conn>::Remote::Address 
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The address value is a JSON array of strings where each array item may be an IP range (“10.1.1.0-

10.1.1.100”), an IP subnet (“10.1.1.0/24”), an IP address (“10.1.1.100”), or the keyword “auto”. Both 

IPv4 and IPv6 addresses are supported. These options may be combined freely; however at least one non-

range/subnet value is required in order to initiate the connection locally. 

The value “auto” for the local endpoint signifies an address to be filled in (by automatic keying) during 

negotiation. If used for the remote endpoint, it literally means any IP address. 

Note: The Trusted Channel default connection must configure a single IP address value in the 

“Local::Address” parameter. 

7.1.6.2 Red Network 

When the VPN connection mode is set to “tunnel”, then private network behind the participant may be set 

by configuring the following parameters: 

Connections::<conn>::Local::RedNetwork 

Connections::<conn>::Remote::RedNetwork 

The red network parameter is a JSON array of strings in format “<ip subnet>[[<proto/port>]][,...]”. The 

traffic selectors for the private network may be restricted by specifying the proto/port option for the given 

subnet. These options effect how the Security Policy Database(SPD) is configured. Refer to Section 7.3 

for more details. By default the traffic selectors will be set to match the addresses configured via the 

parameters details in section 7.1.6.1. 

Note: The traffic selectors configured on the responder must encompass the subnets proposed by the 

initiator. 

 

Example: 

{ 

   “Connections” : [ 

      { 

         “Local”: { 

            “RedNetwork” : [ “10.1.1.0/24”, 

                             “10.2.1.0/24[udp/1234]” ] 

         }, 

         “Remote”: { 

            “RedNetwork” : [ “10.3.1.0/24” 

                             “10.4.1.0/24[tcp/http]”, 

                             “10.4.1.0/24[tcp/8080]” ] 

         } 

      } 

   ] 

} 

7.1.6.3 Virtual IPs 

VPN connections can support the Virtual IP concept by configuring the following parameters: 

Connections::<conn>::Local::VirtualAddress 

Connections::<conn>::Remote::VirtualAddressPool 
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The virtual IP parameters are both JSON arrays of strings which are IP addresses which may optionally 

include a mask, i.e. define a subnet. Both parameters may also have a value of “auto” set and the 

“Local::VirtualAddress” parameter also supports a value of “auto4” and “auto6”. 

IKEv1 and IKEv2 both know the concept of “virtual IPs”, which means that the initiator of a VPN 

connection requests an additional IP address from the responder to use as the inner IPsec tunnel address. 

Setting the “Local::VirtualAddress” parameter sets the address that is requested when the VPN 

connection is initiated locally. If the value “auto” is used instead of an IP address, then an address is 

requested from the responder. Setting the “Remote::VirtualAddressPool” configures the subnet range of 

addresses from which an IP address is choosen if the remote endpoint of the VPN connection initiated the 

connection and requests a virtual IP. If the value “auto” is used instead of a defined subnet, then the 

initiator must request a specific address which is echoed back to the initiator. Using “auto4” or “auto6” 

limits this echo back feature to only IPv4 or IPv6 addresses.  

Note: Ensure that the VPN client is configured to request a virtual IP address from the CRR-1000 if using 

Virtual IPs, otherwise the connection will not be established if using the default traffic selectors. Refer to 

section 7.1.6.2 for more information about configuring traffic selectors. 

Example: 

{ 

   “Connections” : [ 

      { 

         “Local”: { 

            “VirtualAddress” : [ “10.10.0.100”, “2200::100” ] 

         }, 

         “Remote”: { 

            “VirtualAddressPool” : [ “10.10.0.0/24”, “auto6” ] 

         } 

      } 

   ] 

} 

7.1.6.4 Authentication 

The authentication details for the local and remote endpoints may be set by configuring the following 

parameters: 

Connections::<conn>::Local::Auth 

Connections::<conn>::Remote::Auth 

The Auth parameter for both local and remote is a JSON object which has the same structure and allows 

identical options. 

The authentication method may be set by configuring the following parameters: 

Connections::<conn>::Local::Auth::Method 

Connections::<conn>::Remote::Auth::Method 

The authentication method parameter value is a string and may be one of “psk” or “pubkey”. The 

authentication method configured here should reflect the configuration of the connection secrets as 

described in Section 6.2.3. 

The specific authentication parameters for the configured authentication method may be set by 

configuring the following parameters: 

Connections::<conn>::Local::Auth::Params 
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Connections::<conn>::Remote::Auth::Params 

The authentication parameters value is a JSON object which contains the options available for 

configuring the associated authentication parameters. The authentication parameters may be configured 

differently based on the selected authentication method. 

The authentication identifier may be set by configuring the follow parameters: 

Connections::<conn>::Local::Auth::Params::ID 

Connections::<conn>::Remote::Auth::Params::ID 

The authentication identifier is a string which may be an IP address, a fully-qualified domain name, an 

email address, or a Distinguished Name for which the ID type is determined automatically and the string 

is converted to the appropriate encoding. The configured ID determines how the local/remote participant 

is identified for authentication; the default for authentication method “psk” is the configured local/remote 

address and the default for authentication method “pubkey” is the Distinguished Name (DN) of the 

configured local/remote certificate. If the authentication method is set to “pubkey” and a certificate is 

configured, the identity has to be confirmed by the certificate, i.e. it has to match the subject DN or one of 

the SubjetAltName (SAN) extensions contained in the certificate. The ID filed corresponds to the “group 

name” when used with Cisco EZVPN concentrators 

The type and binary encoding of identity strings specified for the ID field are parsed from strings and are 

detected as follows: 

If the string value contains an equal sign (=) it is assumed to be a Distinguished Name (DN), with RDNs 

separated by commas (,) or slashes (/ - the string must start with a slash to use this syntax). An attempt is 

made to create a binary ASN.1 encoding from this string. If that fails the type is set to KEY_ID with the 

literal string value adopted as encoding. If the string value contains an @ the type depends on the position 

of that character where: 

 If the string begins with @# the type is set to KEY_ID and the string following that prefix is 

assumed to be the hex-encoded binary value of the identity. 

 If the string begins with @@ the type is set to USER_FQDN and the encoding is the literal string 

after that prefix. 

 If the string begins with @ the type is set to FQDN and the encoding is the literal string after that 

prefix.  

 All remaining strings containing an @ are assumed to be of type USER_FQDN/RFC822 with the 

literal string value as encoding. If the value does not contain any @ or = characters it is parsed as 

follows: 

 If the value is an empty string, or equals %any, %any6, 0.0.0.0, ::, or * the type is set 

to ID_ANY, which matches any other identity. 

 If the value contains a colon (:) it is assumed to be an IPv6 address. But if parsing the 

address and converting it to its binary encoding fails the type is set to KEY_ID and 

the encoding is the literal value.  

For all other strings an attempt at parsing them as IPv4 addresses is made. If that fails the type is set to 

FQDN and the literal value is adopted as encoding (this is where domain names and simple names end 

up).  

To enforce a specific identity type and to provide the binary encoding of the identity, a prefix may be 

used, followed by a colon (:). If the number sign (#) follows the colon, the remaining data is interpreted as 

hex encoding; otherwise the string is used as is as the identification data. Supported prefixes include: 

ipv4, ipv6, email, userfqdn, fqdn, dns, asn1dn, and asn1gn. 
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When using authentication method “pubkey”, the certificate may be set by configuring the following 

parameter: 

Connections::<conn>::Local::Auth::Params::Cert 

Connections::<conn>::Remote::Auth::Params::Cert 

The certificate value is a JSON array of strings which are the names of theX.509 certificate files to use. 

The certificate may be coded in either PEM or DER format. OpenPGP certificates are also supported. 

Certificates may also be configured in the form “%smartcard[[@]]:”, which defines a specific certificate 

to load from a PKCS#11 backend. By default, setting this option automatically sets the ID to the DN of 

the certificate's subject. The participant's ID may be overridden by specifying an ID value; however the 

ID must be certified by the certificate. Multiple certificates or PKCS#11 backends may be specified. The 

CRR-1000 chooses the certificate based on the received certificate requests, if possible, before enforcing 

the first.  

Example: 

{ 

   “Connections” : [ 

      { 

         “Local”: { 

            “Auth” : { 

               “Method” : “psk”, 

               “Params” : { 

                  “ID” : “10.1.1.100” 

               } 

            } 

         }, 

         “Remote”: { 

            “Auth” : { 

               “Method” : “pubkey”, 

               “Params” : { 

                  “ID” : “C=US, O=ATCorp, CN=John Smith”, 

                  “Cert” : [ “johnsmith.crt” ] 

               } 

            } 

         } 

      } 

   ] 

} 

7.2 IKE and ESP Security Strength 

By default the CRR-1000 enforces IKE SA encryption security strength to be stronger or equal to the 

strength of any ESP SA created using the same IKE SA, which can be explicitly set using the boolean 

configuration parameter: 

IKEStrongerThanESP 

Example: 

{ 

   “IKEStrongerThanESP” : true, 

   “Connections” : [ {…}, {…} ] 

} 
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When IKEStrongerThanESP is set to “true”, the default value, each connection configuration must have 

IKE ciphers with security strength that are stronger than ESP ciphers. IKEStrongerThanESP may be set to 

“false” to disable the security strength check. IKEStrongerThanESP must be “true” for the Common 

Criteria product evaluation. 

7.3 Security Policy Database (SPD) 

SPD entries are implicitly generated from the configuration of VPN connections and cannot be altered 

manually. The SPD entry is generated from the configuration of the “Local::RedNetwork” and 

“Remote::RedNetwork” parameters.  

A packet that traverses the SPD entries may match more than one entry, however SPD entries follow a 

specific order and the most specific SPD entry that matches a packet is selected. The order of an SPD 

entry is determined first by the specificity of the IP address/mask, then by the TCP or UDP port, and 

lastly by the transport layer protocol. Source and destination addresses and ports are given equal weights. 

It is recommended that the administrator ensures that SPD entries cannot have equal specificity.  

Example: 

{ 

   “Connections” : [ 

      { 

         “Remote”: { 

            “RedNetwork” : [ “10.3.1.0/24” ] 

         } 

      }, 

      { 

         “Remote”: { 

            “RedNetwork” : [ “10.3.1.0/24[tcp/http]” ] 

         } 

      } 

   ] 

} 

The above configuration has two VPN connections. Both connections have a private network in the same 

subnet; however the second connection also specifies a protocol and port. Following the specificity rules 

details above, all packets destined to the 10.3.1.0/24 subnet which are protocol TCP and port HTTP 

match the second connection only and all other traffic to that subnet match the first connection. 

If the second connection had only configured the RedNetwork as “10.3.1.0/24”, without the additional 

protocol and port, then any packet destined for that subnet may match the first connection or the second 

connection at random. 

 

8 Identification and Authentication 

The CRR-1000 restricts the ability to manage security functions to authenticated Security Administrators. 

The administration of identification, and authentication configurations as well as available 

unauthenticated services is documented below. 
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8.1 Accounts 

The CRR-1000 restricts the ability to manage security functions to Security Administrators. All accounts 

on the CRR-1000 have the role of Security Administrator. The CRR-1000 allows the creation of Security 

Administrator user accounts. 

8.1.1 Account Groups 

There are three account groups for the CRR-1000: 

 administrators:  Accounts in this group can perform all functions described in CRR-1000 

Administrative Guidance document with the exception of Trusted Uploads. 

 users:  Performs all the functionality of the administrators group with the additional exceptions of 

account management and password management.  

 trusted:  Accounts in this group can only perform Trusted Uploads, refer to Section 4.1. 

Accounts in either the administrators or users group can log into the CRR-1000 via the Trusted Channel 

using SSHv2, or via the console over an RS-232 serial connection.  Accounts in the administrator and 

users groups cannot perform Trusted Uploads. 

Account groups can be changed by issuing the CLI command: 

user <username> group <group> 

where:  

<username> = a valid account on the CRR-1000 and  

<group> = (administrators|users|trusted). 

WARNING: Care should be taken when elevating an account to the administrators group because of 

security privileges given to those accounts. 

8.1.2 Account Management 

Only accounts that are members of the administrators group may create, modify, or delete accounts.  To 

create an account, enter CLI command: 

user <username> add <group> 

where  

<username> = 2-50 characters, a-zA-Z0-9!_.- 

<group> = (administrators|users|trusted) 

To delete an account, enter CLI command: 

user <username> delete  

To modify another account’s password, enter CLI command: 

user <username> password 

To modify an accounts own password, enter CLI command: 

user password 

The accounts that are currently authenticated are not affected by password changes until their next 

authentication attempt. 

To view a list of current accounts, enter CLI command: 
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user list 

8.2 Password Management 

The CRR-1000 supports passwords composed of printable characters which are defined as the following 

four class types: 

 upper case characters 

 lower case characters 

 digits 

 and the following symbols: 
! “ # $ % & ‘ ( ) 

* + , - . / : ; < 

= > > @ [ \ ] ^ _ 

` { | } ~ <space>    

8.2.1 Strong Passwords 

A password is considered to be strong if it is difficult to discover using intelligent guessing.  Common 

guidelines for the creation of strong passwords consist of a combination of the following: 

 The password should contain at least one character from each of the four types listed above. 

 The password should have a minimum length of 12 characters. 

 The password should avoid patterns, dictionary words, or personal identifiers such as: 

o pet names 

o romantic names 

o significant dates 

 The password should not be the same as one used on another system. 

 When changing passwords, change at least five characters.  Avoid passwords created by rotating 

one or more characters. 

8.2.2 Strong Password Enforcement 

The CRR-1000 includes basic rules for strong password creation in addition to rules the administrator can 

configure.  The basic password rules are: 

 Dictionary Word – A password based on a dictionary word is rejected. 

 Minimum Length – A password must contain at least six characters.  The use of configurable 

credit rules does not reduce the required number of characters below six. 

 Palindrome – A password that is a palindrome is rejected. 

 Case Change – A password that is identical to a previously used password with the exception of 

a change from upper case to lower case or vice versa is rejected.  This only applies when 

changing the current account password. 

 Rotated – A password that is a rotated version of a previously used password is rejected.  This 

only applies when changing the current account password. 

 Invalid Characters – A password containing non-printable characters or characters not listed in 

the defined character classes is rejected.  

 Sequential Characters – A password that contains too many instances of sequential characters is 

rejected. A sequential character is when the current character is preceded by a character with an 

adjacent ascii value (+/- 1), case insensitive (i.e. upper case characters assume the ascii value of 
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it’s lower case counterpart). This is allowed to occur in the password at most 3 times, with 1 

additional allowance for every 11 characters in the password. 

 Unique – A password that contains fewer than 5 unique characters is rejected. 

 Whitespace – A password containing only whitespace characters is rejected. 

 Format – A password in the format “aadddddda” (a=alpha, d=digit) is rejected. 

 User name – A password based on, related to, or derived from the user name is rejected. 

The CRR-1000 has configurable rules to automatically enforce creation of strong passwords.  These rules 

can be set by using the CLI command: 

set password <rule> 

Where <rule> is any of the following: 

 minlength – The minimum number of characters required for the creation of a new password. 

The range is 6 to 100 characters. The default <minlength> is 8. It is recommended <minlength> 

be set to 12 or higher. 

 difok – New passwords must differentiate from old passwords by <difok> number of characters. 

The range is 0 to 20 characters. The default <difok> is 0, disabled. It is recommended <difok> be 

set to 5 or higher. 

 dcredit - For values 0-4, the number of extra credit received for using digits in a password up to 

<dcredit> (e.g. If <dcredit> is set to 3, the use a single digit in a password counts as 2 characters, 

the use 3 digits counts as 6 characters, the use of 4 digits counts as 7 characters). For negative 

values, passwords are required to contain the minimum number of digits. The range is -4 to 4. 

The default <dcredit> is 0, disabled. It is recommended <dcredit> be set to a negative value to 

force the inclusion of one or more digits in new passwords. 

 lcredit – For values 0-4, the number of extra credit received for using lower case characters in a 

password up to <lcredit> (e.g. If <lcredit> is set to 3, the use a single lower case character in a 

password counts as 2 characters, the use 3 lower case characters counts as 6 characters, the use of 

4 lower case characters counts as 7 characters). For negative values, passwords are required to 

contain the minimum number of lower case characters. The range is -4 to 4. The default <lcredit> 

is 0, disabled. It is recommended <lcredit> be set to a negative value to force the inclusion of one 

or more lower case characters in new passwords. 

 ocredit – For values 0-4, the number of extra credit received for using other characters in a 

password up to <ocredit> (e.g. If <ocredit> is set to 3, the use a single other character in a 

password counts as 2 characters, the use of 3 other characters counts as 6 characters, the use of 4 

other characters counts as 7 characters). For negative values, passwords are required to contain 

the minimum number of other characters. The range is -4 to 4. The default <ocredit> is 0, 

disabled. It is recommended <ocredit> be set to a negative value to force the inclusion of one or 

more other characters in new passwords. 

 minclass – The minimum number of required password classes required for new passwords. The 

rage is 0 to 4. The default <minclass> is 0, disabled. It is recommended <minclass> be increased 

to force the inclusion of multiple character classes in password if the credit options are not set to 

negative values. 

 maxsequence – Reject new passwords which contain <maxsequence> number of monotonic 

characters (i.e. 3456 or abcde). The range is 0 to 20. The default <maxsequence> is 0, disabled. 

The current CRR-1000 password enforcement rules can be viewed by using the CLI command: 

show password 
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8.3 Administrative Session Establishment 

The CRR-1000 can be administered both locally and remotely through CLI. Console access is always 

available for authorized local administrative users through an RS-232 connection. To establish a remote 

administrative session, SSH is required to run over a Trusted Channel. 

8.4 Authentication Failure Management 

Accounts which fail to authenticate remotely are locked after a number of unsuccessful attempts. The 

default is 3 attempts and is configurable. Once an account is locked, the account remains locked for 

<account lock time> seconds. The default for < account lock time > is 300 seconds (5 minutes) and is 

configurable. Any attempt to remotely authenticate a locked account before the <account lock time > has 

expired results in a failure and the timer is reset to the full <account lock time>. The account is not 

provided any feedback from the system that the account is locked or unlocked. Each initiation of a remote 

session will prompt the user for a password 3 times, regardless of the lock attempts configured. For 

example, if the lock attempts is set to 2 and a user initiates a connection, the user will be prompted to 

enter the password three times, even if authentication failed the first two times resulting in the account 

already being locked when prompted the third time. Additionally, any prompt for the password that 

occurs while the account is locked will result in a failed login attempt, even if the lock time has elapsed 

and the correct password is provided. For example, if the lock attempts is set to 2 and the lock time set to 

30 seconds, when a remote session is initiated and authentication fails the first 2 password prompts and 

the user wait 30 seconds to enter the 3
rd

 attempt, the 3
rd

 attempt will still fail even though the account lock 

time has elapsed and the correct password is given because the prompt for the password occurred while 

the account was still locked. Remotely locked accounts can always authenticate through the local console. 

To set the authentication failure threshold, enter CLI command: 

set lock attempts <1-20> 

The authentication failure threshold can be configured between 1 and 20. The default value is 3.To view 

authentication failure threshold currently set in the CRR-1000, enter CLI command: 

show lock attempts 

To set account lock time period, enter CLI command: 

set lock time <1-3600> 

The lock time period can be configured between 1 and 3600 seconds. The default is 300 seconds. To view 

account lock time period currently set in the CRR-1000, enter CLI command: 

show lock time 

Note: The account lock time period only applies to a remote login. Administrator access is always 

maintained locally, even if remote administration is made unavailable due to locking of remote account as 

a result of failed remote login attempts. 

8.5 Unauthenticated services 

Prior to authentication, CRR-1000 provides only the following unauthenticated services: 

 ICMP echo 

 Display of the login banner 

The CRR-1000 replies to ICMP echo requests in accordance with relevant standards. 
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9 Firewall 

The CRR-1000 supports packet filtering for the following protocols: 

 IPv4 (RFC 791) 

 IPv6 (RFC 2460) 

 TCP (RFC 793) 

 UDP (RFC 768) 

The CRR-1000 packet filtering and VPN Connection access control are both implemented through the use 

of IPtables/IP6tables and follow the standard rule specification format.  The configuration of the rules for 

each are only logically separated and get combined to create the complete firewall configuration. The 

configuration of the packet filtering and VPN Connection access control are through different 

configuration files, both of which must follow the same guidelines specified in this section. 

9.1 Default/Automatic Packet Filter Rules 

The default policy of the firewall is to silently drop all packets that have not matched any configured 

rules. The CRR-1000 has a set of default rules that are added to the firewall and may be modified in the 

packet filter configuration file, however it is not recommended to edit these rules without knowledge of 

how it will affect the routing and control protocols utilized by the CRR-1000 routing software. 

By default, rules to allow traffic that is sourced or destined to the localhost address (127.0.0.1 or ::1) are 

allowed on INPUT and OUTPUT. These rules cannot be removed by the user because they are vital to the 

correct operation of the CRR-1000. Additional default rules are exposed to the user, which they may edit 

and/or disable if desired, and are listed below: 

Allowed in INPUT and OUTPUT: 

ICMP (proto 1) 

IGMP (proto 2) 

TCP (proto 6) port 12344 

IKE/MOBIKE (UDP (proto 17) ports 500, 4500) 

UDP (proto 17) ports 12345, 12346, 12347, 32768 

GRE (proto 47) 

ESP (proto 50) 

AH (proto 51) 

ME (proto 55) 

ICMPv6 (proto 58) 

OSPF (proto 89)  

PIM (proto 103) 

Allowed in INPUT, OUTPUT, and FORWARD 

 UDP (proto 17) ports 4932, 7777, 9073, 33333, 33334 

Even though the default is to drop any packets that do not match a rule which allows the packet to pass, it 

is often too easy for a user to create a firewall rule which allows unencrypted remote connections. 

Therefore, the default firewall rules also contain an explicit drop rule for all unencrypted remote 

connection traffic. These rules are exposed to the user if an unencrypted remote connection is desired. 
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9.1.1 Automatic VPN Connection Firewall Rules 

The CRR-1000 also does automatic injection of packet filtering rules for VPN connections. 

VPN connections that run in transport mode, which is intended for host-to-host communication, have 

rules automatically added which allow all incoming traffic that is encrypted or was decrypted, and all 

outgoing traffic that is encrypted or will be encrypted, by the VPN connection. 

VPN connections that run in tunnel mode, which is intended for network-to-network communication, 

have rules automatically added which allow all forwarded traffic that will be encrypted or was decrypted, 

by the VPN connection. 

The primary difference between the two VPN connection modes, from the perspective of the Firewall, is 

that tunnel mode is routed, transport mode is not routed.  In order to enable routing of VPN connection 

traffic, as well as for host-to-host communications, the type must be set to tunnel with the Local and 

Remote RedNetwork set appropriately to enable both the host-to-host traffic as well as the routing 

between the desired networks. 

Refer to configuration of the VPN connection from CRR-1000 to VPNClient in the example network in 

section 12.3 for an example configuration. 

If the user does not wish to have the VPN connection traffic to be allowed by default for a certain VPN 

connection, this feature may be disabled by setting the 

Connections::<conn>::Local::Firewall parameter to false in the configuration of that 

connection. However, for traffic to actually flow through that VPN connection, the user is requied to 

manually add the appropriate Firewall rules to allow the appropriate traffic through the VPN connection. 

It is highly recommended to use the dynamic rules added via use of the VPN connection firewall option. 

9.2 Configuration 

To add/edit Firewall filtering rules, enter CLI command: 

configure filter 

Once entered, an editor session is started allowing the user to modify the configuration file which defines 

the Firewall filter rules. Once the the file is saved, the configuration is validated. If invalid, the user is 

prompted to fix the error, otherwise if valid, the user is prompted to restart the ARES service in order to 

apply the new configuration. 

The supported command flags used to format the filter rules will be presented in the rest of this section. 

For many flags, multiple variations are supported; in general there is a short form and a long form. As a 

general rule, short form flags require a single dash ‘-‘ and long form flags require a double dash ‘--‘, 

when flags are presented in this section, both formats will be provided separated by ‘|’, e.g. –f|--foo. 

User configured firewall rules are defined in files which must contain no more than one rule per line. 

Comments are supported by prepending ‘#’ to the line. Note that inline comments are not supported! 

Example: 

# This is a comment 

<rule> 

# Another comment 

<another rule> # This is invalid, inline comments not allowed! 

Packet filter rules are applied in three distinct groups, which IPtables calls “chains”.  

The built-in chains are:  
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INPUT – Traversed by packets received on a network interface which are destined to the CRR-

1000 

OUTPUT – Traversed by packets generated by a local process which are destined for an address 

which is routable by the CRR-1000. 

FORWARD – Traversed by packets received on a network interface which are destined for an 

address that is routable by the CRR-1000, and is not an address of the CRR-1000 itself. 

Every packet sent, received, or forwarded by the CRR-1000 will traverse one (or more, if a packet is 

encapsulated/decapsulated it re-enters the network stack) of the built-in chains. Users are able to create 

custom chains, called user chains, which may be combined and reused to create complex rule sets. User 

chains must eventually be connected to one of the predefined system chains in order for it to be traversed 

(i.e. a user-defined chain is not traversed unless a rule is added to a built-in chain with a jump target 

which directs the packet to the user chain, see below). 

To create a new user chain, the user must configure the name of the chain prior to adding rules to the 

chain. A new chain is created by prepending ‘:’ to the chain name. After a chain is created, rules may be 

added to it. In order to add rules to a specific chain, the user must first set it as the active chain by 

prepending ‘*’ to the chain name. 

Example: 

# Create a new user chain 

:MyChain 

 

# Set MyChain active and add rules 

*MyChain 

 

# All the rules following are added to MyChain until a “COMMIT” 

# line is reached 

<rules…> 

 

# Mark the chain inactive (I.E. stop adding rules to the chain) 

COMMIT 

 

# Now add rules to a built-in chain, built-in chains always exist 

# and don’t need to be created first 

*INPUT 

<rules…> 

COMMIT 

Only one chain may be active at a time so rules may only be added to a single chain. To reuse rules for 

INPUT and OUTPUT, for example, the common technique is to create a chain for the rules and then jump 

to that chain from both the INPUT and OUTPUT built-in chains. 

9.2.1 Jump Targets 

Each filter rule must contain the –j|--jump option, which specifies the target of the rule, i.e. what to 

do if the packet matches the rule. The target may be the name of a user-specified chain (other than the one 

this rule is in), or one of the special built-in targets.  

When the target is a user-specified chain, the packet traverses that chain and if no rule in the user chain 

matches the packet, traversal continues in the previous chain, starting at the rule immediately following 

the jump rule.  
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The built-in targets are: 

ACCEPT – Allows the packet to continue through the network stack, no further Firewall rules are 

examined. Note that packets accepted by the Firewall may still be dropped later on for other 

reasons. For example, a received ESP packet may be accepted by the Firewall, but if there is no 

matching SPD rule to decrypt the packet, then it is dropped. 

DROP – Silently drop the packet, packet is discarded and no further Firewall rules are examined. 

REJECT – Drop the packet and send back an ICMP reason, see below for REJECT options. 

Packet is discarded and no further Firewall rules are examined. 

LOG – Log information about the packet to the audit log, see below for LOG options. Firewall 

rules continue to be examined at the rule immediately following the LOG rule (i.e. this is a non-

terminating option). 

The default reject reason is “Port Unreachable”. To specify a different reject reason, add the --reject-

with flag.  

The valid reject reasons for IPv4 are: icmp-net-unreachable, icmp-host-unreachable, 

icmp-port-unreachable, icmp-proto-unreachable, icmp-net-prohibited, icmp-

host-prohibited, or icmp-admin-prohibited.  

The valid reject reasons for IPv6 are: icmp6-no-route, no-route, icmp6-adm-prohibited, 

adm-prohibited, icmp6-addr-unreachable, addr-unreach, or icmp-prot-

unreachable.  

Both IPv4 and IPv6 support the reject reason tcp-reset, which causes a TCP RST packet to be sent 

back. This reason can only be used with rules that match the TCP protocol. 

By default, most IPv4/IPv6 header fields are logged when a packet matches a “LOG” rule. Note that for 

proper audit logging, the log prefix must be set as specified below! 

The following options can be used to customize the logging for the rule:  

--log-level <level>, adjusts the log level, possible options are emerg, alert, crit, 

error, warning, notice, info, or debug.  

--log-prefix <prefix>, sets the prefix to prepend to the log message, limited to a 

maximum of 29 characters. In order for the logging to be audited correctly, the prefix MUST 

begin with “CRRFW”. 

--log-tcp-sequence, log the TCP sequence numbers, this is a security risk if the log is 

readable by users.  

--log-tcp-options, log options from the TCP packet header. 

--log-ip-options, log options from the IPv4/IPv6 packet header.  

--log-uid, log the user id of the process which generated the packet. 

The common way to use the LOG target is to log that a specific packet has matched an ACCEPT, DROP, 

or REJECT rule. However, since each filter rule can only have one jump target, the common practice is to 

duplicate the ACCEPT/DROP/REJECT rule to be matched first, with the target changed to LOG. 

Example: 

<spec1> -j LOG –log-level notice –-log-prefix “CRRFW rejected - ” 

<spec1> -j REJECT -–reject-with icmp-net-unreachable 
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<spec2> -j LOG -–log-level debug –-log-prefix “CRRFW accepted - ” 

<spec2> -j ACCEPT 

9.2.2 Packet Matching 

The Firewall filtering rule definitions support matching based on: 

 IPv4 

o Source address 

o Destination Address 

o Protocol 

 IPv6 

o Source address 

o Destination Address 

o Next Header (Protocol) 

 TCP 

o Source Port 

o Destination Port 

 UDP 

o Source Port 

o Destination Port 

 Interface 

o Incoming 

o Outgoing 

IPv4 and IPv6 rules are both configured in the same file, using the same format. By default, all rules are 

applied to both IPv4 and IPv6 but they can be specialized to apply to only one version or the other. Rules 

that contain addresses or any other IPv4 or IPv6 specific options must define the version and the version 

must be correct for the address type/option.  

Rules that should only be applied to IPv4 must contain the -4|--ipv4 flag. 

Rules that should only be applied to IPv6 must contain the -6|--ipv6 flag. 

Filter rules without an IPv4 or IPv6 flag are applied to both IP versions. 

Example: 

# Applied to both IPv4 and IPv6 

<rule without version specific matching> 

 

# Applied to only IPv6 

-6 <rule with IPv6 addresses> 

 

# Applied to only IPv4 

--ipv4 <rule with IPv4 specific options> 

 

# Incorrect and produces an error 

--ipv6 <rule with IPv4 addresses> 

 

# Also incorrect and produces an error, must define the version 

# if using addresses 

<rule with IPv6 addresses> 
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9.2.2.1 Source/Destination 

Filter rules may contain the -s|--src|--source flag to specify the source address of the packet, 

and/or the –d|--dst|--destination flag for the destination address. 

Both options share the same address syntax, address[/mask][,…], where address can be either a 

network name, a hostname, a network IP address (with /mask), or a plain IP address. Hostnames are 

resolved once only, before the rule is submitted to the kernel.  Please note that specifying any name to be 

resolved with a remote query such as DNS is not recommended.  The mask can be either an IPv4 network 

mask (for IPv4 only, not supported for IPv6) or a plain number (specifying the number of 1's at the left 

side of the network mask).  Thus, a mask of 24 is equivalent to 255.255.255.0. Multiple addresses can be 

specified, via a comma separated list, but this expands to multiple rules, one for each address 

specification. 

Example: 

# Matches IPv4 packets with source address 10.x.x.x and 

# destination address 172.168.0.x. 

-4 –s 10.0.0.0/8 –d 172.168.0.0/24  

 

# Matches IPv6 packets with the specific source address 

# 2001::fe01 

-6 --source 2001::fe01  

 

# Matches IPv4 packets with the specific destination address 

# 192.168.0.1 

-4 --dst 192.168.0.1  

9.2.2.2 Interface 

Filter rules may contain the –i|--in-interface flag to specify the interface via which a packet was 

received (valid only in the INPUT and FORWARD chains) and/or the –o|--out-interface flag to 

specify the interface via which a packet is going to be sent (valid only in the FORWARD and OUTPUT 

chains).  

Both options take the name of the interface and support wildcard matching via appending a “+” to the 

interface name. If one or both options are omitted, any interface matches. 

Example: 

# Matches only packets received on the eth0 interface  

-i eth0  

 

# Matches only packets to be sent on the wlan0 interface  

--out-interface wlan0 

 

# Matches only packets received on any interface that begins with 

# “eth” and are routed out an interface beginning with “wlan”.  

# Since this rule specifies both the input and output interfaces, 

# it can only be used in the FORWARD chain. 

-i eth+ -o wlan+  
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9.2.2.3 Protocol 

Filter rules may contain the –p|--protocol flag to specify the IPv4 protocol/IPv6 next-header (upper-

layer protocol, see Section 9.2.2.4 for details on matching IPv6 extension headers).  

The specified protocol can be one of tcp, udp, udplite, icmp, icmpv6, esp, ah, sctp, mh or the 

special keyword “all”, or it can be a numeric value, representing one of the named protocols or a 

different one. The value of 0 is equivalent to all, which means that protocol 0 cannot be tested for 

directly; instead, to match a HBH header, even if it were the last, you must use –m hbh instead of –p 0. 

Note that IPv6 extension headers are not allowed, except for esp. See Section 9.2.2.4 for more details on 

matching IPv6 extension headers. 

Example: 

# These are all equivalent and match IP packets that have the UDP 

# protocol set. 

-p 17 

--protocol 17 

-p udp 

--protocol udp 

9.2.2.3.1 TCP/UDP 

Filter rules that have the TCP or the UDP protocol specified may also contain flags to specify source 

and/or destination ports. The flag --sport|--source-port is used to specify the source port for 

either TCP or UDP. The flag –-dport|-–destination-port is used to specify the destination port 

for either TCP or UDP. Either option may contain a single port number, or a port range (i.e. 700:800 for 

any port from 700-800, inclusive). 

Example: 

# Matches all UDP packets with source and destination ports equal 

# to 22 

-p udp –-sport 22 –-dport 22 

 

# Matches all TCP packets with destination port 80 and any source  

# port since it is not explicitly specified  

-p tcp -–destination-port 80 

9.2.2.4 IPv6 Extension Headers 

Filter rules may match based on IPv6 extension headers via use of IP6tables match extensions (using flag 

–m|--match).  

To test if an IPv6 contains an extension header, use the ipv6header match extension (-m 

ipv6header).  

This extension supports the following options:  

--soft, when set, a packet matches if it contains any of the specified headers. The default is to 

match all of the specified headers. 

--header header[,header…], the list of IPv6 extension headers to match.  

Available headers are: 

hop|hop-by-hop, Hop-by-Hop options header 
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dst, Destination Options header 

route, Routing header 

frag, Fragment header 

auth, Authentication header 

esp, Encapsulating Security Payload header 

none, No Next header which matches 59 in the ‘Next Header field’ of the IPv6 header or 

any IPv6 extension headers 

prot, Any upper layer protocol header. 

Example: 

# Match IPv6 packets that have the destination options header 

-6 -m ipv6header -–header dst 

 

# Match IPv6 packets that have either the fragment and/or the 

# routing headers 

-6 –m ipv6header -–soft -–header frag,route 

In addition, IPv6 extension headers may be matched individually, and may match on specific details of an 

extension header, by using the IP6tables match extension for the IPv6 extension header. 

9.2.2.4.1 Hop by Hop 

Filter rules may match the Hop-by-Hop IPv6 extension header with the flag –m hbh. 

The available options for this match extension are: 

 --hbh-len length, Matches the total length of the header, in octets 

--hbh-opts type[:length][,type[:length]…], Matches the numeric type of an 

options and the length of the option data, in octets 

9.2.2.4.2 Destination 

Filter rules may match the Destination IPv6 extension header with the flag –m dst. 

The available options for this match extension are: 

--dst-len length, Matches the total length of the header, in octets 

--dst-opts type[:length][,type[:length]…], Matches the numeric type of an 

options and the length of the option data, in octets 

9.2.2.4.3 Routing 

Filter rules may match the Destination IPv6 extension header with the flag –m rt. 

The available options for this match extension are: 

--rt-type type, Matches the numeric type 

--rt-segsleft num[:num], Matches the segments left field (range). 

--rt-len length, Matches the length of the header 
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--rt-0-res, Matches if type is 0 and reserved field is zero 

--rt-0-addrs addr[,addr…], Matches type=0 addresses (list) 

--rt-0-not-strict, Makes the type=0 address list non-strict (match any address in the list) 

9.2.2.4.4 Fragment 

Filter rules may match the Fragment IPv6 extension header with the flag –m frag. 

The available options for this match extension are: 

--fragid id[:id], Matches the given Identification or range 

--fraglen length, Matches the length of the header 

--fragres, Matches if the reserved field is zero 

--fragfirst, Matches on the first fragment 

--fragmore, Matches if there are more fragments 

--fraglast, Matches on the last fragment 

9.2.2.4.5 Authentication Header (AH) 

Filter rules may match the AH IPv6 extension header with the flag –m ah. 

The available options for this match extension are: 

 --ahspi spi[:spi], Matches the SPI 

 --ahlen length, Matches the total length of the header, in octets 

 --ahres, Matches if the reserved field is filled with zero 

9.2.2.4.6 ESP 

Filter rules may match the ESP IPv6 extension header with the flag –m esp. 

The available options for this match extension are: 

 --espspi spi[:spi], Matches the SPI 

9.2.3 Negation 

The majority of Firewall rule options may be preceded with “!”, which inverts the sense of the matching. 

The main options that can not be negated are jump (-j|--jump) and match (-m|--match). 

Example: 

# Matches all packets that DO NOT have protocol UDP 

! –p udp  

 

# Matches all IPv4 packets that have source address 10.0.0.100  

# and DO NOT have a destination address in the 10.x.x.x network. 

-4 –s 10.0.0.100 ! –d 10.0.0.0/8  
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9.3 VPN Connection Access Control 

The CRR-1000 Firewall also controls the VPN Access Control List (ACL) along with the regular packet 

filtering. 

The VPN ACL may be configured to limit establishment of VPN connections to and from the CRR-1000 

by either location (IP Address) and/or date/time. 

The VPN ACL operates on only incoming IKE/MOBIKE (UDP ports 500 and 4500) traffic and does not 

effect the operation of the rest of the Firewall. By default, the VPN ACL does not limit VPN Connection 

establishment. All IKE traffic, incoming and outgoing, is allowed by default by the Firewall. The VPN 

ACL does not need to be configured unless limited access for a VPN connection is required. 

The user is allowed to edit the VPN ACL rules file which is similar in format to that of the Firewall. The 

VPN ACL configuration file only has to specify the rules which are added to the VPN ACL chain, in the 

same IPtables/IP6tables format as above. 

To configure VPN ACL rules, enter CLI command: 

configure filter ipsec 

When this command is entered, an editor session is started allowing the user to edit the VPN ACL rules 

configuration file. Follow the instructions detailed in the file displayed to create the VPN ACL rules. 

Once saved, the user is prompted to restart the ARES service in order for the new configuration to take 

effect. 

The VPN ACL rule configuration uses the same rule specification format as documented in Section 9.2.2, 

in particular, the sections detailing IPv4 vs. IPv6 matching, and the source/destination address matching. 

In order to support the Date/Time matching required by the VPN ACL, the use of the Time match 

extension is supported. This extension allows rules to be defined that may filter based on time, date, day 

of week, and/or day of month. All rules using time matching must define the -m time flag.  

Time matching is based off of the packet arrival time/date and all times are interpreted as UTC. All 

parameters are optional, but are ANDed when specified. 

Match during the given time, which must be in ISO 8601 "T" notation. The possible time range is 1970-

01-01T00:00:00 to 2038-01-19T04:17:07. If --datestart or --datestop are not specified, it 

defaults to 1970-01-01 and 2038-01-19, respectively. 

--datestart YYYY[-MM[-DD[Thh[:mm[:ss]]]]] 

--datestop YYYY[-MM[-DD[Thh[:mm[:ss]]]]] 

Match during the given daytime. The possible time range is 00:00:00 to 23:59:59. Leading zeroes are 

allowed (e.g. "06:03") and correctly interpreted as base-10. 

--timestart hh:mm[:ss] 

--timestop hh:mm[:ss] 

Match on the given days of the month. Possible values are 1 to 31. Note that specifying 31 does not match 

on months which do not have a 31st day; the same goes for 28- or 29-day February. 

 [!] --monthdays day[,day...] 

Match on the given weekdays. Possible values are Mon, Tue, Wed, Thu, Fri, Sat, Sun, or values from 1 to 

7, respectively. Two-character variants (Mo, Tu, etc.) may also be used. 

 [!] --weekdays day[,day...] 
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When the --timestop is smaller than the --timestart value, use the –-contiguous flag to 

match this as a single time period instead of distinct intervals.  

For example: 

# Matches on Mondays, for one hour from midnight to 1 a.m., and  

# then again for another hour from 23:00 onwards. 

-m time --weekdays Mo --timestart 23:00 --timestop 01:00  

 

# If this is unwanted, e.g. if 'match for two hours from Monday  

# 23:00 onwards' is desired, then the -–contiguous option must  

# also be specified. This is match from 23:00 on Monday, until 

# 01:00 on Tuesday 

-m time --weekdays Mo --timestart 23:00 --timestop 01:00 --

contiguous 

Examples: 

# Matches only during the weekend 

-m time --weekdays Sa,Su 

 

# Matches during holiday season for year 2007 

-m time --datestart 2007-12-24 --datestop 2007-12-27 

 

# Match from 1700-midnight of a single day. 

# Since the stop time is inclusive, the following stop time is  

# required to not match the first second of the new day 

-m time --datestart 2007-01-01T17:00 --datestop 2007-01-

01T23:59:59 

 

# Matches during lunch hour everyday 

-m time --timestart 12:30 --timestop 13:30 

 

# Matches on the fourth Friday in the month, defines the day as  

# Friday, and a range of days that it could be in order to be the 

# fourth Friday of the month. 

-m time --weekdays Fr --monthdays 22,23,24,25,26,27,28 

 

# Note that this exploits a certain mathematical property. It is 

# not possible to say "fourth Thursday OR fourth Friday" in one  

# rule. It is possible with multiple rules, though 

-m time --weekdays Th --monthdays 21,22,23,24,25,26,27 

-m time --weekdays Fr --monthdays 22,23,24,25,26,27,28 

The VPN ACL allows IKE connection establishment by default and rules should be defined for specific 

IKE connections to disallow. The proper way to change that default behavior is to include a -j DROP 

rule at the end of the VPN ACL rule list, then specific allow rules may be configured instead.  

Default ACCEPT example: 

# Allow IKE connection by default (the default behavior) and  

# define rules to disallow specific IKE connections. 

<rule spec> -j DROP 

<…> 
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Default DROP example: 

# Deny IKE connections by default and only allow specific IKE  

# connections 

<rule spec> -j ACCEPT 

<…> 

# This line at the end causes all IKE packets that do not  

# match an accept rule to be dropped instead of accepted. 

-j DROP 

9.4 Configuration Errors 

When there are errors in the configuration, the error messages may sometimes be misleading and not very 

helpful in determining the exact case of the error. This is an artifact of the process by which the rule 

parameters are parsed and applied. Below are a few examples of errors that may occur, however this is 

not a complete list and it is recommended that for any error that the user first examine the rule 

specification for any simple formatting errors. 

If the given address (source or destination) is incorrect, or is the wrong version (i.e. rule is marked IPv6, 

but an IPv4 address is given), it may result in the error message “host/network ‘<address>’ 

not found”. 

Example: 

-6 –s 192.168.0.1 -> Error! host/network ‘192.168.0.1’ not found 

-4 –s 192.168.0.1 -> No Error 

If an incorrect flag prefix (- vs --) is used immediately following a jump or match extension, it may result 

in the error message “unknown option <option>”. 

Example: 

-j LOG –log-prefix “foo” -> Error! unknown option “LOG” 

-j LOG –log-prefix “foo” -> No Error! 

If an incorrect flag prefix (-vs --) is used for an option taking a value, such as –-source|--dest|--

in-interface, it may result in the error message “Bad argument ‘<argument>’”. 

Example: 

-source 192.168.0.1 -> Error! Bad argument ‘192.168.0.1’ 

-in-interface eth0 -> Error! Bad argument ‘eth0’ 

--source 192.168.0.1 -> No Error! 

--in-interface eth0 -> No Error! 

9.5 Management 

The firewall service status may be viewed by entering the following CLI command: 

service filter status 

The output of this command will display information about the firewall service. 

 

The firewall rules that are currently active and installed may be viewed by entering the following CLI 

commands: 

show firewall (chain) 
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show firewall6 (chain) 

These commands will display the active firewall rules, along with packet statistics, for each IPv4 and 

IPv6 respectively. Each command may optionally be given a specific chain name in order to view the 

rules included in only a specific firewall chain. 

 

The firewall may be reloaded during runtime by entering the following CLI command: 

service filter reload 

Entering this command will cause all the existing firewall rules to be cleared and re-added from the 

current configuration. 

It is important to note that reloading the firewall will only re-add the configured firewall rules and that 

any automatic rules that were added when a VPN connection became active will no longer exist. In order 

for those automatic VPN connection rules to be re-added, the ipsec service must also be restarted. 

9.6 Overrun Packets 

The CRR-1000 drops packets when the receive buffers are overrun. It monitors for receive overrun events 

and checks the counters for each interface every 10 minutes. If there is a change in the counters, it logs 

the number of new overrun packets for that specific interface, along with the total count of overrun 

packets for the interface. The overrun counters are reset during reboot, so the log messages before and 

after a reboot may not agree on the counter values and must be taken into context from the beginning of 

the most recent boot time. 

 

 

10 Protection of the CRR-1000  

The CRR-1000 performs power-on self-tests to ensure correct operation. The CRR-1000 also supports 

time synchronization with an external time source in order to ensure correct time, used for audit log 

timestamps and validation of certificates. 

10.1 TSF Self Tests 

The CRR-1000 runs a suite of the following power-on self-tests to ensure correct operation:  

 Entropy source health tests 

 RAM health tests 

 Firmware integrity test 

 Cryptographic algorithm tests 

If any of the power-on self-tests fail, the CRR-1000 aborts the normal boot process and boots into a 

restricted diagnostic mode with no networking services. In this mode, the administrator may do the 

following:  

 view the self-test results to determine the cause of the error 

 reboot/shutdown the CRR-1000  

Entropy health tests may fail if the entropy source is not producing quality entropy. This may be resolved 

by rebooting the CRR-1000. RAM health test failure as well may be resolved by rebooting the CRR-
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1000. If the self-test error persists then the CRR-1000 must be returned to the vendor for repair or 

replacement. 

Other self-test failures indicate that the CRR-1000 can no longer be trusted and cannot be fixed via a 

power cycle. In this case the CRR-1000 must be returned to the vendor for repair or replacement. 

The administrator can view the self-test results with the following command: 

self-test 

10.2 Time Stamps UTC 

The CRR-1000 provides the ability to set the time manually as well as automatically using an external 

time source. Time is kept and displayed in UTC and the time zone is not user configurable. 

To view the system time, enter CLI command: 

show time 

10.2.1 Manual Configuration 

To set the time manually, enter CLI command: 

set time [MMDDhhmm[[CC]YY][.ss]] 

where: 

MM = Month (01, 02…12) 

DD = Day of month (01, 02…31) 

hh = hour 

mm = minute 

CCYY = Year 

ss = second 

10.2.2 External Time Source Configuration 

To synchronize time with an external NTP server, there are two commands used to configure an NTP peer 

for the CRR-1000. Note that the CRR-1000 can have only a single peer and any network traffic with that 

peer is restricted to a Trusted Channel. The CRR-1000 only accepts time updates from the peer if one is 

configured. An authentication key for the peer can be configured if desired but is not required. 

The NTP service only synchronizes the local clock if the local clock time is within 1000 seconds of the 

reference time.  If the time difference is greater than 1000 seconds, the NTP service exits and logs the 

error.  If the time difference is less than 1000 seconds, the NTP service steps the clock and creates a log 

message. 

To configure the NTP service for the CRR-1000, first ensure that the NTP service is not running with the 

command: 

service ntp stop 

Manually set the system time to within 1000 seconds of UTC using the “set time” command shown 

above. 

When a new NTP server is configured, the CRR-1000 automatically creates a new, implicit Trusted 

Channel connection named “ntp-trusted-channel” which is used for NTP communications. The NTP 
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Trusted Channel is restricted to the given NTP server IP address and inherits the rest of the configuration 

from the given user-defined Trusted Channel connection. 

To configure CRR-1000 to connect to an external NTP server, enter the following CLI command: 

configure ntp peer <ip address> [<key number> [<trusted-

channel>]] 

where: 

<ip address> is the IP address of the external NTP server, required 

<key number> is the key id to use to authenticate with the NTP peer, [0-9], if not specified, 0 is 

used (i.e. no key authentication) 

<trusted-channel> is the configured name of the base Trusted Channel connection used by ntp-

trusted-channel, if not specified “default” connection is used.  

Finally, start the NTP service with the following command: 

service ntp start 

Examples: 

configure ntp peer 192.168.0.1 

The CRR-1000 accepts time updates from the NTP server at 192.168.0.1. No authentication is used and 

the NTP traffic is restricted to the default Trusted Channel. 

configure ntp peer 8.7.6.5 9 

The CRR-1000 accepts time updates from the NTP server at 8.7.6.5 and authenticates to that server using 

key 9 from the keys file. The NTP traffic is restricted to the default Trusted Channel. 

configure ntp peer 44.44.44.1 0 my-trusted-channel 

The CRR-1000 accepts time updates from the NTP server at 44.44.44.1 without authentication. The NTP 

traffic is restricted to the Trusted Channel named “my-trusted-channel”. 

The command to manage NTP authentication keys is: 

configure ntp keys 

An editor session is started allowing the user access to a file of NTP keys. Each key is numbered in the 

file. The NTP keys file may contain multiple keys but only one may be used to authenticate with a 

particular server. The NTP key file must contain only one key per line and follow the format below: 

<key_id> <key_type> <key_value> 

Where: 

 <key_id> must be a value from 1-9, inclusive 

 <key_type> must be ‘M’, as MD5 is the only supported type 

 <key_value> is the key, 1-31 characters from the character set a-zA-Z0-9!@#$%^&*() 

Note: Comments are supported. Any line beginning with a ‘#’ character is ignored. 

Example: 

# Example NTP key 

1 M password1 
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11 CRR-1000 Access  

The CRR-1000 is accessed locally through the RS-232 port or remotely via SSHv2 through a Trusted 

Channel.   

11.1 Session Inactivity Timeout  

The CRR-1000 provides the ability to independently configure local and remote session inactivity 

timeouts.  

11.1.1 Local Inactivity Timeout 

After a specified inactivity period the CRR-1000 blanks the screen, and disables all user actions except 

re-authentication. 

To configure the inactivity timeout for the local session, enter CLI command: 

set timeout console  <1-3600>  

where the local session timeout can be set to an integer value between 1 and 3600 seconds. The default 

console timeout value 300 seconds (5 minutes). The new timeout value only affects new local sessions. 

To view the current inactivity timeouts for local sessions, enter CLI command: 

show timeout console 

11.1.2 Remote Inactivity Timeout 

After a specified inactivity period the CRR-1000 terminates the remote session. Remote sessions are 

dependent on the lifetime of the Trusted Channel. 

To configure the inactivity timeouts for remote sessions, enter CLI command: 

set timeout remote <1-3600>  

where the remote session timeout can be set to an integer value between 1 and 3600 seconds. The default 

remote timeout value is 300 seconds (5 minutes). The new timeout value only affects new remote 

sessions.  

If the console timeout value is equal to or less than the remote timeout value, the remote screen is blanked 

and the user is prompted to re-authenticate at the defined console timeout time. Remote session 

termination is based on the inactivity time after the screen is blanked.  

To view the current inactivity timeouts for remote sessions, enter CLI command: 

show timeout remote  

Note: The timeout of a remote session is also subject to the inactivity configuration of the Trusted 

Channel connection. 

11.2 Administrator-Initiated Termination 

The CRR-1000 allows administrator-initiated termination of the administrator’s own interactive session, 

local or remote. To terminate the current administrative session, enter CLI command: 

logout 
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11.3 Banners  

The CRR-1000 provides the ability to configure two banners: one that is displayed before establishing a 

local session and one that is displayed before establishing a remote session.  

To view a current banner, enter CLI command: 

show banner <console|remote> 

To configure a banner, enter CLI command: 

set banner <console|remote> 

Once this command is entered, a text editor session is started which allows the user modify banner file. 

 

12 Example Operational Environment Configuration 

The network depicted below is an example of an operational environment in which the CRR-1000 may be 

used. The configuration settings for the ARES service and the ARES VPN Gateway Plugin which 

conform to the example network are included in this section. 

In the example network, the CRR-1000 utilizes two network interfaces, one connected to a private 

network and one connected to a public network. The private network hosts the server used for remote 

administrative services through a Trusted Channel. The public network hosts a VPN Gateway and a VPN 

Client connected to the CRR-1000 via VPN Data Channel connections.  

Host 1 and Host 3 are able to communicate with each other because Host 3 is protected by the VPN 

tunnel connecting the CRR-1000 to the VPN Gateway. The communication between Host1 and Host3 is 

only encrypted when it enters the public network (10.2.1.0/24). Communication between Host1 and the 

CRR-1000 is unencrypted as well as the communication between the VPN Gateway and Host3. All other 

traffic between Host1 and the CRR-1000 is dropped by the Firewall unless explicitly allowed. Host 2 is 

not connected to any other networks via any VPN connections and therefore is not able to communicate 

with devices outside of its local network. 

The example configurations are as complete as is possible given the network diagram below. Some 

configuration parameters may include details that are dependent on the actual network setup, such as the 

hardware address of the network interfaces. Some configuration parameters may also be included in order 

to show additional functionality that is not explicitly depicted in the network diagram, such as VPN 

virtual addresses as configured for the VPN Client connection in the example provided. 
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Figure 1. Example Operational Environment 

12.1 ARES Configuration  

{ 

   "RouterName" : "CRR-1000-test", 

   "RouterId" : 42, 

   "Links" : [ 

      { 

         "Name" : "ITS_link", 

         "Type" : "simple", 

         "Interface" : { 

            "HardwareAddress" : "00:11:22:33:44:55", 

            "Name" : "eth0", 

            "Inet4Addresses" : ["10.1.1.100/24"] 

         } 

      }, 

      { 

         "Name" : "Link2", 

         "Type" : "simple", 

         "Interface" : { 

            "HardwareAddress" : "AA:BB:CC:DD:EE:FF", 

            "Name" : "eth1", 

            "Inet4Addresses" : ["10.2.1.100/24"], 

            "Inet6Addresses" : [ "2002::100/64" ] 

         }, 

         "Routes" : [ 

            { "Network" : "192.168.1.0/24", "Via" : "10.2.1.2" }, 

          

            { "Network" : "2100::0/64", "Via" : "2002::2" } 

         ] 

      } 

   ], 

   "Plugins" : { 

      "VPNGateway" : { "SecurityMode" : "NIAP" } 

   } 

} 
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12.2 Trusted Channel Configuration  

{ 

   "IKEStrongerThanESP" : true, 

   "Connections": [ 

      { 

         "Name" : "default", 

         "ActivateOn" : "add", 

         "Type" : "transport", 

         "Local" : { 

            "Address": [ "10.1.1.100" ], 

            "Auth" : { 

               "Method" : "psk", 

               "Params" : { 

                  "ID" : "10.1.1.100" 

               } 

            } 

         } 

      }, 

      { 

         "Name" : "ITS", 

         "Also" : "default", 

         "ActivateOn" : "route", 

         "Remote"    : { 

            "Address": [ "10.1.1.5" ], 

            "Auth" : { 

               "Method" : "psk", 

               "Params" : { 

                  "ID" : "10.1.1.5" 

               } 

            } 

         } 

      } 

   ] 

} 

12.3 Data Channel Configuration 

{ 

   "IKEStrongerThanESP" : true, 

   "Connections": [ 

      { 

         "Name" : "default", 

         "ActivateOn" : "add", 

         "Type" : "tunnel", 

         "Local" : { 

            "Address": [ "10.2.1.100" ], 

            "RedNetwork" : [ "10.1.1.0/24" ] 

         } 

      }, 

      { 

         "Name" : "LocalEndPSK", 
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         "Also" : "default", 

         "Local" : { 

            "Auth" : { 

               "Method" : "psk", 

               "Params" : { 

                  "ID" : "10.2.1.100" 

               } 

            } 

         } 

      }, 

      { 

         "Name" : "LocalEndPubKey", 

         "Also" : "default", 

         "Local" : { 

            "Auth" : { 

               "Method" : "pubkey", 

               "Params" : { 

                  "ID" : "C=US, O=ATCorp, CN=Jane Doe", 

                  "Cert" : [ "janedoe.crt" ] 

               } 

            } 

         } 

      }, 

      { 

         "Name" : "VPNGateway", 

         "Also" : "LocalEndPSK", 

         "ActivateOn" : "route", 

         "Remote"    : { 

            "Address": [ "10.2.1.4" ], 

            "RedNetwork" : [ "172.16.1.0/24" ], 

            "Auth" : { 

               "Method" : "psk", 

               "Params" : { 

                  "ID" : "10.2.1.4" 

               } 

            } 

         } 

      }, 

      { 

         "Name" : "VPNClient", 

         "Also" : "LocalEndPubKey", 

         "ActivateOn" : "route", 

         "Remote"    : { 

            "Address": [ "10.2.1.11" ], 

            "RedNetwork" : [ "auto" ], 

            "VirtualAddressPool" : [ "10.10.0.0/24" ], 

            "Auth" : { 

               "Method" : "pubkey", 

               "Params" : { 

                  "ID" : "C=US, O=ATCorp, CN=John Smith" 

               } 
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            } 

         } 

      } 

   ] 

} 

 

 

13 Audit Logging Messages 

All audit messages use one of the following message formats: 

<date/time> <host name> <user name>:  <message title>:  <message body> 

where: 

<date/time> is MMM DD YYYY hh:mm:ss  

MMM = Month (Jan, Feb, etc.) 

DD = Day of month (01, 02…31) 

YYYY = Year (2018, 2019, etc.) 

hh:mm:ss = hour:min:sec 

<host name> is the name of the host that generates the audit log message 

<user name> is the name of the user or process that generates the audit log message 

<message title> is the title of the message, a descriptive name of the event type  

<message body> is the content of the message 

<date/time> <host name> <user name>:  <message body> 

where: 

<date/time> is MMM DD YYYY hh:mm:ss 

MMM = Month (Jan, Feb, etc.) 

DD = Day of month (01, 02…31) 

YYYY = Year (2018, 2019, etc.) 

hh:mm:ss = hour:min:sec 

<host name> is the name of the host that generates the audit log message 

<user name> is the name of the user or process that generates the audit log message 

<message body> is the content of the message 

The audit messages for the administrative actions are listed below. 

13.1 IPsec Session Establishment 

The following message titles and bodies are generated for this event and logged to ipsec.log. 

13.1.1 Successful Session Establishment with Peer 

13.1.1.1 Initialization Format 

[DATE] [HOSTNAME] [PROCESS]: [IKE_ INSTANCE][IKE] <[VPN_NAME]|[VPN_NAME_INSTANCE]> [status message content] 

13.1.1.2 Status Message Format 

[DATE] [HOSTNAME] [PROCESS]: [IKE_ INSTANCE][IKE] <[VPN_NAME]|[VPN_NAME_INSTANCE]> initiating IKE_SA [VPN_NAME] [[VPN_NAME_INDEX]] to 
[REMOTE_IP] 
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13.1.1.3 IKE_SA Establishment Format 

[DATE] [HOSTNAME] [PROCESS]: [IKE_ INSTANCE][IKE] <[VPN_NAME]|[VPN_NAME_INSTANCE]> IKE_SA [VPN_NAME]{[VPN_NAME_INDEX]} 
established between [LOCAL_IP][[LOCAL_ID]]…[REMOTE_IP][[REMOTE_ID]] 

13.1.1.4 CHILD_SA Establishment Format 

[DATE] [HOSTNAME] [PROCESS]: [IKE_ INSTANCE][IKE] <[VPN_NAME]|[VPN_NAME_INSTANCE]> CHILD_SA [VPN_NAME]{[VPN_NAME_ INSTANCE]} 
established withSPIs [SPI VALIES] and TS [LOCAL TS] === [REMOTE_TS] 

13.1.1.5 Successful Establishment with Peer 

<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 13[IKE] initiating IKE_SA syslog-trusted-channel[1] to 192.168.225.142 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 13[IKE] IKE_SA syslog-trusted-channel[1] state change: CREATED => CONNECTING 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 13[IKE] natd_chunk => 22 bytes @ 0x5589d5f330c0 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 13[IKE]    0: 36 2D 80 9A 94 D5 9C 5C 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00  6-.....\........ 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 13[IKE]   16: C0 A8 E1 8E 01 F4                                ...... 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 13[IKE] natd_hash => 20 bytes @ 0x5589d5f34760 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 13[IKE]    0: 26 94 96 6C FF 20 3D 61 CF 4D 17 55 BC B1 7D C2  &..l. =a.M.U..}. 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 13[IKE]   16: 82 A1 C5 C9                                      .... 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 13[IKE] natd_chunk => 22 bytes @ 0x5589d5f330a0 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 13[IKE]    0: 36 2D 80 9A 94 D5 9C 5C 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00  6-.....\........ 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 13[IKE]   16: C0 A8 E1 EB 01 F4                                ...... 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 13[IKE] natd_hash => 20 bytes @ 0x5589d5f347c0 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 13[IKE]    0: 07 F1 69 1C 82 0B 34 18 70 39 B2 1C E8 D1 F6 1C  ..i...4.p9...... 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 13[IKE]   16: CA E3 B4 DA                                      .... 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 13[ENC] generating IKE_SA_INIT request 0 [ SA KE No N(NATD_S_IP) N(NATD_D_IP) N(FRAG_SUP) N(HASH_ALG) 
N(REDIR_SUP) ] 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 13[NET] sending packet: from 192.168.225.235[500] to 192.168.225.142[500] (464 bytes) 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 04[NET] sending packet: from 192.168.225.235[500] to 192.168.225.142[500] 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 13[MGR] checkin IKE_SA syslog-trusted-channel[1] 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 13[MGR] checkin of IKE_SA successful 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 03[NET] received packet => 456 bytes @ 0x7fc726f82530 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 03[NET]    0: 36 2D 80 9A 94 D5 9C 5C 12 B6 D1 D2 9E F1 92 33  6-.....\.......3 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 03[NET]   16: 21 20 22 20 00 00 00 00 00 00 01 C8 22 00 00 30  ! " ........"..0 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 03[NET]   32: 00 00 00 2C 01 01 00 04 03 00 00 0C 01 00 00 0C  ...,............ 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 03[NET]   48: 80 0E 01 00 03 00 00 08 03 00 00 0C 03 00 00 08  ................ 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 03[NET]   64: 02 00 00 05 00 00 00 08 04 00 00 0E 28 00 01 08  ............(... 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 03[NET]   80: 00 0E 00 00 83 0A 1E 31 77 D8 52 AB 3F 39 6E A0  .......1w.R.?9n. 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 03[NET]   96: 1F 4E B7 A2 DC 7B 2A 2F F4 22 11 CB 6F 6F D4 88  .N...{*/."..oo.. 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 03[NET]  112: 7C 17 4E B1 3F BF 10 94 43 93 A1 DB 13 42 FD 49  |.N.?...C....B.I 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 03[NET]  128: 1A 65 0E 15 7C 9D 40 71 16 78 7B FC BA A1 71 8C  .e..|.@q.x{...q. 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 03[NET]  144: 3E DD F3 73 32 57 72 ED DD 60 A6 B3 7F BE EC A3  >..s2Wr..`...... 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 03[NET]  160: 54 C7 40 C3 05 45 9E F9 FB C8 0D EC 40 8E B7 5D  T.@..E......@..] 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 03[NET]  176: 80 C9 70 C9 1B 28 4C 10 93 B9 F6 6D 69 FE 0A 08  ..p..(L....mi... 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 03[NET]  192: 7C 99 20 DC 9C 2B FB A3 EC 76 67 3E 43 18 C9 53  |. ..+...vg>C..S 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 03[NET]  208: BC 53 AF E1 9C C9 1E 35 AA CF CF FA E3 E0 A8 E3  .S.....5........ 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 03[NET]  224: 26 4D CE 30 C5 32 E7 08 B0 C8 C9 84 1E D3 5E 30  &M.0.2........^0 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 03[NET]  240: 70 CF 81 A4 D9 0F F3 C9 D5 89 65 77 64 4B 9C 1F  p.........ewdK.. 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 03[NET]  256: 88 8D 41 65 78 B3 C7 26 FD CD 2F EB 61 76 B2 97  ..Aex..&../.av.. 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 03[NET]  272: 32 3D F0 46 AF 99 36 8B ED 3A 90 B4 50 A1 27 2B  2=.F..6..:..P.'+ 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 03[NET]  288: 54 EF 18 30 6D BC 66 F2 93 32 56 58 7A 60 AD B7  T..0m.f..2VXz`.. 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 03[NET]  304: 6E D6 6E A3 89 89 F1 AA F3 9E 22 11 EC 90 B6 86  n.n......."..... 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 03[NET]  320: 30 A8 35 FF 3F 98 C7 15 49 13 9E 66 F1 57 AD 86  0.5.?...I..f.W.. 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 03[NET]  336: 1F 6A 3D 9C 29 00 00 24 FC 83 3A DD ED 95 E1 DC  .j=.)..$..:..... 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 03[NET]  352: EE CA 66 A5 CF 2C 42 4E AD A9 81 57 34 15 9A 25  ..f..,BN...W4..% 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 03[NET]  368: B5 C8 2B 37 39 16 49 B9 29 00 00 1C 00 00 40 04  ..+79.I.).....@. 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 03[NET]  384: E8 27 20 1E CC 69 5F 3C A6 A8 75 21 CC 52 3A CA  .' ..i_<..u!.R:. 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 03[NET]  400: EA DD 78 6A 29 00 00 1C 00 00 40 05 F2 94 A7 5F  ..xj).....@...._ 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 03[NET]  416: F5 B6 85 F1 2B FA F9 1D F6 7E 1D EA 2E B1 F4 73  ....+....~.....s 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 03[NET]  432: 29 00 00 10 00 00 40 2F 00 01 00 02 00 03 00 04  ).....@/........ 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 03[NET]  448: 00 00 00 08 00 00 40 14                          ......@. 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 03[NET] received packet: from 192.168.225.142[500] to 192.168.225.235[500] 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 03[NET] waiting for data on sockets 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 07[MGR] checkout IKEv2 SA by message with SPIs 362d809a94d59c5c_i 12b6d1d29ef19233_r 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 07[MGR] IKE_SA syslog-trusted-channel[1] successfully checked out 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 07[NET] received packet: from 192.168.225.142[500] to 192.168.225.235[500] (456 bytes) 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 07[ENC] parsed IKE_SA_INIT response 0 [ SA KE No N(NATD_S_IP) N(NATD_D_IP) N(HASH_ALG) N(MULT_AUTH) ] 
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<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 07[IKE] received SIGNATURE_HASH_ALGORITHMS notify 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 07[IKE] natd_chunk => 22 bytes @ 0x7fc704002fa0 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 07[IKE]    0: 36 2D 80 9A 94 D5 9C 5C 12 B6 D1 D2 9E F1 92 33  6-.....\.......3 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 07[IKE]   16: C0 A8 E1 EB 01 F4                                ...... 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 07[IKE] natd_hash => 20 bytes @ 0x7fc704002ed0 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 07[IKE]    0: F2 94 A7 5F F5 B6 85 F1 2B FA F9 1D F6 7E 1D EA  ..._....+....~.. 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 07[IKE]   16: 2E B1 F4 73                                      ...s 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 07[IKE] natd_chunk => 22 bytes @ 0x7fc704002fa0 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 07[IKE]    0: 36 2D 80 9A 94 D5 9C 5C 12 B6 D1 D2 9E F1 92 33  6-.....\.......3 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 07[IKE]   16: C0 A8 E1 8E 01 F4                                ...... 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 07[IKE] natd_hash => 20 bytes @ 0x7fc7040035b0 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 07[IKE]    0: E8 27 20 1E CC 69 5F 3C A6 A8 75 21 CC 52 3A CA  .' ..i_<..u!.R:. 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 07[IKE]   16: EA DD 78 6A                                      ..xj 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 07[IKE] precalculated src_hash => 20 bytes @ 0x7fc7040035b0 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 07[IKE]    0: E8 27 20 1E CC 69 5F 3C A6 A8 75 21 CC 52 3A CA  .' ..i_<..u!.R:. 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 07[IKE]   16: EA DD 78 6A                                      ..xj 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 07[IKE] precalculated dst_hash => 20 bytes @ 0x7fc704002ed0 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 07[IKE]    0: F2 94 A7 5F F5 B6 85 F1 2B FA F9 1D F6 7E 1D EA  ..._....+....~.. 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 07[IKE]   16: 2E B1 F4 73                                      ...s 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 07[IKE] received src_hash => 20 bytes @ 0x7fc704002b50 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 07[IKE]    0: E8 27 20 1E CC 69 5F 3C A6 A8 75 21 CC 52 3A CA  .' ..i_<..u!.R:. 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 07[IKE]   16: EA DD 78 6A                                      ..xj 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 07[IKE] received dst_hash => 20 bytes @ 0x7fc704002c70 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 07[IKE]    0: F2 94 A7 5F F5 B6 85 F1 2B FA F9 1D F6 7E 1D EA  ..._....+....~.. 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 07[IKE]   16: 2E B1 F4 73                                      ...s 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 07[IKE] reinitiating already active tasks 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 07[IKE]   IKE_CERT_PRE task 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 07[IKE]   IKE_AUTH task 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 07[IKE] authentication of '192.168.225.235' (myself) with pre-shared key 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 07[IKE] IDx' => 8 bytes @ 0x7fc728787a60 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 07[IKE]    0: 01 00 00 00 C0 A8 E1 EB 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 07[IKE] octets = message + nonce + prf(Sk_px, IDx') => 528 bytes @ 0x7fc704005430 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 07[IKE]    0: 36 2D 80 9A 94 D5 9C 5C 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00  6-.....\........ 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 07[IKE]   16: 21 20 22 08 00 00 00 00 00 00 01 D0 22 00 00 30  ! "........."..0 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 07[IKE]   32: 00 00 00 2C 01 01 00 04 03 00 00 0C 01 00 00 0C  ...,............ 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 07[IKE]   48: 80 0E 01 00 03 00 00 08 03 00 00 0C 03 00 00 08  ................ 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 07[IKE]   64: 02 00 00 05 00 00 00 08 04 00 00 0E 28 00 01 08  ............(... 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 07[IKE]   80: 00 0E 00 00 14 72 40 FA 06 11 2F ED D1 B0 F3 FA  .....r@.../..... 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 07[IKE]   96: EE 78 D2 FD 01 CB 62 E9 B3 26 3D 2B EE 42 5E D0  .x....b..&=+.B^. 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 07[IKE]  112: 1A 15 02 ED B9 56 3F 5A 11 6D F9 8B A1 7D 34 90  .....V?Z.m...}4. 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 07[IKE]  128: 13 C2 34 68 9C CA FB BF 12 81 E8 48 3B 48 9B 33  ..4h.......H;H.3 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 07[IKE]  144: 53 18 C8 F8 B1 03 0F B9 6A 23 D9 F4 E8 36 D0 2E  S.......j#...6.. 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 07[IKE]  160: A3 79 C5 19 15 F5 A3 70 1F B5 19 54 5E B9 AC C0  .y.....p...T^... 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 07[IKE]  176: 50 53 B5 A9 F0 29 79 85 86 74 AC FB 53 CA 2B BC  PS...)y..t..S.+. 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 07[IKE]  192: 00 FF 03 2F B4 8E 8C F7 F2 9A CE 10 6D 3E 68 39  .../........m>h9 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 07[IKE]  208: 72 BD 4A BF F7 18 F9 55 BF 58 6B 36 D1 EF F3 8C  r.J....U.Xk6.... 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 07[IKE]  224: 0D D5 9F A2 0E 4F 5E DE 7B D2 BF 5F FE C9 A7 BF  .....O^.{.._.... 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 07[IKE]  240: D2 DE 10 A3 40 5B AD 38 BD 06 6F E7 F4 CC A7 60  ....@[.8..o....` 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 07[IKE]  256: 7F A6 A1 6C F3 3D 10 99 7F CE AE DD 78 B8 C3 38  ...l.=......x..8 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 07[IKE]  272: 75 A7 E0 06 80 42 5D 9F 01 B0 E4 78 48 6C 8E 1C  u....B]....xHl.. 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 07[IKE]  288: 33 F8 FA 6A 6C 8F 21 DB 50 CD 5C 2A D5 FB 57 1A  3..jl.!.P.\*..W. 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 07[IKE]  304: 41 04 1A 25 68 30 D2 CD 23 36 89 BE 1D A7 B6 9C  A..%h0..#6...... 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 07[IKE]  320: 02 AC 0E CD 34 42 F2 CF F8 25 14 32 C4 FD 1B EB  ....4B...%.2.... 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 07[IKE]  336: E6 DC AE C4 29 00 00 24 DC 49 6D 9A 8A AE 24 F6  ....)..$.Im...$. 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 07[IKE]  352: 69 10 06 9C 9F 5B 92 E1 E7 2A AF 71 29 37 25 80  i....[...*.q)7%. 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 07[IKE]  368: F3 8B AE 32 87 7B 0E C8 29 00 00 1C 00 00 40 04  ...2.{..).....@. 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 07[IKE]  384: 07 F1 69 1C 82 0B 34 18 70 39 B2 1C E8 D1 F6 1C  ..i...4.p9...... 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 07[IKE]  400: CA E3 B4 DA 29 00 00 1C 00 00 40 05 26 94 96 6C  ....).....@.&..l 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 07[IKE]  416: FF 20 3D 61 CF 4D 17 55 BC B1 7D C2 82 A1 C5 C9  . =a.M.U..}..... 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 07[IKE]  432: 29 00 00 08 00 00 40 2E 29 00 00 10 00 00 40 2F  ).....@.).....@/ 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 07[IKE]  448: 00 01 00 02 00 03 00 04 00 00 00 08 00 00 40 16  ..............@. 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 07[IKE]  464: FC 83 3A DD ED 95 E1 DC EE CA 66 A5 CF 2C 42 4E  ..:.......f..,BN 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 07[IKE]  480: AD A9 81 57 34 15 9A 25 B5 C8 2B 37 39 16 49 B9  ...W4..%..+79.I. 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 07[IKE]  496: D0 E9 FE 73 34 A6 57 54 34 DF 19 DA 92 AE 7D 42  ...s4.WT4.....}B 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 07[IKE]  512: C7 F3 B3 54 76 CF 44 D4 E0 DC B9 D6 BB 45 DD 7A  ...Tv.D......E.z 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 07[IKE] AUTH = prf(prf(secret, keypad), octets) => 32 bytes @ 0x7fc704005650 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 07[IKE]    0: 7A 43 51 92 3E 1B 0E 50 B1 61 58 48 75 D2 13 E3  zCQ.>..P.aXHu... 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 07[IKE]   16: 04 9A 55 CA 47 92 C9 EB A4 12 DA F6 C8 6F DC 94  ..U.G........o.. 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 07[IKE] successfully created shared key MAC 
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<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 07[IKE] establishing CHILD_SA trustedchannel-default{3} reqid 1 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 07[ENC] generating IKE_AUTH request 1 [ IDi N(INIT_CONTACT) IDr AUTH N(USE_TRANSP) SA TSi TSr N(MULT_AUTH) 
N(EAP_ONLY) N(MSG_ID_SYN_SUP) ] 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 07[NET] sending packet: from 192.168.225.235[500] to 192.168.225.142[500] (304 bytes) 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 04[NET] sending packet: from 192.168.225.235[500] to 192.168.225.142[500] 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 07[MGR] checkin IKE_SA syslog-trusted-channel[1] 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 07[MGR] checkin of IKE_SA successful 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 03[NET] received packet => 240 bytes @ 0x7fc726f82530 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 03[NET]    0: 36 2D 80 9A 94 D5 9C 5C 12 B6 D1 D2 9E F1 92 33  6-.....\.......3 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 03[NET]   16: 2E 20 23 20 00 00 00 01 00 00 00 F0 24 00 00 D4  . # ........$... 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 03[NET]   32: D1 D0 FA 50 CB D8 C3 38 88 96 0E 05 3C 42 6A A9  ...P...8....<Bj. 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 03[NET]   48: 8E FD 63 C5 51 B9 5C 0A 19 1F 50 9B BE AE 5A 98  ..c.Q.\...P...Z. 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 03[NET]   64: 05 92 3F 88 C5 FC 42 60 95 AD E4 CE 10 78 A4 A5  ..?...B`.....x.. 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 03[NET]   80: 50 11 03 64 E8 28 00 CB 1A 47 35 1F F0 C9 A2 BC  P..d.(...G5..... 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 03[NET]   96: 1E 25 FE 90 D1 E7 3D 25 CA 4D 2C 14 BD 16 EC 2A  .%....=%.M,....* 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 03[NET]  112: B5 0E 1A D7 A8 4C 0E 33 91 99 77 80 DC 42 DD A0  .....L.3..w..B.. 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 03[NET]  128: 72 4C 75 44 47 5B 46 67 00 FE 6D FE 04 B0 96 B0  rLuDG[Fg..m..... 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 03[NET]  144: 2C 4D 71 94 6E 01 26 19 01 B4 49 FC 81 E0 39 CA  ,Mq.n.&...I...9. 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 03[NET]  160: D2 CB 7D D5 8D 47 5A 11 B6 F5 68 28 B6 50 C7 84  ..}..GZ...h(.P.. 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 03[NET]  176: 4A 96 CE 68 06 81 01 FB 64 0D AA CA 0E B5 95 AB  J..h....d....... 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 03[NET]  192: 4A 54 47 B4 88 E2 EB EB 87 C5 F4 AF AF 12 E4 AC  JTG............. 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 03[NET]  208: 0C 89 74 46 F6 B6 A5 01 E9 64 67 7E 77 91 2E BA  ..tF.....dg~w... 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 03[NET]  224: 2F EF 78 D5 E0 37 C5 5C D9 34 CE 8E 6D 12 62 03  /.x..7.\.4..m.b. 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 03[NET] received packet: from 192.168.225.142[500] to 192.168.225.235[500] 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 03[NET] waiting for data on sockets 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 08[MGR] checkout IKEv2 SA by message with SPIs 362d809a94d59c5c_i 12b6d1d29ef19233_r 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 08[MGR] IKE_SA syslog-trusted-channel[1] successfully checked out 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 08[NET] received packet: from 192.168.225.142[500] to 192.168.225.235[500] (240 bytes) 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 08[ENC] parsed IKE_AUTH response 1 [ IDr AUTH N(USE_TRANSP) SA TSi TSr N(AUTH_LFT) ] 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 08[IKE] received USE_TRANSPORT_MODE notify 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 08[IKE] IDx' => 8 bytes @ 0x7fc724f80a70 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 08[IKE]    0: 01 00 00 00 C0 A8 E1 8E 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 08[IKE] octets = message + nonce + prf(Sk_px, IDx') => 520 bytes @ 0x7fc7080026c0 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 08[IKE]    0: 36 2D 80 9A 94 D5 9C 5C 12 B6 D1 D2 9E F1 92 33  6-.....\.......3 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 08[IKE]   16: 21 20 22 20 00 00 00 00 00 00 01 C8 22 00 00 30  ! " ........"..0 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 08[IKE]   32: 00 00 00 2C 01 01 00 04 03 00 00 0C 01 00 00 0C  ...,............ 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 08[IKE]   48: 80 0E 01 00 03 00 00 08 03 00 00 0C 03 00 00 08  ................ 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 08[IKE]   64: 02 00 00 05 00 00 00 08 04 00 00 0E 28 00 01 08  ............(... 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 08[IKE]   80: 00 0E 00 00 83 0A 1E 31 77 D8 52 AB 3F 39 6E A0  .......1w.R.?9n. 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 08[IKE]   96: 1F 4E B7 A2 DC 7B 2A 2F F4 22 11 CB 6F 6F D4 88  .N...{*/."..oo.. 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 08[IKE]  112: 7C 17 4E B1 3F BF 10 94 43 93 A1 DB 13 42 FD 49  |.N.?...C....B.I 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 08[IKE]  128: 1A 65 0E 15 7C 9D 40 71 16 78 7B FC BA A1 71 8C  .e..|.@q.x{...q. 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 08[IKE]  144: 3E DD F3 73 32 57 72 ED DD 60 A6 B3 7F BE EC A3  >..s2Wr..`...... 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 08[IKE]  160: 54 C7 40 C3 05 45 9E F9 FB C8 0D EC 40 8E B7 5D  T.@..E......@..] 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 08[IKE]  176: 80 C9 70 C9 1B 28 4C 10 93 B9 F6 6D 69 FE 0A 08  ..p..(L....mi... 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 08[IKE]  192: 7C 99 20 DC 9C 2B FB A3 EC 76 67 3E 43 18 C9 53  |. ..+...vg>C..S 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 08[IKE]  208: BC 53 AF E1 9C C9 1E 35 AA CF CF FA E3 E0 A8 E3  .S.....5........ 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 08[IKE]  224: 26 4D CE 30 C5 32 E7 08 B0 C8 C9 84 1E D3 5E 30  &M.0.2........^0 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 08[IKE]  240: 70 CF 81 A4 D9 0F F3 C9 D5 89 65 77 64 4B 9C 1F  p.........ewdK.. 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 08[IKE]  256: 88 8D 41 65 78 B3 C7 26 FD CD 2F EB 61 76 B2 97  ..Aex..&../.av.. 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 08[IKE]  272: 32 3D F0 46 AF 99 36 8B ED 3A 90 B4 50 A1 27 2B  2=.F..6..:..P.'+ 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 08[IKE]  288: 54 EF 18 30 6D BC 66 F2 93 32 56 58 7A 60 AD B7  T..0m.f..2VXz`.. 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 08[IKE]  304: 6E D6 6E A3 89 89 F1 AA F3 9E 22 11 EC 90 B6 86  n.n......."..... 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 08[IKE]  320: 30 A8 35 FF 3F 98 C7 15 49 13 9E 66 F1 57 AD 86  0.5.?...I..f.W.. 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 08[IKE]  336: 1F 6A 3D 9C 29 00 00 24 FC 83 3A DD ED 95 E1 DC  .j=.)..$..:..... 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 08[IKE]  352: EE CA 66 A5 CF 2C 42 4E AD A9 81 57 34 15 9A 25  ..f..,BN...W4..% 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 08[IKE]  368: B5 C8 2B 37 39 16 49 B9 29 00 00 1C 00 00 40 04  ..+79.I.).....@. 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 08[IKE]  384: E8 27 20 1E CC 69 5F 3C A6 A8 75 21 CC 52 3A CA  .' ..i_<..u!.R:. 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 08[IKE]  400: EA DD 78 6A 29 00 00 1C 00 00 40 05 F2 94 A7 5F  ..xj).....@...._ 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 08[IKE]  416: F5 B6 85 F1 2B FA F9 1D F6 7E 1D EA 2E B1 F4 73  ....+....~.....s 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 08[IKE]  432: 29 00 00 10 00 00 40 2F 00 01 00 02 00 03 00 04  ).....@/........ 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 08[IKE]  448: 00 00 00 08 00 00 40 14 DC 49 6D 9A 8A AE 24 F6  ......@..Im...$. 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 08[IKE]  464: 69 10 06 9C 9F 5B 92 E1 E7 2A AF 71 29 37 25 80  i....[...*.q)7%. 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 08[IKE]  480: F3 8B AE 32 87 7B 0E C8 D3 52 03 48 4B 4F F5 51  ...2.{...R.HKO.Q 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 08[IKE]  496: 72 BB 29 B0 9D 92 81 22 85 7F CB D9 7D AF 21 1C  r.)...."....}.!. 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 08[IKE]  512: 5A D1 89 F7 22 66 F0 EA                          Z..."f.. 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 08[IKE] AUTH = prf(prf(secret, keypad), octets) => 32 bytes @ 0x7fc708002900 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 08[IKE]    0: 83 3F 50 D7 AE 17 51 9F 8D 94 5D AB D7 9E C0 E1  .?P...Q...]..... 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 08[IKE]   16: 62 9A 60 13 F8 54 7F AB E6 A7 C1 F5 EB B2 39 DF  b.`..T........9. 
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<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 08[IKE] authentication of '192.168.225.142' with pre-shared key successful 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 08[IKE] IKE_SA syslog-trusted-channel[1] established between 
192.168.225.235[192.168.225.235]...192.168.225.142[192.168.225.142] 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 08[IKE] IKE_SA syslog-trusted-channel[1] state change: CONNECTING => ESTABLISHED 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 08[IKE] scheduling reauthentication in 9928s 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 08[IKE] maximum IKE_SA lifetime 10468s 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 08[CHD] CHILD_SA trustedchannel-default{3} state change: CREATED => INSTALLING 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 08[CHD]   using AES_CBC for encryption 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 08[CHD]   using HMAC_SHA2_256_128 for integrity 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 08[CHD] adding inbound ESP SA 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 08[CHD]   SPI 0xcdf77f0e, src 192.168.225.142 dst 192.168.225.235 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 08[CHD] adding outbound ESP SA 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 08[CHD]   SPI 0xcc5ca9b0, src 192.168.225.235 dst 192.168.225.142 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 08[IKE] CHILD_SA trustedchannel-default{3} established with SPIs cdf77f0e_i cc5ca9b0_o and TS 192.168.225.235/32 === 
192.168.225.142/32 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 08[CHD] CHILD_SA trustedchannel-default{3} state change: INSTALLING => INSTALLED 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 08[IKE] received AUTH_LIFETIME of 10010s, scheduling reauthentication in 9470s 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 08[IKE] activating new tasks 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 08[IKE] nothing to initiate 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 08[MGR] checkin IKE_SA syslog-trusted-channel[1] 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 08[MGR] checkin of IKE_SA successful 
<date/time> CRR1 charon: 09[MGR] checkout IKEv2 SA with SPIs 362d809a94d59c5c_i 0000000000000000_r 
<date/time> CRR1 charon: 09[MGR] IKE_SA syslog-trusted-channel[1] successfully checked out 
<date/time> CRR1 charon: 09[MGR] checkin IKE_SA syslog-trusted-channel[1] 
<date/time> CRR1 charon: 09[MGR] checkin of IKE_SA successful 
<date/time> CRR1 charon: 10[MGR] checkout IKEv2 SA with SPIs 362d809a94d59c5c_i 12b6d1d29ef19233_r 
<date/time> CRR1 charon: 10[MGR] IKE_SA syslog-trusted-channel[1] successfully checked out 
<date/time> CRR1 charon: 10[MGR] checkin IKE_SA syslog-trusted-channel[1] 
<date/time> CRR1 charon: 10[MGR] checkin of IKE_SA successful 

13.1.2 Failure to Establish IPsec SA 

13.1.2.1 Status Message format: 

[DATE] [HOSTNAME] [PROCESS]: [IKE_ INSTANCE][IKE] <[VPN_NAME]|[VPN_NAME_INSTANCE]> [status message content] 

13.1.2.2 Initialization Message format: 

[DATE] [HOSTNAME] [PROCESS]: [IKE_ INSTANCE][IKE] <[VPN_NAME]|[VPN_NAME_INSTANCE]> initiating IKE_SA 
[VPN_NAME][[VPN_NAME_INSTANCE]] to [REMOTE_IP] 

13.1.2.3 Failure due to timeout/dead-peer 

<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 03[NET] received packet: from 192.168.225.142[500] to 192.168.225.235[500] 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 03[NET] waiting for data on sockets 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 11[MGR] checkout IKEv2 SA by message with SPIs e3d43dc7da995448_i 0000000000000000_r 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 11[MGR] created IKE_SA (unnamed)[4] 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 11[NET] received packet: from 192.168.225.142[500] to 192.168.225.235[500] (1084 bytes) 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 11[ENC] parsed IKE_SA_INIT request 0 [ SA KE No N(NATD_S_IP) N(NATD_D_IP) N(HASH_ALG) ] 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 11[IKE] 192.168.225.142 is initiating an IKE_SA 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 11[IKE] IKE_SA (unnamed)[4] state change: CREATED => CONNECTING 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 11[IKE] natd_chunk => 22 bytes @ 0x7f2ec000b500 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 11[IKE]    0: E3 D4 3D C7 DA 99 54 48 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00  ..=...TH........ 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 11[IKE]   16: C0 A8 E1 EB 01 F4                                ...... 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 11[IKE] natd_hash => 20 bytes @ 0x7f2ec000b0a0 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 11[IKE]    0: E3 04 42 30 19 96 0E F9 F4 47 A3 EF 91 EA EC 5F  ..B0.....G....._ 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 11[IKE]   16: 1D 4E 09 3C                                      .N.< 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 11[IKE] natd_chunk => 22 bytes @ 0x7f2ec000b500 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 11[IKE]    0: E3 D4 3D C7 DA 99 54 48 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00  ..=...TH........ 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 11[IKE]   16: C0 A8 E1 8E 01 F4                                ...... 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 11[IKE] natd_hash => 20 bytes @ 0x7f2ec000a2f0 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 11[IKE]    0: 23 6F 87 A7 BA CB C7 38 56 41 01 FB CF DE 2D E9  #o.....8VA....-. 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 11[IKE]   16: FF 35 30 3B                                      .50; 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 11[IKE] precalculated src_hash => 20 bytes @ 0x7f2ec000a2f0 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 11[IKE]    0: 23 6F 87 A7 BA CB C7 38 56 41 01 FB CF DE 2D E9  #o.....8VA....-. 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 11[IKE]   16: FF 35 30 3B                                      .50; 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 11[IKE] precalculated dst_hash => 20 bytes @ 0x7f2ec000b0a0 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 11[IKE]    0: E3 04 42 30 19 96 0E F9 F4 47 A3 EF 91 EA EC 5F  ..B0.....G....._ 
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<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 11[IKE]   16: 1D 4E 09 3C                                      .N.< 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 11[IKE] received src_hash => 20 bytes @ 0x7f2ec000a070 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 11[IKE]    0: 23 6F 87 A7 BA CB C7 38 56 41 01 FB CF DE 2D E9  #o.....8VA....-. 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 11[IKE]   16: FF 35 30 3B                                      .50; 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 11[IKE] received dst_hash => 20 bytes @ 0x7f2ec000a190 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 11[IKE]    0: E3 04 42 30 19 96 0E F9 F4 47 A3 EF 91 EA EC 5F  ..B0.....G....._ 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 11[IKE]   16: 1D 4E 09 3C                                      .N.< 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 11[IKE] natd_chunk => 22 bytes @ 0x7f2ec000aff0 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 11[IKE]    0: E3 D4 3D C7 DA 99 54 48 3D 2A 23 46 19 D7 56 0F  ..=...TH=*#F..V. 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 11[IKE]   16: C0 A8 E1 EB 01 F4                                ...... 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 11[IKE] natd_hash => 20 bytes @ 0x7f2ec0009c80 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 11[IKE]    0: F9 06 98 99 A4 11 A0 22 33 38 C5 70 F6 77 7F 80  ......."38.p.w.. 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 11[IKE]   16: C9 4B 4A 87                                      .KJ. 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 11[IKE] natd_chunk => 22 bytes @ 0x7f2ec000b2e0 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 11[IKE]    0: E3 D4 3D C7 DA 99 54 48 3D 2A 23 46 19 D7 56 0F  ..=...TH=*#F..V. 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 11[IKE]   16: C0 A8 E1 8E 01 F4                                ...... 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 11[IKE] natd_hash => 20 bytes @ 0x7f2ec000b220 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 11[IKE]    0: 42 F6 A0 DA B4 1A 35 CA 35 8B 36 99 E7 DB 89 49  B.....5.5.6....I 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 11[IKE]   16: EE 0D CB 09                                      .... 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 11[ENC] generating IKE_SA_INIT response 0 [ SA KE No N(NATD_S_IP) N(NATD_D_IP) N(HASH_ALG) N(MULT_AUTH) ] 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 11[NET] sending packet: from 192.168.225.235[500] to 192.168.225.142[500] (456 bytes) 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 04[NET] sending packet: from 192.168.225.235[500] to 192.168.225.142[500] 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 11[MGR] checkin IKE_SA (unnamed)[4] 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 11[MGR] checkin of IKE_SA successful 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 12[MGR] checkout IKEv2 SA with SPIs e3d43dc7da995448_i 3d2a234619d7560f_r 
<date/time> CRR1 charon: 12[MGR] IKE_SA (unnamed)[4] successfully checked out 
<date/time> CRR1 charon: 12[JOB] deleting half open IKE_SA with 192.168.225.142 after timeout 

13.1.2.4 Authentication failure (peer with wrong PSK) 

<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 03[NET] received packet: from 192.168.225.142[500] to 192.168.225.235[500] 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 03[NET] waiting for data on sockets 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 16[MGR] checkout IKEv2 SA by message with SPIs e19de9fd44a5436a_i 0000000000000000_r 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 16[MGR] created IKE_SA (unnamed)[6] 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 16[NET] received packet: from 192.168.225.142[500] to 192.168.225.235[500] (1084 bytes) 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 16[ENC] parsed IKE_SA_INIT request 0 [ SA KE No N(NATD_S_IP) N(NATD_D_IP) N(HASH_ALG) ] 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 16[IKE] 192.168.225.142 is initiating an IKE_SA 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 16[IKE] IKE_SA (unnamed)[6] state change: CREATED => CONNECTING 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 16[IKE] natd_chunk => 22 bytes @ 0x7f2ec800b0a0 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 16[IKE]    0: E1 9D E9 FD 44 A5 43 6A 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00  ....D.Cj........ 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 16[IKE]   16: C0 A8 E1 EB 01 F4                                ...... 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 16[IKE] natd_hash => 20 bytes @ 0x7f2ec800a490 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 16[IKE]    0: 8B D4 B2 E9 FD 4B FE 76 D9 2C 7D 73 AB CC F1 76  .....K.v.,}s...v 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 16[IKE]   16: 2C E8 EF 3B                                      ,..; 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 16[IKE] natd_chunk => 22 bytes @ 0x7f2ec800a4b0 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 16[IKE]    0: E1 9D E9 FD 44 A5 43 6A 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00  ....D.Cj........ 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 16[IKE]   16: C0 A8 E1 8E 01 F4                                ...... 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 16[IKE] natd_hash => 20 bytes @ 0x7f2ec800b340 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 16[IKE]    0: 61 D9 A1 81 E8 96 F2 67 E3 E0 D3 63 B3 10 5C 80  a......g...c..\. 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 16[IKE]   16: 10 50 92 92                                      .P.. 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 16[IKE] precalculated src_hash => 20 bytes @ 0x7f2ec800b340 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 16[IKE]    0: 61 D9 A1 81 E8 96 F2 67 E3 E0 D3 63 B3 10 5C 80  a......g...c..\. 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 16[IKE]   16: 10 50 92 92                                      .P.. 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 16[IKE] precalculated dst_hash => 20 bytes @ 0x7f2ec800a490 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 16[IKE]    0: 8B D4 B2 E9 FD 4B FE 76 D9 2C 7D 73 AB CC F1 76  .....K.v.,}s...v 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 16[IKE]   16: 2C E8 EF 3B                                      ,..; 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 16[IKE] received src_hash => 20 bytes @ 0x7f2ec800a210 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 16[IKE]    0: 61 D9 A1 81 E8 96 F2 67 E3 E0 D3 63 B3 10 5C 80  a......g...c..\. 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 16[IKE]   16: 10 50 92 92                                      .P.. 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 16[IKE] received dst_hash => 20 bytes @ 0x7f2ec800a330 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 16[IKE]    0: 8B D4 B2 E9 FD 4B FE 76 D9 2C 7D 73 AB CC F1 76  .....K.v.,}s...v 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 16[IKE]   16: 2C E8 EF 3B                                      ,..; 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 16[IKE] natd_chunk => 22 bytes @ 0x7f2ec800b0f0 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 16[IKE]    0: E1 9D E9 FD 44 A5 43 6A 41 80 91 CE 0D 72 AB CB  ....D.CjA....r.. 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 16[IKE]   16: C0 A8 E1 EB 01 F4                                ...... 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 16[IKE] natd_hash => 20 bytes @ 0x7f2ec800b390 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 16[IKE]    0: F1 97 70 3D 15 5E B7 CB 58 ED 9B DC 71 6C 26 C2  ..p=.^..X...ql&. 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 16[IKE]   16: 01 1C 2E 0F                                      .... 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 16[IKE] natd_chunk => 22 bytes @ 0x7f2ec800b0d0 
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<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 16[IKE]    0: E1 9D E9 FD 44 A5 43 6A 41 80 91 CE 0D 72 AB CB  ....D.CjA....r.. 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 16[IKE]   16: C0 A8 E1 8E 01 F4                                ...... 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 16[IKE] natd_hash => 20 bytes @ 0x7f2ec8009e20 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 16[IKE]    0: 7D 1C 03 DD BC C2 5C CB 41 94 87 FF E5 00 FF 2F  }.....\.A....../ 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 16[IKE]   16: F4 22 7B 66                                      ."{f 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 16[ENC] generating IKE_SA_INIT response 0 [ SA KE No N(NATD_S_IP) N(NATD_D_IP) N(HASH_ALG) N(MULT_AUTH) ] 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 16[NET] sending packet: from 192.168.225.235[500] to 192.168.225.142[500] (456 bytes) 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 04[NET] sending packet: from 192.168.225.235[500] to 192.168.225.142[500] 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 16[MGR] checkin IKE_SA (unnamed)[6] 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 16[MGR] checkin of IKE_SA successful 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 03[NET] received packet => 324 bytes @ 0x7f2eec1d2530 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 03[NET]    0: 00 00 00 00 E1 9D E9 FD 44 A5 43 6A 41 80 91 CE  ........D.CjA... 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 03[NET]   16: 0D 72 AB CB 2E 20 23 08 00 00 00 01 00 00 01 40  .r... #........@ 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 03[NET]   32: 23 00 01 24 A3 46 C0 47 DD D8 48 C9 69 B4 73 B7  #..$.F.G..H.i.s. 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 03[NET]   48: 20 8F F0 D4 D2 9C B6 78 7C 4F BC A0 89 3D 6E FF   ......x|O...=n. 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 03[NET]   64: 15 AA 25 99 F2 BE 9B 0B F0 C6 03 9F 47 30 54 77  ..%.........G0Tw 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 03[NET]   80: 52 FD 2D 0A CD FA 4E 31 F8 35 87 59 43 78 1A AA  R.-...N1.5.YCx.. 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 03[NET]   96: A7 9E A0 22 DB B3 83 1B 7C AA B1 0A 2E 50 14 AF  ..."....|....P.. 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 03[NET]  112: AD 12 0D E0 4C 41 94 A3 51 4A C1 0F 0D 72 1F 58  ....LA..QJ...r.X 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 03[NET]  128: 77 18 97 42 E8 B8 B6 20 8A 20 3D 99 52 80 0A AE  w..B... . =.R... 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 03[NET]  144: A3 81 ED B8 55 96 31 6E 65 78 A6 48 05 C0 CA 38  ....U.1nex.H...8 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 03[NET]  160: C6 4F AE DE B5 2E C3 D3 DE 6B C8 DE 20 EF D2 BC  .O.......k.. ... 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 03[NET]  176: 64 42 C6 89 29 46 F8 EE 5F 2E 61 DB C1 37 D5 A1  dB..)F.._.a..7.. 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 03[NET]  192: DB 7E 29 11 52 EC 22 5B 5C 8B C1 7A 50 E0 E9 83  .~).R."[\..zP... 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 03[NET]  208: B4 36 8C D3 9E 74 76 08 21 9A AA 68 F3 C2 7A AF  .6...tv.!..h..z. 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 03[NET]  224: D4 39 FF B2 1E C8 97 CE DD D9 2D 04 6D 2D 3C 5E  .9........-.m-<^ 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 03[NET]  240: FD 31 B3 D5 C0 75 07 0B 93 02 33 93 5F 3A 2D 60  .1...u....3._:-` 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 03[NET]  256: D0 F2 6C FC F5 FE 54 5A E6 3F 30 59 23 C3 37 0B  ..l...TZ.?0Y#.7. 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 03[NET]  272: 83 4C 05 C8 71 F6 EE 54 71 33 72 50 8A D7 FB E6  .L..q..Tq3rP.... 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 03[NET]  288: 07 77 D3 D4 75 C3 1B BF BC 8D 05 7C 79 C9 70 0A  .w..u......|y.p. 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 03[NET]  304: BA F0 49 A7 B1 30 F5 64 21 62 96 74 69 8A 62 27  ..I..0.d!b.ti.b' 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 03[NET]  320: E1 96 AC 96                                      .... 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 03[NET] received packet: from 192.168.225.142[4500] to 192.168.225.235[4500] 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 03[NET] waiting for data on sockets 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 05[MGR] checkout IKEv2 SA by message with SPIs e19de9fd44a5436a_i 418091ce0d72abcb_r 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 05[MGR] IKE_SA (unnamed)[6] successfully checked out 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 05[NET] received packet: from 192.168.225.142[4500] to 192.168.225.235[4500] (320 bytes) 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 05[ENC] parsed IKE_AUTH request 1 [ IDi N(INIT_CONTACT) IDr AUTH N(USE_TRANSP) SA TSi TSr N(MOBIKE_SUP) 
N(ADD_4_ADDR) N(MULT_AUTH) N(EAP_ONLY) ] 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 05[CFG] looking for peer configs matching 192.168.225.235[192.168.225.235]...192.168.225.142[192.168.225.142] 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 05[CFG] selected peer config 'syslog-trusted-channel' 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 05[IKE] IDx' => 8 bytes @ 0x7f2eeb1d2a80 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 05[IKE]    0: 01 00 00 00 C0 A8 E1 8E 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 05[IKE] octets = message + nonce + prf(Sk_px, IDx') => 1148 bytes @ 0x7f2ed40027d0 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 05[IKE]    0: E1 9D E9 FD 44 A5 43 6A 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00  ....D.Cj........ 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 05[IKE]   16: 21 20 22 08 00 00 00 00 00 00 04 3C 22 00 02 AC  ! "........<"... 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 05[IKE]   32: 02 00 00 2C 01 01 00 04 03 00 00 0C 01 00 00 0C  ...,............ 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 05[IKE]   48: 80 0E 01 00 03 00 00 08 03 00 00 0C 03 00 00 08  ................ 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 05[IKE]   64: 02 00 00 05 00 00 00 08 04 00 00 0E 02 00 01 48  ...............H 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 05[IKE]   80: 02 01 00 25 03 00 00 0C 01 00 00 0C 80 0E 00 80  ...%............ 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 05[IKE]   96: 03 00 00 0C 01 00 00 0C 80 0E 00 C0 03 00 00 0C  ................ 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 05[IKE]  112: 01 00 00 0C 80 0E 01 00 03 00 00 08 01 00 00 03  ................ 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 05[IKE]  128: 03 00 00 0C 01 00 00 17 80 0E 00 80 03 00 00 0C  ................ 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 05[IKE]  144: 01 00 00 17 80 0E 00 C0 03 00 00 0C 01 00 00 17  ................ 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 05[IKE]  160: 80 0E 01 00 03 00 00 08 03 00 00 01 03 00 00 08  ................ 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 05[IKE]  176: 03 00 00 02 03 00 00 08 03 00 00 0C 03 00 00 08  ................ 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 05[IKE]  192: 03 00 00 0D 03 00 00 08 03 00 00 0E 03 00 00 08  ................ 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 05[IKE]  208: 03 00 00 05 03 00 00 08 02 00 00 01 03 00 00 08  ................ 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 05[IKE]  224: 02 00 00 02 03 00 00 08 02 00 00 05 03 00 00 08  ................ 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 05[IKE]  240: 02 00 00 06 03 00 00 08 02 00 00 07 03 00 00 08  ................ 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 05[IKE]  256: 02 00 00 04 03 00 00 08 04 00 00 0E 03 00 00 08  ................ 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 05[IKE]  272: 04 00 00 17 03 00 00 08 04 00 00 18 03 00 00 08  ................ 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 05[IKE]  288: 04 00 00 05 03 00 00 08 04 00 00 0F 03 00 00 08  ................ 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 05[IKE]  304: 04 00 00 10 03 00 00 08 04 00 00 12 03 00 00 08  ................ 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 05[IKE]  320: 04 00 00 02 03 00 00 08 04 00 00 16 03 00 00 08  ................ 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 05[IKE]  336: 04 00 00 13 03 00 00 08 04 00 00 14 03 00 00 08  ................ 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 05[IKE]  352: 04 00 00 15 03 00 00 08 04 00 00 1A 03 00 00 08  ................ 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 05[IKE]  368: 04 00 00 19 03 00 00 08 04 00 00 1B 03 00 00 08  ................ 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 05[IKE]  384: 04 00 00 1C 03 00 00 08 04 00 00 1D 00 00 00 08  ................ 
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<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 05[IKE]  400: 04 00 00 1E 00 00 01 34 03 01 00 21 03 00 00 0C  .......4...!.... 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 05[IKE]  416: 01 00 00 12 80 0E 00 80 03 00 00 0C 01 00 00 12  ................ 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 05[IKE]  432: 80 0E 00 C0 03 00 00 0C 01 00 00 12 80 0E 01 00  ................ 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 05[IKE]  448: 03 00 00 0C 01 00 00 13 80 0E 00 80 03 00 00 0C  ................ 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 05[IKE]  464: 01 00 00 13 80 0E 00 C0 03 00 00 0C 01 00 00 13  ................ 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 05[IKE]  480: 80 0E 01 00 03 00 00 0C 01 00 00 14 80 0E 00 80  ................ 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 05[IKE]  496: 03 00 00 0C 01 00 00 14 80 0E 00 C0 03 00 00 0C  ................ 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 05[IKE]  512: 01 00 00 14 80 0E 01 00 03 00 00 08 02 00 00 01  ................ 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 05[IKE]  528: 03 00 00 08 02 00 00 02 03 00 00 08 02 00 00 05  ................ 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 05[IKE]  544: 03 00 00 08 02 00 00 06 03 00 00 08 02 00 00 07  ................ 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 05[IKE]  560: 03 00 00 08 02 00 00 04 03 00 00 08 04 00 00 0E  ................ 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 05[IKE]  576: 03 00 00 08 04 00 00 17 03 00 00 08 04 00 00 18  ................ 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 05[IKE]  592: 03 00 00 08 04 00 00 05 03 00 00 08 04 00 00 0F  ................ 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 05[IKE]  608: 03 00 00 08 04 00 00 10 03 00 00 08 04 00 00 12  ................ 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 05[IKE]  624: 03 00 00 08 04 00 00 02 03 00 00 08 04 00 00 16  ................ 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 05[IKE]  640: 03 00 00 08 04 00 00 13 03 00 00 08 04 00 00 14  ................ 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 05[IKE]  656: 03 00 00 08 04 00 00 15 03 00 00 08 04 00 00 1A  ................ 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 05[IKE]  672: 03 00 00 08 04 00 00 19 03 00 00 08 04 00 00 1B  ................ 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 05[IKE]  688: 03 00 00 08 04 00 00 1C 03 00 00 08 04 00 00 1D  ................ 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 05[IKE]  704: 00 00 00 08 04 00 00 1E 28 00 01 08 00 0E 00 00  ........(....... 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 05[IKE]  720: C8 41 8B 59 C0 C6 74 0F AA 7E 09 AF E0 99 41 AC  .A.Y..t..~....A. 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 05[IKE]  736: C2 F9 64 0E 28 7B 5E A0 40 16 0F C8 21 54 3C 87  ..d.({^.@...!T<. 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 05[IKE]  752: F5 A4 69 0C 77 B1 BF CF 39 36 CF FC 41 66 82 99  ..i.w...96..Af.. 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 05[IKE]  768: 91 4E 23 D1 5C 7F 17 ED DA BB DD 20 C9 34 7A 5F  .N#.\...... .4z_ 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 05[IKE]  784: D9 23 3D BC A9 80 C4 03 F4 D3 A2 B1 71 C5 3A 63  .#=.........q.:c 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 05[IKE]  800: 61 A6 4D C1 60 93 60 DE A3 F0 76 22 4C 8E 7B CA  a.M.`.`...v"L.{. 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 05[IKE]  816: FA 77 9D 12 6F 08 EF 49 1F 6F 18 68 FB 91 5F 7D  .w..o..I.o.h.._} 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 05[IKE]  832: 4E C2 14 CF 15 38 9C E2 45 6B 81 E9 E9 AD 1A 84  N....8..Ek...... 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 05[IKE]  848: C2 0E 5B 13 24 7C B5 DC 0C AF EE CE 39 54 72 FB  ..[.$|......9Tr. 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 05[IKE]  864: 76 14 5F 85 A0 1A 79 DE 97 12 6A 4E 16 EA D8 A1  v._...y...jN.... 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 05[IKE]  880: 75 CD C8 61 40 1F AF 14 1F D6 93 02 7E 47 D9 37  u..a@.......~G.7 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 05[IKE]  896: 2A 60 38 3F 93 BD AA 94 B8 F0 7F D5 27 5D 24 B2  *`8?........']$. 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 05[IKE]  912: 07 3A D5 5B 77 D3 F2 61 FF 93 A8 F2 1F 28 CC B3  .:.[w..a.....(.. 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 05[IKE]  928: D2 66 5E 7F 06 F4 91 9C 55 FF 81 BD E4 23 5C 7E  .f^.....U....#\~ 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 05[IKE]  944: 0A 13 DD 23 62 56 D0 E3 E9 49 1A AC 10 A7 8B 00  ...#bV...I...... 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 05[IKE]  960: 89 A5 D2 44 7B 73 06 CB F4 92 EB 50 1C 33 DB 54  ...D{s.....P.3.T 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 05[IKE]  976: 29 00 00 24 51 B5 CB 80 EE E2 F2 2B B8 FA C4 7D  )..$Q......+...} 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 05[IKE]  992: F2 B9 F9 6F DC F6 83 AD 0E F0 A6 C4 7A 1F 50 BD  ...o........z.P. 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 05[IKE] 1008: 5E 14 25 D4 29 00 00 1C 00 00 40 04 61 D9 A1 81  ^.%.).....@.a... 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 05[IKE] 1024: E8 96 F2 67 E3 E0 D3 63 B3 10 5C 80 10 50 92 92  ...g...c..\..P.. 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 05[IKE] 1040: 29 00 00 1C 00 00 40 05 8B D4 B2 E9 FD 4B FE 76  ).....@......K.v 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 05[IKE] 1056: D9 2C 7D 73 AB CC F1 76 2C E8 EF 3B 00 00 00 10  .,}s...v,..;.... 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 05[IKE] 1072: 00 00 40 2F 00 01 00 02 00 03 00 04 99 87 4A 35  ..@/..........J5 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 05[IKE] 1088: 32 27 5D EB D0 3E D0 B1 E2 BC D1 27 F8 A2 7B DF  2']..>.....'..{. 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 05[IKE] 1104: 5D F4 92 31 18 9B 86 F4 FC AF 3B 96 0A 21 1C E8  ]..1......;..!.. 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 05[IKE] 1120: F1 DC E4 FE FD 9C 8F C7 AB 8D A3 E8 0F 65 18 E5  .............e.. 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 05[IKE] 1136: CD 12 A1 03 16 F9 6C 88 B1 95 A2 81              ......l..... 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 05[IKE] AUTH = prf(prf(secret, keypad), octets) => 32 bytes @ 0x7f2ed40056a0 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 05[IKE]    0: C2 4A 65 19 8E 0D 70 65 FC FE EA 04 C9 F4 9D B1  .Je...pe........ 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 05[IKE]   16: 36 8B 86 F6 5B DA 1F 36 59 7F 89 C6 5E 57 C4 21  6...[..6Y...^W.! 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 05[IKE] tried 1 shared key for '192.168.225.235' - '192.168.225.142', but MAC mismatched 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 05[IKE] peer supports MOBIKE, but disabled in config 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 05[IKE] got additional MOBIKE peer address: 10.0.3.1 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 05[ENC] generating IKE_AUTH response 1 [ N(AUTH_FAILED) ] 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 05[NET] sending packet: from 192.168.225.235[4500] to 192.168.225.142[4500] (80 bytes) 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 05[MGR] checkin and destroy IKE_SA syslog-trusted-channel[6] 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 05[IKE] IKE_SA syslog-trusted-channel[6] state change: CONNECTING => DESTROYING 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 05[MGR] checkin and destroy of IKE_SA successful 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 04[NET] sending packet: from 192.168.225.235[4500] to 192.168.225.142[4500] 

13.2 Authentication with X.509v3 Certificates 

Authentication using X.509v3 events are logged to ipsec.log. The following only include the parts of the 

logging which are different based on the authentication method. To see full log details including packet 

dumps refer to Section 13.1. The following are examples of audit messages. 
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13.2.1 Successful authentication using an ECDSA certificate with no strict CRL check 

<date/time> CRR1 charon: 15[CFG]   using certificate "C=US, O=ATC, CN=mars" 
<date/time> CRR1 charon: 15[CFG]   certificate "C=US, O=ATC, CN=mars" key: 233 bit ECDSA 
<date/time> CRR1 charon: 15[LIB] MD5 hash algorithm not supported, PGP fingerprinting failed 
<date/time> CRR1 charon: 15[LIB] MD5 hash algorithm not supported, PGP fingerprinting failed 
<date/time> CRR1 charon: 15[CFG]   using trusted intermediate ca certificate "C=US, O=ATC, CN=CRRMaster3" 
<date/time> CRR1 charon: 15[CFG] checking certificate status of "C=US, O=ATC, CN=mars" 
<date/time> CRR1 charon: 15[CFG] ocsp check skipped, no ocsp found 
<date/time> CRR1 charon: 15[CFG]   fetching crl from 'http://192.168.225.142/crls/crr.crl' ... 
<date/time> CRR1 charon: 15[LIB] unable to fetch from http://192.168.225.142/crls/crr.crl, no capable fetcher found 
<date/time> CRR1 charon: 15[CFG] crl fetching failed 
<date/time> CRR1 charon: 15[CFG] certificate status is not available 
<date/time> CRR1 charon: 15[CFG]   certificate "C=US, O=ATC, CN=CRRMaster3" key: 2048 bit RSA 
<date/time> CRR1 charon: 15[LIB] MD5 hash algorithm not supported, PGP fingerprinting failed 
<date/time> CRR1 charon: 15[CFG]   using trusted intermediate ca certificate "C=US, O=ATC, CN=CRRMaster2" 
<date/time> CRR1 charon: 15[CFG] checking certificate status of "C=US, O=ATC, CN=CRRMaster3" 
<date/time> CRR1 charon: 15[CFG] ocsp check skipped, no ocsp found 
<date/time> CRR1 charon: 15[CFG] certificate status is not available 
<date/time> CRR1 charon: 15[CFG]   certificate "C=US, O=ATC, CN=CRRMaster2" key: 4096 bit RSA 
<date/time> CRR1 charon: 15[LIB] MD5 hash algorithm not supported, PGP fingerprinting failed 
<date/time> CRR1 charon: 15[LIB] MD5 hash algorithm not supported, PGP fingerprinting failed 
<date/time> CRR1 charon: 15[LIB] MD5 hash algorithm not supported, PGP fingerprinting failed 
<date/time> CRR1 charon: 15[CFG]   using trusted ca certificate "C=US, O=ATCorp, CN=CRRMaster" 
<date/time> CRR1 charon: 15[CFG] checking certificate status of "C=US, O=ATC, CN=CRRMaster2" 
<date/time> CRR1 charon: 15[CFG] ocsp check skipped, no ocsp found 
<date/time> CRR1 charon: 15[CFG] certificate status is not available 
<date/time> CRR1 charon: 15[CFG]   certificate "C=US, O=ATCorp, CN=CRRMaster" key: 4096 bit RSA 
<date/time> CRR1 charon: 15[CFG]   reached self-signed root ca with a path length of 2 
<date/time> CRR1 charon: 15[IKE] authentication of 'C=US, O=ATC, CN=mars' with ECDSA_WITH_SHA256_DER successful 

13.2.1.1 Failed Authentication because the presented certificate does not use a 
conformant signature  

<date/time> CRR1 charon: 08[CFG]   using certificate "C=US, O=ATC, CN=mars" 
<date/time> CRR1 charon: 08[LIB] MD5 hash algorithm not supported, PGP fingerprinting failed 
<date/time> CRR1 charon: 08[LIB] MD5 hash algorithm not supported, PGP fingerprinting failed 
<date/time> CRR1 charon: 08[CFG]   using trusted intermediate ca certificate "C=US, O=ATC, CN=CRRMaster3" 
<date/time> CRR1 charon: 08[CFG] checking certificate status of "C=US, O=ATC, CN=mars" 
<date/time> CRR1 charon: 08[CFG]   using trusted intermediate ca certificate "C=US, O=ATC, CN=CRRMaster2" 
<date/time> CRR1 charon: 08[CFG] checking certificate status of "C=US, O=ATC, CN=CRRMaster3" 
<date/time> CRR1 charon: 08[CFG]   using trusted ca certificate "C=US, O=ATCorp, CN=CRRMaster" 
<date/time> CRR1 charon: 08[CFG] checking certificate status of "C=US, O=ATC, CN=CRRMaster2" 
<date/time> CRR1 charon: 08[CFG]   reached self-signed root ca with a path length of 2 
<date/time> CRR1 charon: 08[IKE] authentication of 'C=US, O=ATC, CN=mars' with RSA_EMSA_PKCS1_SHA2_256 successful 
<date/time> CRR1 charon: 08[CFG] X.509 signature scheme RSA_EMSA_PKCS1_SHA2_256 not acceptable 
<date/time> CRR1 charon: 08[CFG] selected peer config 'vpn-default' inacceptable: constraint checking failed 
<date/time> CRR1 charon: 08[CFG] no alternative config found 
<date/time> CRR1 charon: 08[ENC] generating INFORMATIONAL request 2 [ N(AUTH_FAILED) ] 
<date/time> CRR1 charon: 08[NET] sending packet: from 192.168.225.235[4500] to 192.168.225.123[4500] (80 bytes) 

13.2.1.2 Failed authentication of the same previous example when crl policy is 
set to strict  

<date/time> CRR1 charon: 14[CFG] certificate status is not available 
<date/time> CRR1 charon: 14[CFG]   certificate "C=US, O=ATCorp, CN=CRRMaster" key: 4096 bit RSA 
<date/time> CRR1 charon: 14[CFG]   reached self-signed root ca with a path length of 2 
<date/time> CRR1 charon: 14[IKE] authentication of 'C=US, O=ATC, CN=mars' with ECDSA_WITH_SHA256_DER successful 
<date/time> CRR1 charon: 14[CFG] constraint check failed: RULE_CRL_VALIDATION is FAILED, but requires at least GOOD 
<date/time> CRR1 charon: 14[CFG] selected peer config 'vpn-default' inacceptable: constraint checking failed 

13.2.1.3 Failed authentication due to an expired certificate 

<date/time> CRR1 charon: 12[CFG]   certificate "C=US, O=ATC, CN=mars" key: 2048 bit RSA 
<date/time> CRR1 charon: 12[CFG]   using trusted intermediate ca certificate "C=US, O=ATC, CN=CRRMaster3" 
<date/time> CRR1 charon: 12[CFG] subject certificate invalid (valid from Jan 15 06:18:00 2018 to Jan 15 06:18:00 2018) 
<date/time> CRR1 charon: 12[IKE] no trusted RSA public key found for 'C=US, O=ATC, CN=mars' 
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<date/time> CRR1 charon: 12[ENC] generating INFORMATIONAL request 2 [ N(AUTH_FAILED) ] 
<date/time> CRR1 charon: 12[NET] sending packet: from 192.168.225.235[4500] to 192.168.225.123[4500] (80 bytes) 

13.3 Establishing session with CA to validate certificate 

Session establishment with a certificate authority to validate a certificate are logged to ipsec.log and have 

the following format. 

[DATE] [HOSTNAME] IPSec: [IKE_ INSTANCE][CFG] <[VPN_NAME]|[VPN_NAME_INSTANCE]> fetching crl from ‘[CRL_or_OCSP_URI]’... 

Example: 

<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 01[CFG] <test|1> fetching crl from 'http://192.168.225.1/crls/crl.pem' ... 

13.4 Trusted Channel 

Trusted Channel events are logged to ipsec.log. Failed attempts to establish a Trusted Channel are 

identified by the IP addresses of the initiator and the responder. 

13.4.1 Initiation of Trusted Channel 

CRR-1000 initiated attempt/failure of the Trusted Channel is identified in the log by the word “initiating” 

in front of the initiation attempt as the following example: 

<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 13[IKE] initiating IKE_SA syslog-trusted-channel[1] to 192.168.225.142 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: sending packet: from 192.168.225.235[500] to 192.168.225.142[500] 

When the CRR-1000 respond to connection establishment attempt, the log appear as follows: 

<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 03[NET] received packet: from 192.168.225.142[500] to 192.168.225.235[500] 

13.4.1.1 Syslog Trusted Channel 

<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 13[IKE] initiating IKE_SA syslog-trusted-channel[1] to 192.168.225.142 

13.4.1.2 NTP Trusted Channel 

<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 13[IKE] initiating IKE_SA ntp-trusted-channel[1] to 192.168.225.142 

13.4.1.3 default Trusted Channel 

<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 13[IKE] initiating IKE_SA trustedchannel-default[1] to 192.168.225.142 

13.4.1.4 User defined Trusted Channel 

User-defined Trusted Channel name:  

<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 13[IKE] initiating IKE_SA trustedchannel-<CONNECTION-NAME> [1] to 192.168.225.142 

13.4.2  Termination of Trusted Channel 

13.4.2.1 Remotely initiated termination of a Trusted Channel 

<date/time> CRR1 charon: 12[IKE] received DELETE for IKE_SA syslog-trusted-channel[1] 
<date/time> CRR1 charon: 12[IKE] deleting IKE_SA syslog-trusted-channel[1] between 192.168.225.235[192.168.225.235]...192.168.225.142[192.168.225.142] 
<date/time> CRR1 charon: 12[IKE] IKE_SA syslog-trusted-channel[1] state change: ESTABLISHED => DELETING 
<date/time> CRR1 charon: 12[IKE] IKE_SA syslog-trusted-channel[1] state change: DELETING => DESTROYING 
<date/time> CRR1 charon: 12[CHD] CHILD_SA syslog-trusted-channel{1} state change: INSTALLED => DESTROYING 
<date/time> CRR1 charon: 12[MGR] checkin and destroy of IKE_SA successful 

13.4.2.2 Locally initiated termination of a Trusted Channel: 

<date/time> CRR1 charon: 00[IKE] deleting IKE_SA syslog-trusted-channel[1] between 192.168.225.235[192.168.225.235]...192.168.225.142[192.168.225.142] 
<date/time> CRR1 charon: 00[IKE] IKE_SA syslog-trusted-channel[1] state change: ESTABLISHED => DELETING 
<date/time> CRR1 charon: 00[IKE] sending DELETE for IKE_SA syslog-trusted-channel[1] 
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<date/time> CRR1 charon: 00[ENC] generating INFORMATIONAL request 1 [ D ] 
<date/time> CRR1 charon: 00[NET] sending packet: from 192.168.225.235[4500] to 192.168.225.142[4500] (80 bytes) 
<date/time> CRR1 charon: 00[MGR] destroy all entries 
<date/time> CRR1 charon: 00[IKE] IKE_SA syslog-trusted-channel[1] state change: DELETING => DESTROYING 
<date/time> CRR1 charon: 00[CHD] CHILD_SA syslog-trusted-channel{1} state change: INSTALLED => DESTROYING 

13.4.3 Failure of Trusted Channel Functions 

13.4.3.1 CRR-1000 responding to a failed authentication of a Trusted Channel 

<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 05[ENC] generating IKE_AUTH response 1 [ N(AUTH_FAILED) ] 
<date/time>  CRR1 charon: 05[NET] sending packet: from 192.168.225.235[4500] to 192.168.225.142[4500] (80 bytes) 

13.5 Trusted Path 

13.5.1 Initiation of a Trusted Path 

13.5.1.1 Remote login with ssh via the Trusted Channel 

<date/time> CRR1 sshd[3341]: Connection from 192.168.225.142 port 39744 on 192.168.225.235 port 22 
<date/time> CRR1 sshd[3341]: Postponed keyboard-interactive for crr from 192.168.225.142 port 39744 ssh2 [preauth] 
<date/time> CRR1 sshd[3341]: Postponed keyboard-interactive/pam for crr from 192.168.225.142 port 39744 ssh2 [preauth] 
<date/time> CRR1 sshd[3341]: Accepted keyboard-interactive/pam for crr from 192.168.225.142 port 39744 ssh2 
<date/time> CRR1 sshd[3341]: pam_unix(sshd:session): session opened for user crr by (uid=0) 
<date/time> CRR1 systemd-logind[350]: New session 11 of user crr. 
<date/time> CRR1 sshd[3341]: User child is on pid 3366 

13.5.2 Termination of a Trusted Path 

13.5.2.1 Remote session time out causing the Trusted Path to end 

<date/time>  CRR1 sshd[10919]: Timeout, client not responding. 
<date/time>  CRR1 sshd[10900]: pam_unix(sshd:session): session closed for user crr 

13.5.3 Failure of a Trusted Path 

13.5.3.1 Remote syslog TCP server is not responding 

<date/time> CRR1 liblogging-stdlog: action 'action 0' suspended, next retry is Fri Jan 12 21:51:37 2018 [v8.24.0 try http://www.rsyslog.com/e/2007 ] 

13.5.3.2 SSH server killed (resulting in a failed remote service) 

<date/time> CRR1 systemd[1]: ssh.service: Main process exited, code=killed, status=9/KILL 
<date/time> CRR1 systemd[1]: ssh.service: Unit entered failed state. 
<date/time> CRR1 systemd[1]: ssh.service: Failed with result 'signal' 

13.6 Cryptographic Keys 

The following are example messages generated and logged to general.log for events relating to 

cryptographic keys. 

13.6.1 Key generation 

13.6.1.1 User Action 

crr@CRR1> pki gen crr.pem rsa 4096  

pki gen success: 

-rw-r--r-- 1 3243 Jan 12 19:54 private/crr.pem 
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13.6.1.2 Audit Record 

<date/time> CRR1 crr: pki-gen: pki --gen --outform pem --type rsa --size 4096 output-file=private/crr.pem 
<date/time> CRR1 crr: pki-gen: pki gen success (user:crr): 
<date/time> CRR1 crr: pki-gen: -rw-r--r-- 1 3243 Jan 12 19:54 private/crr.pem 

13.6.2 Key deletion 

13.6.2.1 User Action 

crr@CRR1> pki del private crr.pem 

Deleting private crr.pem 

13.6.2.2 Audit Record 

<date/time> CRR1 crr: Delete-private: Deleting private /etc/ipsec.d/private/crr.pem by user crr 
<date/time> CRR1 crr: Delete-private: scrub: using pre v1.7 scrub (skip random) patterns 
<date/time> CRR1 crr: Delete-private: scrub: padding /etc/ipsec.d/private/crr.pem with 853 bytes to fill last fs block 
<date/time> CRR1 crr: Delete-private: scrub: scrubbing /etc/ipsec.d/private/crr.pem 4096 bytes 
<date/time> CRR1 crr: Delete-private: scrub: 0x00    |................................................| 
<date/time> CRR1 crr: Delete-private: scrub: 0xff    |................................................| 
<date/time> CRR1 crr: Delete-private: scrub: 0xaa    |................................................| 
<date/time> CRR1 crr: Delete-private: scrub: 0x55    |................................................| 
<date/time> CRR1 crr: Delete-private: scrub: verify  |................................................| 
<date/time> CRR1 crr: Delete-private: scrub: unlinking /etc/ipsec.d/private/crr.pem 

13.6.3 Key import 

13.6.3.1 User Action 

crr@CRR1> pki import private newkey.pem 

'staged/private/newkey.pem 

13.6.3.2 Audit Record 

Jan 12 2018 23:17:01 CRR1 crr: pki-import: 'staged/private/newkey.pem' 

13.7 Start-up and shut-down of the audit functions 

The following are example messages generated and logged to general.log for start-up and shut-down of 

the audit functions: 

<date/time> crr admin: Service: User admin attempting to restart service rsyslog 
<date/time> crr liblogging-stdlog:  [origin software="rsyslogd" swVersion="8.24.0" x-pid="29680" x-info="http://www.rsyslog.com"] exiting on signal 15. 
<date/time> crr systemd[1]: Stopping System Logging Service... 
<date/time> crr systemd[1]: Stopped System Logging Service. 
<date/time> crr systemd[1]: Starting System Logging Service... 
<date/time> crr liblogging-stdlog:  [origin software="rsyslogd" swVersion="8.24.0" x-pid="29944" x-info="http://www.rsyslog.com"] start 
<date/time> crr systemd[1]: Started System Logging Service. 
<date/time> crr admin: Service: rsyslog restart successful 

13.8 Administrative login and logout 

The following are example messages generated and logged to auth.log for administrative login and 

logout: 

13.8.1 Successful login local console 

<date/time> crr login[30225]: pam_unix(login:session): session opened for user admin by LOGIN(uid=0) 
<date/time> crr systemd-logind[309]: New session 129 of user admin. 
<date/time> crr systemd: pam_unix(systemd-user:session): session opened for user admin by (uid=0) 
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13.8.2 Failed login local console 

<date/time> crr login[30356]: pam_unix(login:auth): authentication failure; logname=LOGIN uid=0 euid=0 tty=/dev/tty1 ruser= rhost=  user=admin 
<date/time> crr login[30356]: FAILED LOGIN (1) on ‘/dev/tty1’ FOR ‘admin’, Authentication failure 

13.8.3 Logout local console 

<date/time> crr login[30225]: pam_unix(login:session): session closed for user admin 
<date/time> crr systemd-logind[309]: Removed session 129. 
<date/time> crr systemd: pam_unix(systemd-user:session): session closed for user admin 

13.8.4 Successful remote login 

<date/time> crr sshd[30943]: Connection from 192.168.226.20 port 52374 on 192.168.226.149 port 22 
<date/time> crr sshd[30943]: Postponed keyboard-interactive/pam for admin from 192.168.226.20 port 52374 ssh2 [preauth] 
<date/time> crr sshd[30943]: Accepted keyboard-interactive/pam for admin from 192.168.226.20 port 52374 ssh2 
<date/time> crr sshd[30943]: pam_unix(sshd:session): session opened for user admin by (uid=0) 

13.8.5 Failed remote login 

<date/time> crr sshd[30943]: Connection from 192.168.226.20 port 52374 on 192.168.226.149 port 22 
<date/time> crr sshd[30943]: Postponed keyboard-interactive for admin from 192.168.226.20 port 52374 ssh2 [preauth] 
<date/time> crr sshd[30951]: pam_unix(sshd:auth): authentication failure; logname= uid=0 euid=0 tty=ssh ruser= rhost=192.168.226.20  user=admin 
<date/time> crr sshd[30943]: error: PAM: Authentication failure for admin from 192.168.226.20 
<date/time> crr sshd[30943]: Failed keyboard-interactive/pam for admin from 192.168.226.20 port 52374 ssh2 

13.8.6 Remote Logout 

<date/time> crr sshd[31665]: Received disconnect from 192.168.226.20 port 52434:11: disconnected by user 
<date/time> crr sshd[31665]: Disconnected from 192.168.226.20 port 52434 
<date/time> crr sshd[31642]: pam_unix(sshd:session): session closed for user admin 
<date/time crr systemd-logind[309]: Removed session 136. 

13.9 Termination of Remote Session 

When an remote account is has been inactive for a specified period of time, the session is terminated and 

the following is logged to auth.log 

<date/time> crr sshd[480]: Timeout, client not responding. 
<date/time> crr sshd[455]: pam_unix(sshd:session): session closed for user admin 

13.10 Local Session Re-Authentication 

The following are example messages generated for re-authentication at the local console when a 

configurable period of time has elapsed without user input. The account being unlocked in these example 

messages is admin. The following is logged to auth.log for every attempt 

13.10.1 Successful attempt at unlocking 

<date/time> crr admin: Attempting to unlock locked session 
<date/time> crr admin: Session successfully unlocked 

13.10.2 Unsuccessful attempt at unlocking 

<date/time> crr admin: Attempting to unlock locked session 

The syslog file does not contain the “Session successfully unlocked” message for unsuccessful attempts 

but rather auth.log contains 

<date/time> crr unix_chkpwd[1128]: password check failed for user (admin) 
<date/time>  crr screen: pam_unix(screen:auth): authentication failure; logname=admin uid=1001 euid=1001 tty=tty1 ruser= rhost=  user=admin 
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13.11 Remote account locking 

When an account is locked for remote login for a defined number of failed remote login attempts for a 

defined number of seconds, the following audit record is logged to auth.log where tally is the current 

number of unsuccessful login attempts and deny is the threshold:  

<date/time> crr sshd[31997]: pam_tally2(sshd:auth): user admin (1001) tally 6, deny 3 
<date/time> crr sshd[31997]: pam_tally2(sshd:auth): Remote login for Account admin locked due to 6 failed logins. Will unlock 300 seconds 

13.12 Create User 

When a new account is created, the following is logged to general.log: 

<date/time> crr crr: User-Management: User foo created and added to group administrators by crr 
<date/time> crr crr: User-Management: Contents of file /etc/passwd successfully changed by user: crr 
<date/time> crr crr: User-Management: New 33: foo:x:1004:1004::/home/foo:/bin/bash 
<date/time> crr crr: User-Management: End Changes of file /etc/passwd 
<date/time> crr crr: User-Management: Contents of file /etc/group successfully changed by user: crr 
<date/time> crr crr: User-Management: Old 21: sudo:x:27:admin,crr,user 
<date/time> crr crr: User-Management: New 21: sudo:x:27:admin,crr,user,foo 
<date/time> crr crr: User-Management: Old 38: users:x:100:admin,crr,user 
<date/time> crr crr: User-Management: New 38: users:x:100:admin,crr,user,foo 
<date/time> crr crr: User-Management: Old 52: administrators:x:112:admin,crr 
<date/time> crr crr: User-Management: New 52: administrators:x:112:admin,crr,foo 
<date/time> crr crr: User-Management: New 60: foo:x:1004: 
<date/time> crr crr: User-Management: End Changes of file /etc/group 
<date/time> crr crr: User-Management: crr attempting to change foo's password 

13.13 Change User Group 

When an existing account group membership is changed, the following is logged to general.log: 

<date/time> crr systemd[1]: Removed slice User Slice of foo. 
<date/time> crr crr: User-Management: user foo added to group users by crr 
<date/time> crr crr: User-Management: Contents of file /etc/group successfully changed by user: crr 
<date/time> crr crr: User-Management: Old 52: administrators:x:112:admin,crr,foo 
<date/time> crr crr: User-Management: New 52: administrators:x:112:admin,crr 
<date/time> crr crr: User-Management: End Changes of file /etc/group 

13.14 Delete User 

When an existing account is deleted, the following is logged to general.log: 

<date/time> crr crr: User-Management: User foo was deleted by crr 
<date/time> crr crr: User-Management: Contents of file /etc/passwd successfully changed by user: crr 
<date/time> crr crr: User-Management: Old 33: foo:x:1004:1004::/home/foo:/bin/bash 
<date/time> crr crr: User-Management: End Changes of file /etc/passwd 
<date/time> crr crr: User-Management: Contents of file /etc/group successfully changed by user: crr 
<date/time> crr crr: User-Management: Old 21: sudo:x:27:admin,crr,user,foo 
<date/time> crr crr: User-Management: New 21: sudo:x:27:admin,crr,user 
<date/time> crr crr: User-Management: Old 38: users:x:100:admin,crr,user,foo 
<date/time> crr crr: User-Management: New 38: users:x:100:admin,crr,user 
<date/time> crr crr: User-Management: Old 60: foo:x:1004: 
<date/time> crr crr: User-Management: End Changes of file /etc/group 

13.15 Change Password 

When a password is changed, the event is logged to auth.log.  

For the initial admin login, when a password change is forced by the CRR-1000, the only audit record for 

a changed password is as follows. 

<date/time> crr login[30147]: pam_unix(login:chauthtok): password changed for admin 

When a password is changed for an administrative user on the CRR-1000 by use of the CLI command  

user <user> password  
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or  

user password  

the following is logged in general.log in addition to the above log message in auth.log. 

13.15.1 Successful password change 

<date/time> crr admin: User-Management: admin attempting to change joe's password 
<date/time> crr admin: User-Management: Password for joe successfully changed by admin: 

13.15.2 Failed password change 

<date/time> crr admin: User-Management: admin attempting to change joe’s password 
<date/time> crr admin: User-Management: Change of password for joe failed by admin: 

13.16 Changes to TSF data 

The following are example messages generated and logged to general.log for changes to TSF data: 

Format is always a context message followed by the file name that was modified along with the changes. 

The line number is logged, such as Old 5 means line 5 of the file before modification. New 5 is what line 

5 is now. #011 is character code for TAB 

<date/time> crr admin: Restrict-Trusted-Channel-Service: Restricted service syslog on address 149.238.52.4 to "trustedchannel-super" 
<date/time> crr admin: Restrict-Trusted-Channel-Service: Contents of file /etc/ares/syslog.tc.ipsec.conf successfully changed by user: admin 
<date/time> crr admin: Restrict-Trusted-Channel-Service: Old 5: #011 also=trustedchannel-default 
<date/time> crr admin: Restrict-Trusted-Channel-Service: Old 6: #011 rightsubnet=151.159.1.1 
<date/time> crr admin: Restrict-Trusted-Channel-Service: New 5: #011 also=trustedchannel-super 
<date/time> crr admin: Restrict-Trusted-Channel-Service: New 6: #011 rightsubnet=149.238.52.4 
<date/time> crr admin: Restrict-Trusted-Channel-Service: End Changes of file /etc/ares/syslog.tc.ipsec.conf 

13.17 Stop/Start/Restart service 

The following are example messages generated and logged to general.log for Stop/Start/Restart service by 

admin: 

13.17.1 Start 

<date/time> crr admin: Service: User admin attempting to start service rsyslog 
<service info> 
<date/time> crr admin: Service: rsyslog start successful 

13.17.2 Stop 

<date/time> crr admin: Service: User admin attempting to stop service rsyslog 
<service info> 
<date/time> crr admin: Service: rsyslog stop successful 

13.17.3 Restart 

<date/time> crr admin: Service: User admin attempting to restart service rsyslog 
<service info> 
<date/time> crr admin: Service: rsyslog restart successful 

13.18 Setting System Time 

13.18.1 Manual  

Setting time manually at the CLI, the following messages titles and bodies are generated for this event 

and logged to general.log. The old time value is the timestamp of the initial log message and the new time 

value is in the initial log value message body. All subsequent log messages show the updated time value 

as the timestamp 
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<date/time> crr admin: Set-Time: user admin manually updating system time to 0110220318 from local login 
<date/time> crr admin: Set-Time: System time updated successfully 
<date/time> crr admin: Set-Time: Hardware Clock updated successfully 

13.18.2 Automatic via NTP 

NTPD won't sync if it the local clock is off by more than 1000 seconds from the reference clock(s) time.  

If the local clock is within 1000 seconds of the reference clock the following message is logged to 

general.log. 

Jan 11 2018 19:37:57 crr ntpd[12591]: 0.0.0.0 c61c 0c clock_step +267.011265 s 

13.19 Audit  

13.19.1 Modification of handling of audit data to an external IT entity 

The following are example messages generated and logged to general.log for the modification of audit 

data to an external IT entity. 

<date/time> crr admin: Modify-Audit: Remote syslog server added Server: 151.159.1.1, Trusted Channel: default, Protocol: , Port: 514 
<date/time> crr admin: Modify-Audit: Contents of file /etc/rsyslog.d/remote.conf changed by user: admin 
<date/time> crr admin: Modify-Audit: Old 1: *.* @@192.168.1.1:5555 
<date/time> crr admin: Modify-Audit: New 1: *.* @151.159.1.1:514 
<date/time> crr admin: Modify-Audit: End Changes of file /etc/rsyslog.d/remote.conf 
<date/time> crr admin: Restrict-Trusted-Channel-Service: Restricted service syslog on address 151.159.1.1 to "trustedchannel-default" 
<date/time> crr admin: Restrict-Trusted-Channel-Service: Contents of file /etc/ares/syslog.tc.ipsec.conf changed by user: admin 
<date/time> crr admin: Restrict-Trusted-Channel-Service: Old 5: #011 also=trustedchannel-woot 
<date/time> crr admin: Restrict-Trusted-Channel-Service: Old 6: #011 rightsubnet=192.168.1.1 
<date/time> crr admin: Restrict-Trusted-Channel-Service: New 5: #011 also=trustedchannel-default 
<date/time> crr admin: Restrict-Trusted-Channel-Service: New 6: #011 rightsubnet=151.159.1.1 
<date/time> crr admin: Restrict-Trusted-Channel-Service: End Changes of file /etc/ares/syslog.tc.ipsec.conf 
<date/time> crr admin: Service: User crr attempting to restart service rsyslog 
<date/time> crr liblogging-stdlog:  [origin software="rsyslogd" swVersion="8.24.0" x-pid="20363" x-info="http://www.rsyslog.com"] exiting on signal 15. 
<date/time> crr systemd[1]: Stopping System Logging Service... 
<date/time> crr systemd[1]: Stopped System Logging Service. 
<date/time> crr systemd[1]: Starting System Logging Service... 
<date/time> crr liblogging-stdlog:  [origin software="rsyslogd" swVersion="8.24.0" x-pid="20984" x-info="http://www.rsyslog.com"] start 
<date/time> crr systemd[1]: Started System Logging Service. 
<date/time> crr admin: Service: rsyslog restart successful 

13.20 Trusted Update 

The following are example messages generated and logged to general.log for this event. 

13.20.1 Successful firmware update 

<date/time> crr crr: Trusted-Update: Trusted Update Attempted 
<date/time> crr crr: Trusted-Update: Installing will update the firmware to version 1.0.0.0  from 1.0.0.1 
<date/time> crr crr: File-Signatures: Successfully signed file "/etc/crr/aide.db" with keypair "/etc/crr/keys/selftestkey.pem" 
<date/time> crr crr: Trusted-Update: Firmware successfully updated to version 1.0.0.1 

13.20.2 Firmware update attempted – Failed 

The user admin attempted to update the firmware but there was not a newer version of the firmware in the 

staging repository. 

<date/time> crr admin: Trusted-Update: Trusted Update Attempted 
<date/time> crr admin: Trusted-Update: Current firmware version 0.1.0.0 
<date/time> crr admin: Trusted-Update: Repository firmware version 0.1.0.0 
<date/time> crr admin: Trusted-Update: Repository firmware must be larger than current firmware. Firmware not updated: FAILED 

13.20.3 Firmware update upload successful 

<date/time> crr Incoming-Stage[322]: New file /var/uploads/incoming/updates/crr-1.0.0.1.tar.gz 
<date/time> crr Trusted-Update[417]: Verified OK 
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<date/time> crr Trusted-Update[417]: Successfully verified file "/tmp/tmp.B6E7SvddOU/packages.tar.gz" with signature "/tmp/tmp.B6E7SvddOU/sign.sha512" 
and public key "/etc/crr/keys/secp521r1-pubkey.pem” 
<date/time> crr Incoming-Stage[322]: Deleting {/var/uploads/incoming/updates/crr-1.0.0.1.tar.gz} 
<date/time> crr Incoming-Stage[322]: scrub: using pre v1.7 scrub (skip random) patterns 
<date/time> crr Incoming-Stage[322]: scrub: padding /var/uploads/incoming/updates/crr-1.0.0.1.tar.gz with 2140 bytes to fill last fs block 
<date/time> crr Incoming-Stage[322]: scrub: scrubbing /var/uploads/incoming/updates/crr-1.0.0.1.tar.gz 2314240 bytes (~2260KB) 
<date/time> crr Incoming-Stage[322]: scrub: 0x00    |................................................| 
<date/time> crr Incoming-Stage[322]: scrub: 0xff    |................................................| 
<date/time> crr Incoming-Stage[322]: scrub: 0xaa    |................................................| 
<date/time> crr Incoming-Stage[322]: scrub: 0x55    |................................................| 
<date/time> crr Incoming-Stage[322]: scrub: verify  |................................................| 
<date/time> crr Incoming-Stage[322]: scrub: unlinking /var/uploads/incoming/updates/crr-1.0.0.1.tar.gz 
<date/time> crr Trusted-Update[417]: /var/update/crr-1.0.0.1.tar.gz verified, adding to local repository. 
<date/time> crr Trusted-Update[417]: Adding /tmp/tmp.B6E7SvddOU/ares_0.1.778-1_amd64.deb 
<date/time> crr Trusted-Update[417]: Exporting indices... 
<date/time> crr Trusted-Update[417]: Adding /tmp/tmp.B6E7SvddOU/crr_0.0.7_amd64.deb 
<date/time> crr Trusted-Update[417]: Exporting indices... 
<date/time> crr Trusted-Update[417]: Start timestamp: 2018-01-29 12:00:57 +0000 (AIDE 0.16) 
<date/time> crr Trusted-Update[417]: AIDE found differences between database and filesystem!! 
<date/time> crr Trusted-Update[417]: New AIDE database written to /etc/crr/aide.db.new 
<date/time> crr Trusted-Update[417]: Summary: 
<date/time> crr Trusted-Update[417]:   Total number of entries:#01128089 
<date/time> crr Trusted-Update[417]:   Added entries:#011#01133 
<date/time> crr Trusted-Update[417]:   Removed entries:#011#0110 
<date/time> crr Trusted-Update[417]:   Changed entries:#011#0113 
<date/time> crr Trusted-Update[417]: --------------------------------------------------- 
<date/time> crr Trusted-Update[417]: Added and changed entries: 
<date/time> crr Trusted-Update[417]: --------------------------------------------------- 
<date/time> crr Trusted-Update[417]: changed: /lib/systemd/system    
<date/time> crr Trusted-Update[417]: changed: /lib/systemd/system/self-test.service 
<date/time> crr Trusted-Update[417]: changed: /var/debian 
<date/time>  crr Trusted-Update[417]: --------------------------------------------------- 
<date/time>  crr Trusted-Update[417]: Detailed information about changes: 
<date/time>  crr Trusted-Update[417]: --------------------------------------------------- 
<date/time>  crr Trusted-Update[417]: Directory: /lib/systemd/system 
<date/time>  crr Trusted-Update[417]:   Mtime    : 2018-01-11 18:18:22 +0000        | 2018-01-11 18:19:52 +0000 
<date/time>  crr Trusted-Update[417]:   Ctime    : 2018-01-11 18:18:22 +0000        | 2018-01-11 18:19:52 +0000 
<date/time>  crr Trusted-Update[417]: File: /lib/systemd/system/self-test.service 
<date/time>  crr Trusted-Update[417]:   Size     : 381                              | 382 
<date/time>  crr Trusted-Update[417]:   Mtime    : 2017-12-06 16:39:33 +0000        | 2018-01-11 18:19:52 +0000 
<date/time>  crr Trusted-Update[417]:   Ctime    : 2018-01-11 18:17:53 +0000        | 2018-01-11 18:19:52 +0000 
<date/time>  crr Trusted-Update[417]:   Inode    : 132479                           | 136911 
<date/time>  crr Trusted-Update[417]:   SHA512   : aDGmw4eih4DwXN4H4vwVuE5UqvWxWHJh | 5OTmPLAvcNTgY4qw43LhAxfRL5FhncJg 
<date/time>  crr Trusted-Update[417]:              /4oIfIThhMPuvpia40BX2t8Ee7VjIWaY | rJDcM9GPy6NRiwkww5B04xcvzODGZSRX 
<date/time>  crr Trusted-Update[417]:              YDlHhCL6phZH1ucWNMJHnQ==         | MmEPEhFFhXrDsYmWacNLyA== 
<date/time>  crr Trusted-Update[417]: Directory: /var/debian 
<date/time>  crr Trusted-Update[417]:   Mtime    : 2018-01-11 18:17:52 +0000        | 2018-01-29 12:00:57 +0000 
<date/time>  crr Trusted-Update[417]:   Ctime    : 2018-01-11 18:17:52 +0000        | 2018-01-29 12:00:57 +0000 
<date/time>  crr Trusted-Update[417]:   Linkcount: 3                                | 6 
<date/time>  crr Trusted-Update[417]: End timestamp: 2018-01-29 12:02:07 +0000 (run time: 1m 10s) 
<date/time>  crr Trusted-Update[417]: Code Integrity Database Updated 
<date/time>  crr Trusted-Update[417]: Successfully signed file "/etc/crr/aide.db" with keypair "/etc/crr/keys/selftestkey.pem" 
<date/time>  crr Trusted-Update[417]: Code Integrity Database Signature Updated 
<date/time>  crr Trusted-Update[417]: Firmware version 1.0.0.1 successfully adding to local repository. 

13.20.4 Firmware update upload failed digital signature validation 

<date/time> crr Incoming-Stage[322]: New file /var/uploads/incoming/updates/crr-1.0.1.1.tar.gz 
<date/time> crr Trusted-Update[417]: Verification Failure 
<date/time> crr Trusted-Update[417]:  Failed to verify file "/tmp/tmp.wKen0XheMX/packages.tar.gz" with signature "/tmp/tmp.wKen0XheMX/sign.sha512" and 
public key "/etc/crr/keys/secp521r1-pubkey.pem" 
<date/time> crr Trusted-Update[417]:  /var/update/crr-1.0.1.1.tar.gz signature verification failed, rejecting. 
<date/time> crr Incoming-Stage[322]: Deleting {/var/uploads/incoming/updates/crr-1.0.1.1.tar.gz}    
<date/time> crr Incoming-Stage[322]: scrub: using pre v1.7 scrub (skip random) patterns 
<date/time> crr Incoming-Stage[322]: scrub: padding /var/uploads/incoming/updates/crr-1.0.1.1.tar.gz with 3471 bytes to fill last fs block 
<date/time> crr Incoming-Stage[322]: scrub: scrubbing /var/uploads/incoming/updates/crr-1.0.1.1.tar.gz 4096 bytes 
<date/time> crr Incoming-Stage[322]: scrub: 0x00    |................................................| 
<date/time> crr Incoming-Stage[322]: scrub: 0xff    |................................................| 
<date/time> crr Incoming-Stage[322]: scrub: 0xaa    |................................................| 
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<date/time> crr Incoming-Stage[322]: scrub: 0x55    |................................................|    
<date/time> crr Incoming-Stage[322]: scrub: verify  |................................................| 
<date/time> crr Incoming-Stage[322]: scrub: unlinking /var/uploads/incoming/updates/crr-1.0.1.1.tar.gz 

13.20.5 Firmware update upload verified digital signature but failed 

The update requires the current repository firmware to be at a version or higher before this update can be 

uploaded to the system: 

<date/time> crr Incoming-Stage[322]: New file /var/uploads/incoming/updates/crr-2.0.0.1.tar.gz 
<date/time> crr Trusted-Update[417]: Verified OK 
<date/time> crr Trusted-Update[417]: Successfully verified file "/tmp/tmp.w9vfvEEgAt/packages.tar.gz" with signature "/tmp/tmp.w9vfvEEgAt/sign.sha512" and 
public key "/etc/crr/keys/secp521r1-pubkey.pem" 
<date/time> crr Trusted-Update[417]:  /var/update/crr-2.0.0.1.tar.gz verified but update rejected. Update requires at least firmware version 2.0.0.0 in the local 
repo and current version is 1.0.0.1 
<date/time> crr Incoming-Stage[322]: Deleting {/var/uploads/incoming/updates/crr-2.0.0.1.tar.gz}    
<date/time> crr Incoming-Stage[322]: scrub: using pre v1.7 scrub (skip random) patterns 
<date/time> crr Incoming-Stage[322]: scrub: padding /var/uploads/incoming/updates/crr-2.0.0.1.tar.gz with 2146 bytes to fill last fs block 
<date/time> crr Incoming-Stage[322]: scrub: scrubbing /var/uploads/incoming/updates/crr-2.0.0.1.tar.gz 2314240 bytes (~2260KB) 
<date/time> crr Incoming-Stage[322]: scrub: 0x00    |................................................| 
<date/time> crr Incoming-Stage[322]: scrub: 0xff    |................................................| 
<date/time> crr Incoming-Stage[322]: scrub: 0xaa    |................................................| 
<date/time>  crr Incoming-Stage[322]: scrub: 0x55    |................................................|    
<date/time> crr Incoming-Stage[322]: scrub: verify  |................................................| 
<date/time> crr Incoming-Stage[322]: scrub: unlinking /var/uploads/incoming/updates/crr-2.0.0.1.tar.gz 

13.21 Packet Overruns 

Overrun events are logged to general.log and the title of "RX-Overrun", which can be searched for in the 

log. Overrun events are logged every 10 minutes (if there were new overrun packets). 

An example message is: 

<date/time> crr root: RX-Overrun: Interface: eth0 -- 5 new packets dropped because of receive FIFO buffer overrun (total=10) 

13.22 Packet Filters 

Packet Filter events are logged to firewall.log and have the title of "Packet-Filter", which can be searched 

for in the log. Packet filter events are logged anytime the packet filter rules are applied, both when reset to 

deny everything and when applying the user rules. 

Packet filter deny all rules are applied on system start-up, before networking is enabled. User rules are 

then applied after ARES has started. If ARES ever stops running, the deny-all rules are re-applied, until 

ARES is started again, which triggers the user rules to be re-applied. User rules can also be re-applied on 

command through the CLI, to apply any new rules configured by the user without needing to restart the 

system or ARES. 

Example log messages: 

Starting the firewall-pre service: 

<date/time> crr systemd[1]: Starting Restrictive Firewall... 
<date/time> crr Packet-Filter[330]: Resetting Packet Filter Rules 
<date/time> crr Packet-Filter[330]: Packet Filter Rule IPv4 Test...ok 
<date/time> crr Packet-Filter[330]: Packet Filter Rule IPv6 Test...ok 
<date/time> crr Packet-Filter[330]: Apply Packet Filter Rules...ok 
<date/time> crr Packet-Filter[330]: Apply Packet Filter IPv6 Rules...ok 
<date/time> crr Packet-Filter[330]: /tmp/tmp.LzYLM3zqre 
<date/time> crr Packet-Filter[330]: *filter 
<date/time> crr Packet-Filter[330]: :INPUT DROP [0:0] 
<date/time> crr Packet-Filter[330]: :FORWARD DROP [0:0] 
<date/time> crr Packet-Filter[330]: :OUTPUT DROP [0:0] 
<date/time> crr Packet-Filter[330]: -4 -A INPUT -p all -s 127.0.0.1 -d 127.0.0.1 -j ACCEPT 
<date/time> crr Packet-Filter[330]: -4 -A OUTPUT -p all -s 127.0.0.1 -d 127.0.0.1 -j ACCEPT 
<date/time> crr Packet-Filter[330]: -6 -A INPUT -p all -s ::1 -d ::1 -j ACCEPT 
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<date/time> crr Packet-Filter[330]: -6 -A OUTPUT -p all -s ::1 -d ::1 -j ACCEPT 
<date/time> crr Packet-Filter[330]: -A INPUT -j LOG --log-level warning --log-prefix "CRRFW Input Dropped: " 
<date/time> crr Packet-Filter[330]: -A FORWARD -j LOG --log-level warning --log-prefix "CRRFW Output Dropped: " 
<date/time> crr Packet-Filter[330]: -A OUTPUT -j LOG --log-level warning --log-prefix "CRRFW Forward Dropped: " --log-uid 
<date/time> crr Packet-Filter[330]: COMMIT 
<date/time> crr systemd[1]: Started Restrictive Firewall. 

Starting the firewall-post service: 

<date/time> crr systemd[1]: Starting Set up firewall post networking... 
<date/time> crr Packet-Filter[545]: Validating Packet Filter Rules 
<date/time> crr Packet-Filter[545]: Packet Filter Rule IPv4 Test...ok 
<date/time> crr Packet-Filter[545]: Packet Filter Rule IPv6 Test...ok 
<date/time> crr Packet-Filter[601]: Applying Packet Filter Rules 
<date/time> crr Packet-Filter[601]: Packet Filter Rule IPv4 Test...ok 
<date/time> crr Packet-Filter[601]: Packet Filter Rule IPv6 Test...ok 
<date/time> crr Packet-Filter[601]: Apply Packet Filter Rules...ok 
<date/time> crr Packet-Filter[601]: Apply Packet Filter IPv6 Rules...ok 
<date/time> crr Packet-Filter[601]: /tmp/tmp.zG4OzoCxLD 
<date/time> crr Packet-Filter[601]: *filter 
<date/time> crr Packet-Filter[601]: :INPUT DROP [0:0] 
<date/time> crr Packet-Filter[601]: :FORWARD DROP [0:0] 
<date/time> crr Packet-Filter[601]: :OUTPUT DROP [0:0] 
<date/time> crr Packet-Filter[601]: :ipsecconn - [0:0] 
<date/time> crr Packet-Filter[601]: :OneHopRouting - [0:0] 
<date/time> crr Packet-Filter[601]: :CaptainRouting - [0:0] 
<date/time> crr Packet-Filter[601]: -4 -A INPUT -p all -s 127.0.0.1 -d 127.0.0.1 -j ACCEPT 
<date/time> crr Packet-Filter[601]: -4 -A OUTPUT -p all -s 127.0.0.1 -d 127.0.0.1 -j ACCEPT 
<date/time> crr Packet-Filter[601]: -6 -A INPUT -p all -s ::1 -d ::1 -j ACCEPT 
<date/time> crr Packet-Filter[601]: -6 -A OUTPUT -p all -s ::1 -d ::1 -j ACCEPT 
<date/time> crr Packet-Filter[601]: -A INPUT -p udp -m multiport --dports 500,4500 -j ipsecconn 
<date/time> crr Packet-Filter[601]: -A OneHopRouting -p udp -m multiport --dports 12345,12346,12347,32768 -j ACCEPT 
<date/time> crr Packet-Filter[601]: -A OneHopRouting -p tcp --dport 12344 -j ACCEPT 
<date/time> crr Packet-Filter[601]: -A OneHopRouting -p 89 -j ACCEPT 
<date/time> crr Packet-Filter[601]: -A OneHopRouting -p 103 -j ACCEPT 
<date/time> crr Packet-Filter[601]: -A OneHopRouting -p 2 -j ACCEPT 
<date/time> crr Packet-Filter[601]: -A CaptainRouting -p udp -m multiport --dports 4932,7777,9073,33333,33334 -j ACCEPT 
<date/time> crr Packet-Filter[601]: -A INPUT -j OneHopRouting 
<date/time> crr Packet-Filter[601]: -A INPUT -j CaptainRouting 
<date/time> crr Packet-Filter[601]: -A INPUT -4 -p icmp -j ACCEPT 
<date/time> crr Packet-Filter[601]: -A INPUT -6 -p icmpv6 -j ACCEPT 
<date/time> crr Packet-Filter[601]: -A INPUT -p udp -m multiport --dports 500,4500 -j ACCEPT 
<date/time> crr Packet-Filter[601]: -A INPUT -p esp -j ACCEPT 
<date/time> crr Packet-Filter[601]: -A INPUT -4 -p ah -j ACCEPT 
<date/time> crr Packet-Filter[601]: -A INPUT -6 -m ah -j ACCEPT 
<date/time> crr Packet-Filter[601]: -A OUTPUT -j OneHopRouting 
<date/time> crr Packet-Filter[601]: -A OUTPUT -j CaptainRouting 
<date/time> crr Packet-Filter[601]: -A OUTPUT -4 -p icmp -j ACCEPT 
<date/time> crr Packet-Filter[601]: -A OUTPUT -6 -p icmpv6 -j ACCEPT 
<date/time> crr Packet-Filter[601]: -A OUTPUT -p udp -m multiport --dports 500,4500 -j ACCEPT 
<date/time> crr Packet-Filter[601]: -A OUTPUT -p esp -j ACCEPT 
<date/time> crr Packet-Filter[601]: -A OUTPUT -4 -p ah -j ACCEPT 
<date/time> crr Packet-Filter[601]: -A OUTPUT -6 -m ah -j ACCEPT 
<date/time> crr Packet-Filter[601]: -A FORWARD -j CaptainRouting 
<date/time> crr Packet-Filter[601]: -A INPUT -j LOG --log-level warning --log-prefix "CRRFW Input Dropped: " 
<date/time> crr Packet-Filter[601]: -A FORWARD -j LOG --log-level warning --log-prefix "CRRFW Output Dropped: " 
<date/time> crr Packet-Filter[601]: -A OUTPUT -j LOG --log-level warning --log-prefix "CRRFW Forward Dropped: " –log-uid 
<date/time> crr Packet-Filter[601]: COMMIT 
<date/time> crr systemd[1]: Started Set up firewall post networking. 

13.23 Dropped Packets 

Examples of logging messages of dropped packets: included are one of each IPv4 and IPv6 for both 

incoming and outgoing. Forward packets are basically the same, just with “FIREWALL_FWD” instead. 

Dropped packets are logged to firewall.log. 

<date/time> crr kernel: [    6.508703] CRRFW IN= OUT=eth0 SRC=0000:0000:0000:0000:0000:0000:0000:0000 
DST=ff02:0000:0000:0000:0000:0000:0000:0016 LEN=116 TC=0 HOPLIMIT=1 FLOWLBL=0 PROTO=ICMPv6 TYPE=143 CODE=0 MARK=0xd4  
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<date/time> crr kernel: [ 8055.923750] CRRFW IN= OUT=eth0 SRC=192.168.225.143 DST=192.168.225.18 LEN=112 TOS=0x10 PREC=0x00 TTL=64 
ID=35874 DF PROTO=TCP SPT=22 DPT=57044 WINDOW=312 RES=0x00 ACK PSH URGP=0 UID=0 GID=0  
<date/time> crr kernel: [    8.183057] CRRFW IN=eth0 OUT= MAC=33:33:00:00:00:02:00:0e:c4:d0:a0:18:86:dd SRC=fe80:0000:0000:0000:020e:c4ff:fed0:a018 
DST=ff02:0000:0000:0000:0000:0000:0000:0002 LEN=56 TC=0 HOPLIMIT=255 FLOWLBL=0 PROTO=ICMPv6 TYPE=133 CODE=0  
<date/time> crr kernel: [    9.935982] CRRFW IN=eth0 OUT= MAC=ff:ff:ff:ff:ff:ff:c4:7d:4f:b0:8a:7f:08:00 SRC=192.168.225.1 DST=255.255.255.255 LEN=252 
TOS=0x00 PREC=0xC0 TTL=2 ID=0 PROTO=UDP SPT=520 DPT=520 LEN=232 

13.24 NTP 

The “configure ntp peer” command causes a log message to be generated and logged to general.log when 

the command completes successfully. Entries of this type are tagged with the identifier “Config-NTP”. 

The log entry has two forms, depending upon whether an authentication key was specified or not. 

Examples of each type of log entry follow: 

Example configuration of NTP without a key: 

<date/time> crr crr: Config-NTP: Configured NTP peer with address 1.2.3.4 
<date/time> crr crr: Config-NTP: Contents of file /etc/ntp.ares.conf successfully changed by user: crr 
<date/time> crr crr: Config-NTP: Old 4: #server not configured 
<date/time> crr crr: Config-NTP: Old 5: 
<date/time> crr crr: Config-NTP: Old 6: 
<date/time> crr crr: Config-NTP: New 4: server 1.2.3.4 
<date/time> crr crr: Config-NTP: End Changes of file /etc/ntp.ares.conf 

Example configuration of NTP using key id 9: 

<date/time> crr crr: Config-NTP: Configured NTP peer with address 1.2.3.4 and key 9 
<date/time> crr crr: Config-NTP: Contents of file /etc/ntp.ares.conf successfully changed by user: crr 
<date/time> crr crr: Config-NTP: Old 4: #server not configured 
<date/time> crr crr: Config-NTP: Old 5: 
<date/time> crr crr: Config-NTP: Old 6: 
<date/time> crr crr: Config-NTP: New 4: server 1.2.3.4 key 9 
<date/time> crr crr: Config-NTP: End Changes of file /etc/ntp.ares.conf 

An audit event with the identifier “Restrict-Trusted-Channel-Service” is also generated when an ntp peer 

is configured. An example of this log entry is: 

<date/time> crr crr: Restrict-Trusted-Channel-Service: Restricted service NTP on address 1.2.3.4 to "trustedchannel-default" 
<date/time> crr crr: Restrict-Trusted-Channel-Service: Contents of file /etc/ares/ntp.tc.ipsec.conf successfully changed by user: crr 
<date/time> crr crr: Restrict-Trusted-Channel-Service: Old 1: #stub file for ntp trusted channel configuration 
<date/time> crr crr: Restrict-Trusted-Channel-Service: Old 2: 
<date/time> crr crr: Restrict-Trusted-Channel-Service: Old 3: #conn ntp-trustedchannel 
<date/time> crr crr: Restrict-Trusted-Channel-Service: Old 4: ##011also trustedchannel-someconf 
<date/time> crr crr: Restrict-Trusted-Channel-Service: Old 5: ##011rightsubnet=1.2.3.4 
<date/time> crr crr: Restrict-Trusted-Channel-Service: New 1: # 
<date/time> crr crr: Restrict-Trusted-Channel-Service: New 2: # StrongSwan conf file auto-generated by atc_restrict_svc_to_tc. Do not edit this file. 
<date/time> crr crr: Restrict-Trusted-Channel-Service: New 3: # 
<date/time> crr crr: Restrict-Trusted-Channel-Service: New 4: conn ntp-trusted-channel 
<date/time> crr crr: Restrict-Trusted-Channel-Service: New 5: #011 also=trustedchannel-default 
<date/time> crr crr: Restrict-Trusted-Channel-Service: New 6: #011 rightsubnet=1.2.3.4 
<date/time> crr crr: Restrict-Trusted-Channel-Service: End Changes of file /etc/ares/ntp.tc.ipsec.conf 

13.25 Self-Test 

The following is an example of a successful Power-On Self-Test. All self-test audit logs are tagged with 

the “Self-Test” identifier and logged to general.log.  

<date/time> crr systemd[1]: Starting System Self-Test... 
<date/time> crr Self-Test[313]: Begin Power-on Self Tests 
<date/time> crr Self-Test[313]: This CPU supports the RDRAND instruction 
<date/time> crr Self-Test[313]: RDRAND without retries 
<date/time> crr Self-Test[313]: rand16= 3419 
<date/time> crr Self-Test[313]: rand32= 3177713056 
<date/time> crr Self-Test[313]: rand64= 6898918330781404077 
<date/time> crr Self-Test[313]: RDRAND with up to 10 retries, each 
<date/time> crr Self-Test[313]: rand16= 48023 
<date/time> crr Self-Test[313]: rand32= 1793046946 
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<date/time> crr Self-Test[313]: rand64= 10295273899002098247 
<date/time> crr Self-Test[313]: Fill an array of 16 unsigned ints with random values 
<date/time> crr Self-Test[313]: Got 16 rands: 
<date/time> crr Self-Test[313]: val[0]= 1384551227 
<date/time> crr Self-Test[313]: val[1]= 181694302 
<date/time> crr Self-Test[313]: val[2]= 3836769334 
<date/time> crr Self-Test[313]: val[3]= 255953471 
<date/time> crr Self-Test[313]: val[4]= 877744282 
<date/time> crr Self-Test[313]: val[5]= 3561838299 
<date/time> crr Self-Test[313]: val[6]= 2472017169 
<date/time> crr Self-Test[313]: val[7]= 4222705331 
<date/time> crr Self-Test[313]: val[8]= 2406053706 
<date/time> crr Self-Test[313]: val[9]= 4091143808 
<date/time> crr Self-Test[313]: val[10]= 395951008 
<date/time> crr Self-Test[313]: val[11]= 3718572481 
<date/time> crr Self-Test[313]: val[12]= 4049883796 
<date/time> crr Self-Test[313]: val[13]= 623583701 
<date/time> crr Self-Test[313]: val[14]= 3087747589 
<date/time> crr Self-Test[313]: val[15]= 1333767137 
<date/time> crr Self-Test[313]: Fill unaligned buffer with 112 random bytes 
<date/time> crr Self-Test[313]: Got 112 bytes: 
<date/time> crr Self-Test[313]: 0x7ffcbe2045c0:  00 00 00 00 00 D2 61 8D  51 26 8D C2 E8 60 96 040x7ffcbe2045d0:  7D C0 31 B4 D8 92 3F 95  7A 43 B0 38 
2E 94 4F 910x7ffcbe2045e0:  79 5A FD FA 22 8E 55 56  6E DF 67 DC D1 34 7F CE0x7ffcbe2045f0:  50 E1 81 F4 90 B9 FF AB  BF EF F8 41 81 67 0D 
A20x7ffcbe204600:  BB 28 2C 3D B6 44 E5 29  7C FB F2 CB 82 85 CF 900x7ffcbe204610:  D8 64 0E A4 E0 DE F0 91  6B 2E BE EF 6B FC 09 
280x7ffcbe204620:  5C 57 F9 D7 CF E4 98 2A  60 23 5D 15 AE 58 63 AB 
<date/time> crr Self-Test[313]: Fill an aligned buffer with 128 random bytes 
<date/time> crr Self-Test[313]: Got 128 bytes: 
<date/time> crr Self-Test[313]: 0x7ffcbe2045c0:  69 25 96 2A 13 7D B5 9E  BE 97 1F 61 26 94 68 BC0x7ffcbe2045d0:  6A 5C 76 C9 B0 59 F3 4C  E6 42 C3 70 
DC 8E 17 520x7ffcbe2045e0:  80 9E F3 33 31 C6 C3 3F  50 52 2A 09 B2 D5 17 2B0x7ffcbe2045f0:  D0 2A F7 5F 72 44 64 9C  5B 39 D9 E9 2F C4 70 
250x7ffcbe204600:  4E D3 D2 09 4C A3 9E 90  1D 6F D8 0C 00 C2 77 C10x7ffcbe204610:  0D 6A 62 13 D5 5B F4 96  EA 6E DE 9E 14 19 F0 
670x7ffcbe204620:  04 79 F5 0C 6F 85 44 77  37 82 FD 52 BB 1B B7 9F 
<date/time> crr Self-Test[313]: This CPU does not support the RDSEED instruction 
<date/time> crr Self-Test[313]: RDRAND Health Test...ok (No support for RDSEED) 
<date/time> crr Self-Test[313]: Memory Test...ok 
<date/time> crr Self-Test[313]: OpenSSL FIPS Self-test has begun 
<date/time> crr Self-Test[313]: Integrity test...ok 
<date/time> crr Self-Test[313]: DRBG (AES-256-CTR) test...ok 
<date/time> crr Self-Test[313]: DRBG (AES-256-CTR) test...ok 
<date/time> crr Self-Test[313]: DRBG (SHA256) test...ok 
<date/time> crr Self-Test[313]: DRBG (hmacWithSHA256) test...ok 
<date/time> crr Self-Test[313]: X9.31 test (16 bytes)...ok 
<date/time> crr Self-Test[313]: X9.31 test (24 bytes)...ok 
<date/time> crr Self-Test[313]: X9.31 test (32 bytes)...ok 
<date/time> crr Self-Test[313]: Digest (SHA1) test...ok 
<date/time> crr Self-Test[313]: Digest (SHA1) test...ok 
<date/time> crr Self-Test[313]: Digest (SHA1) test...ok 
<date/time> crr Self-Test[313]: HMAC (SHA1) test...ok 
<date/time> crr Self-Test[313]: HMAC (SHA224) test...ok 
<date/time> crr Self-Test[313]: HMAC (SHA256) test...ok 
<date/time> crr Self-Test[313]: HMAC (SHA384) test...ok 
<date/time> crr Self-Test[313]: HMAC (SHA512) test...ok 
<date/time> crr Self-Test[313]: CMAC (AES-128-CBC) test...ok 
<date/time> crr Self-Test[313]: CMAC (AES-192-CBC) test...ok 
<date/time> crr Self-Test[313]: CMAC (AES-256-CBC) test...ok 
<date/time> crr Self-Test[313]: CMAC (DES-EDE3-CBC) test...ok 
<date/time> crr Self-Test[313]: Cipher (AES-128-ECB) test...ok 
<date/time> crr Self-Test[313]: CCM (UNDEF) test...ok 
<date/time> crr Self-Test[313]: GCM (UNDEF) test...ok 
<date/time> crr Self-Test[313]: XTS (AES-128-XTS) test...ok 
<date/time> crr Self-Test[313]: XTS (AES-256-XTS) test...ok 
<date/time> crr Self-Test[313]: Cipher (DES-EDE3) test...ok 
<date/time> crr Self-Test[313]: Cipher (DES-EDE3) test...ok 
<date/time> crr Self-Test[313]: Signature (SHA256) test...ok 
<date/time> crr Self-Test[313]: Signature (SHA512) test...ok 
<date/time> crr Self-Test[313]: Signature (SHA512) test...ok 
<date/time> crr Self-Test[313]: Signature (SHA384) test...ok 
<date/time> crr Self-Test[313]: ECDH (secp224r1) test...ok 
<date/time> crr Self-Test[313]: OpenSSL FIPS Self-test...ok 
<date/time> crr Self-Test[313]: Successfully entered FIPS mode 
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<date/time> crr Self-Test[313]: OpenSSL FIPS Mode...ok 
<date/time> crr Self-Test[313]: Verified OK 
<date/time> crr Self-Test[313]: Successfully verified file "/etc/crr/aide.db" with signature "/etc/crr/aidedb.sig" and public key "/etc/crr/keys/selftestkey-pubkey.pem" 
<date/time> crr Self-Test[313]: Code Integrity Database Signature Validated 
<date/time> crr Self-Test[313]: Code Integrity DB signature test...ok 
<date/time> crr Self-Test[313]: Start timestamp: 2018-01-31 18:15:06 +0000 (AIDE 0.16) 
<date/time> crr Self-Test[313]: AIDE found NO differences between database and filesystem. Looks okay!! 
<date/time> crr Self-Test[313]: Number of entries:#01132435 
<date/time> crr Self-Test[313]: End timestamp: 2018-01-31 18:15:31 +0000 (run time: 0m 25s) 
<date/time> crr Self-Test[313]: Code Integrity Validated 
<date/time> crr Self-Test[313]: Code Integrity test...ok 
<date/time> crr Self-Test[313]: Power-on Self Test...ok 
<date/time> crr systemd[1]: Started System Self-Test. 

 

 

14 Command Reference 

14.1 backup 

Backup router configuration files. 

backup 

 

14.2 configure 

Edit system configuration. 

configure <command> ... 

<command> – One of the following: 

 ares – Edit ARES configuration 

 captain – Edit Captain configuration for HAIPE connected routers 

 filter – Edit packet filtering rules 

 frr – Enter FRR configuration shell 

 ntp – Edit NTP settings 

 nat – Edit packet NAT rules 

 mangle – Edit packet mangling rules 

 

configure ares [trusted|vpn] 

 trusted – Edit ARES Trusted-Channel VPN Configuration 

 vpn – Edit ARES Data-Channel configuration 

These commands launch the GNU Nano text editor to allow the user to edit the appropriate settings.  

Documentation for ARES settings are found on the ARES Configuration Reference optical media in the 

“ARES Router Configuration” section. 

 

configure captain 

This command launches the GNU Nano text editor to allow the user to edit CAPTAIN settings for HAIPE 

connected routers.  Documentation for CAPTAIN settings are found in the CAPTAIN Supplement. 
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configure filter [ipsec] 

 ipsec – Edit IPsec filtering rules 

 <no argument> - Edit packet filtering rules 

This command launches the GNU Nano text editor to allow the user to edit the appropriate IPTables 

filtering settings.  Documentation for IPTables settings are found on the ARES Configuration Reference 

optical media in the Supplemental Documentation section. 

 

configure frr 

This command launches the FRR configuration shell.  Documentation for the FRR configuration shell is 

found on the ARES Configuration Reference optical media in the Supplemental Documentation section. 

 

configure ntp (keys|peer) 

 keys – Configure NTP Keys. 

This command launches a GNU Nano text editor session allowing the user access to a file of up to nine 

NTP keys. Each key is numbered in the file. The NTP keys file may contain multiple keys but only one 

may be used to authenticate with a particular server. The NTP key file must contain only one key per line 

and follow the format below: 

<key_id> <key_type> <key_value> 

Where: 

 <key_id> must be a value from 1-9, inclusive 

 <key_type> must be ‘M’, as MD5 is the only supported type 

 <key_value> is the key, 1-31 characters from the character set a-zA-Z0-9!@#$%^&*() 

Note: Comments are supported. Any line beginning with a ‘#’ character is ignored 

Example: 

# Example NTP key 

1 M password1 

 

 peer <address> - Configure the specified address to be the NTP peer.  Enter 0.0.0.0 to disable. 

 

configure nat 

This command launches the GNU Nano text editor session allowing the user to edit the appropriate 

IPTables packet NAT settings.  Documentation for IPTables settings are found on the ARES 

Configuration Reference optical media in the Supplemental Documentation section. 

 

configure mangle 
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This command launches the GNU Nano text editor session allowing the user to edit the appropriate 

IPTables packet mangling settings.  Documentation for IPTables settings are found on the ARES 

Configuration Reference optical media in the Supplemental Documentation section. 

 

14.3 link 

Configure an ARES link. 

link <name> 

<name> - The name of a new or existing ARES link. 

Issuing this command will enter a configuration shell for the named link, creating it if necessary. The 

command prompt changes to indicate you are in the link shell mode. The following sub commands are 

available in the configuration shell for link editing: 

end 

Return to normal console mode. 

ping <target> [<iface>|<source>] 

ICMP ping a remote host. 

<target> - One of the following: 

 A fully qualified domain name (FQDN). 

 An IPv4 address. 

 An IPv6 address. 

<iface> - Ping using this specific interface. 

<source> - Ping using this specific source address. 

show <command> 

View system information. 

<command> - One of the following commands: 

 ares – View ARES information. 

 audit – View Audit information. 

 autodelete – Show the number of seconds an exported file is available before being deleted. 

 banner – View login banner. 

 commands – List all the currently available commands. 

 firewall – Display IPv4 firewall rules/statistics. 

 firewall6 – Display IPv6 firewall rules/statistics. 

 hostname – View current hostname. 

 ip – List information about system network devices. 

 lock – View remote account locking information. 

 log – View a log file. 

 nameserver – View the name server. 

 ntp – NTP information. 

 password – Show requirements for setting new strong password. 

 route – Display main IPv4 routing table. 

 route6 – Display main IPv6 routing table. 
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 rule – Display IPv4 routing policies. 

 rule6 – Display IPv6 routing policies. 

 time – View system time. 

 timeout – View session timeout information. 

 version – View system version. 

 

14.4 logout 

Logout of the current user session immediately. 

logout 

 

14.5 ospf 

Enable the OSPF protocol. 

ospf 

Disable the OSPF protocol. 

no ospf 

 

14.6 ping 

Send ICMP ping packets to a remote host. 

ping <target> [<iface>|<source>] 

<target> - One of the following: 

 A fully qualified domain name (FQDN). 

 An IPv4 address. 

 An IPv6 address. 

<iface> - Ping using this specific interface. 

<source> - Ping using this specific source address. 

 

14.7 pki 

Public key infrastructure for certificate, key, and psk management. 

pki <command> ... 

 

<command> - one of the following: 

 acert - Issue an attribute certificate 

 cert - General certificate management configuration 

 crl - General CRL management configuration 

 del - Delete keys and certificates 

 dn - Extract the Distinguished Name (DN) of an X.509 certificate 
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 export - Export keys and certificates to the staging area in preparation for packaging or upload.  

See 'pki package'. 

 gen - Generate a new private key 

 import  - Import keys and certificates from the staging area 

 issue  - Issue a certificate using a CA certificate and key 

 list - List available keys and certificates 

 package - Package keys and certificates in the staging area for final upload 

 print - Print a credential in human readable form 

 psk - Create a pre-shared key 

 pub - Extract the public key from a private key or certificate.  The key is saved under the 'pub' 

directory. 

 req - Create a PKCS#10 certificate request 

 self - Create a self-signed certificate 

 signcrl - Issue a CRL using a CA certificate and key 

 verify - Verify a certificate, its lifetime, and trusted chain 

 

pki acert <certificate> <holder-cert-file> <issuer-cert> 

(<issuer-key>|<issuer-keyid>) <digest> 

 <certificate>- The certificate file with extension pem, der, or crt 

 <holder-cert-file> - Holder certificate file 

 <issuer-cert> - Issuer certificate file 

 <issuer-key> - Issuer private key file 

 <issuer-keyid> - Issuer private key id 

 <digest> - SHA digest.  One of sha256, sha384, sha512 

 

pki cert cache (no|yes) 

 no - Disable caching certificates 

 yes - Enable caching certificates 

 

pki crl (cache|strict) (no|yes) 

 cache no  - Disable caching CRLs 

 cache yes - Enable caching CRLs 

 strict no - Disable strict CRL policy 

 strict yes - Enable strict CRL policy 

 

pki del [staged] (<file-name>|<type>) 

 staged - Operate on the staging area 

 <file-name> - File name of key or cert to delete 

 <type> - Delete all files of the specified type.  One of aacerts, acerts, cacerts, certs, crls, ospcerts, 

policies, private, psks, public, reqs 

        WARNING:  All files of the specified type will be deleted, use with care. 
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pki dn [staged] <file-name> 

 staged - Operate on the staging area 

 <file-name> - File name of X.509 certificate 

 

pki export (<file-name>|<type>) 

 <file-name> - File to export 

 <type> - Export all files of the specified type.  One of aacerts, acerts, cacerts, certs, crls, 

ocspcerts, policies, public, reqs         

 

pki gen <keyname> [<type>] [<size>] 

 <keyname> - The key file to generate, with extension key, pem, or der. 

 <type> - The type of key to generate, either ecdsa or rsa.  Defaults to rsa. 

 <size> - The key size to generate.  For ecdsa keys: one of 256, 384, or 521.  Defaults to 521.  For 

rsa keys:  one of 2048, 3072, 4096, 8192.  Defaults to 4096. 

 

pki import (<file-name>|<type>) 

 <file-name> - File name of key or cert to import. 

 <type>  - Import all files of specified type.  One of aacerts, acerts, cacerts, certs, crls, ocspcerts, 

policies, private, psks, public, reqs 

 

pki issue <certificate> <type> <key-req-file> <cacert> 

(<cakey>|<cakeyid>) <digest> 

 <certificate> - The certificate file with extension pem, der, or crt 

 <type> - The type of certificate to issue.  One of ecdsa, pkcs10, priv, pub, rsa. 

 <key-req-file> - The key or request file the certificate will be issued for. 

 <cacert> - The CA certificate to use to issue the new certificate. 

 <cakey> - The CA private key file associated with the CA certifiate. 

 <cakeyid> - The CA private key id associated with the CA certificate. 

 <digest> - The SHA digest to use.  One of sha256, shae384, sha512 

 

pki list [staged] <type> 

 staged  - Operate on staged area. 

 <type> - The type of files to list.  One of aacerts, acerts, cacerts, certs, crls, ocspcerts, policies, 

private, psks, public, reqs. 

 

pki package <tag> 

 <tag> - A string tag to be added to the package name.  Allowed characters A-Z a-z 0-9 _ - 

 

pki print [staged] <file-name> 
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 <file-name> - Print the credential in human readable form. 

 staged - Operate on staged area 

 

pki psk <pskfile> 

 pskfile - File name to store the key.  Must have an extension of psk (for vpn) or wpa2 (for WiFi)         

 

pki pub <keyfile> <type> <input-file>  

 <keyfile> - File to save to with extension pem, der, or key. 

 <type> - Input file type.  One of ecdsa, pkcs10, priv, pub, rsa, x509. 

 <input-file> - Input file. 

 

pki req <certificate> <type> <keyfile> <digest> 

 <certificate> - The certificate file with extension pem, der, crt, or csr. 

 <type> - The key type.  One of ecdsa, priv, or rsa. 

 <keyfile> - The private key file. 

 <digest> - The digest type.  One of sha256, sha384, sha512. 

 

pki self <certificate> <type> <keyfile> <digest> 

 <certificate> - The certificate file with extension pem, der, cert, or csr 

 <type> - The certificate type.  One of ecdsa, priv, or rsa. 

 <keyfile> - Private key file. 

 <digest> - The digest type.  One of sha256, sha384, sha512 

 

pki signcrl <crlfile> <cacert> (<cakey>|<cakeyid>) <digest> 

 <crlfile> - CRL file name.  Must have crl extension. 

 <cacert> - CA certificate file to use to sign the CRL. 

 <cakey> - CA private key file name of the CA certificate. 

 <cakeyid> - CA private key id of the CA certificate. 

 <digest> - The digest type.  One of sha256, sha384, sha512. 

 

pki verify <certificate> [<CA-certificate>|<cacerts>] 

[<CRL>|<crls>] [online] 

 <certificate> - Certificate to verify.  If no CA/CRL are provided, only the certificate's lifetime is 

checked 

 <CA-certificate> - A specific CA-certificate to use for trustchain check. 

 <CRL> - Check the revocation status using a specific CRL. 

 <cacerts> - Check the trust chain automatically using available CA certificates. 

 <crls> - Check the revocation status using all available CRLs 

 online - Check against the certificate CRL/ocsp distribution point if configured. 
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14.8 reboot 

Reboot the system immediately. 

reboot 

 

14.9 self-test 

Show self-test results. 

self-test 

 

14.10 service 

Manage system services. 

service <target> ... 

<target> - One of the following: 

 ares – Manage ARES service. 

 captain – Manage Captain service. 

 filter – Manage packet filter service. 

 ipsec – Manage IPsec service. 

 ntp – Manage NTP service. 

 ssh – Manage SSH service. 

 nat – Manage packet NAT service. 

 mangle – Manage packet mangling service. 

 

service ares (restart|status) 

 restart – Restart the service. 

 status – View status of the service. 

 

service captain (restart|start|status|stop) 

 restart – Restart the service 

 start – Start the service 

 status – View status of the service 

 stop – Stop the service 

 

service filter (reload|status) 

 reload – Apply new packet filtering rules 

 status – View status of the service 

 

service ipsec  

 down <conn> - Terminate a connection 
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 listaacerts - List of X.509 Authorization Authority (AA) certificates 

 listacerts - List of X.509 Attribute certificates 

 listalgs - List of all supported IKE encryption and hash algorithms, and the available Diffie-

Hellman groups 

 listcacerts - List of X.509 Certificate Authority (CA) certificates 

 listcainfos - List of Certificate Authority information 

 listcerts - List of X.509 and/or OpenPGP certificates that were either loaded locally or received 

via the IKE protocol. 

 listcounters [<conn>] - List counters for the specified connection or for all connections. 

 listcrls - List of Certificate Revocation Lists 

 listocsp - List cached revocation information fetched from OCSP servers 

 listocspcerts - List of X.509 OCSP Signer certificates 

 listplugins - List of all loaded ipsec plugin features 

 listpubkeys - List of all public keys that were loaded in raw key format 

 purgecerts - Purge all cached certificates 

 purgecrls - Purge all cached CRLs 

 purgeike - Purge IKE_SAs that don't have a CHILD_SA 

 purgeocsp - Purge all cached OCSP information records 

 reload - Reloads the entire running configuration; currently established connections are not 

affected by configuration changes 

 rereadaacerts - Reads all aacerts certificate files and adds them to the list of Authorized Authority 

(AA) certificates 

 rereadacerts - Reads all acerts certificate files and adds them to the list of attribute certificates 

 rereadall - Excutes all reread commands 

 rereadcacerts - Reads all cacerts certificates files and adds them to the list of Certificate Authority 

(CA) certificates 

 rereadcrls - Reads all crls files and adds them to the list of Certificate Revocation Lists (CRLs); 

older CRLs are replaced by newer ones 

 rereadocspcerts - Reads all ocspcerts files and adds them to the list of OCSP signer certificates 

 rereadsecrets - Flushes and rereads all secrets 

 resetcounters [<conn>] - Reset counters for the specified connection, or for all connections. 

 restart - Restart IPsec service 

 route <conn> - Insert IPsec policies for a connection 

 secrets - Equivalent to "service ipsec rereadsecrets" 

 status [<conn>] - Display short status for the specified connection, or for all connections 

 statusall [<conn>] - Display long status for the specified connection, or for all connections 

 unroute <conn> - Remove IPsec policies for a connection 

 up <conn> - Start up a connection 

 update - Detect changes to connections and update the running configuration; currently 

established connections are not affected by the configuration changes 

 

service ntp (restart|start|status|stop) 

 restart – Restart the service 

 start – Start the service 

 status – View status of the service 

 stop – Stop the service 
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service ssh (restart|start|status|stop) 

 restart – Restart the service 

 start – Start the service 

 status – View status of the service 

 stop – Stop the service 

 

service nat (restart|start|status|stop) 

 restart – Restart the service 

 start – Start the service 

 status – View status of the service 

 stop – Stop the service 

 

service mangle (restart|start|status|stop) 

 restart – Restart the service 

 start – Start the service 

 status – View status of the service 

 stop – Stop the service 

 

14.11 set 

Commands used to enable simple options directly without using an editor. 

set <command> ... 

<command> - One of the following: 

 ares log [option] [option] - Commands to set logging options for ares routing service functions 

 audit remote [option] [options] - Commands to set auditing options 

 autodelete <nnnn> - Modify the number of seconds an exported file is available before being 

deleted 

 banner [option] - Commands to edit the banner settings 

 lock [option] [number] - Commands to modify the remote account locking values 

 nameserver [ip address] - Commands to modify the nameserver 

 password [option] [number] - Commands to modify settings for strong password creation 

 time [MMDDhhmm[[CC]YY][.ss]] - Modify the system time to given time in UTC 

 timeout [option] [num seconds] - Commands to modify screen locking timeout period in seconds 

 

set ares log bucket [option] 

no set ares log bucket [option] 

Turn on a logging bucket for a specific function category or protocol specified by [option]. Turn off the 

corresponding logging bucket by preceding the command with “no”. 

 [option] – One of the following: 
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 general - Log general messages 

 packet? - Display packet related log bucket options 

 packet - Log all packet types 

 packetunicast - Log unicast packets 

 packetmulticast - Log multicast packets 

 packetigmp - Log IGMP packets 

 packeticmp - Log ICMP packets 

 packetudp - Log UDP packets 

 packetme - Log ME packets 

 packettcp - Log TCP packets 

 tunnel - Log events related to tunneling 

 neighbor - Log events related to neighbors 

 frr? - Display FRR related log bucket options 

 frr - Log all interaction with FRR 

 frrospf - Log interaction with FRR OSPF 

 frrpim - Log interactions with FRR PIM 

 frrzebra - Log basic interaction with FRR 

 link? - Display all link related log bucket options 

 link - Log all link events 

 linkquality - Log link quality events 

 linkstate - Log link state events 

 linktable - Log link table events 

 ipc? - Display all ipc related log bucket options 

 ipc - Log all IPC communication 

 ipclink - Log link IPC communication 

 ipcoption - Log option IPC communication 

 ipcpacket - Log packet IPC communication 

 ipcpolicy - Log policy IPC communication 

 system - Log system calls 

 plugin - Log all plugin messages 

 mantra - Log Mantra messages 

 mre - Log MRE messages 

 dtn - Log DTN messages 

 visualizer - Log visualizer messages 

 vpngateway - Log VPN gateway messages 

 grekeepalive - Log GRE keepalive messages 

 reconfiguration - Log Reconfiguration messages 

 freeboard - Log Freeboard messages 

 

set ares log verbosity [option] 

Adjust level of detail that is logged by [option]. The "warning" level of detail is the default level. 

[option] – One of the following: 

 uber - Display everything 

 debug - Display debugging information 

 info - Display unimportant events 
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 notice - Display important events 

 warning - Display events that may cause errors 

 error - Display error events that may be recoverable 

 critical - Display critical errors that cause shutdown 

 

set audit remote [option] [options] 

Set auditing options for controlling information to be sent to a remote syslog server. 

[option] – One of the following: 

 add – Add a remote syslog server with extra [options] as described below 

 delete – Delete the configured remote syslog server 

 modify – Modify the options for the remote syslog server 

 

set audit remote add <ipv4> 

 Add remote syslog server with address <ipv4> with defaults for trusted channel name and 

transport over TCP using port 514 

 

set audit remote add <ipv4> <trusted-channel-name> 

 Add remote syslog server with address <ipv4> with trusted channel name <trusted-channel-

name> and with defaults for transport over TCP using port 514 

 

set audit remote add <ipv4> <trusted-channel-name> <tcp|udp> 

 Add remote syslog server with address <ipv4> with trusted channel name <trusted-channel-

name> with transport protocol <tcp|udp> and with default port 514 

    

set audit remote add <ipv4> <trusted-channel-name> <tcp|udp> 

<port> 

 Add remote syslog server with address <ipv4> with trusted channel name <trusted-channel-

name> with transport protocol <tcp|udp> and with port <port> 

  

set audit remote delete 

 Delete the configured remote syslog server 

 

set audit remote modify proto <tcp|udp> 

 Modify the configured remote syslog server to use TCP or UDP transport protocol 

   

set audit remote modify port <port> 

 Modify the configured remote syslog server to use port <port> 
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set audit remote modify trusted <trusted-channel-name> 

 Modify the configured remote syslog server to trusted channel <trusted-channel-name> 

 

set autodelete <5-3600> 

Modify the number of seconds an exported file is available before being deleted. 

 

set banner [option] 

Commands to edit the banner settings. 

[option] – One of the following:  

 console - Edit the console login banner 

 remote - Edit the remote login banner 

   

set lock [option] [number] 

Commands to modify the remote account locking values. The command will take effect after logging out 

and logging back in. 

[option] – One of the following:  

 attempts <1-20> - Modify number of failed remote login attempts before account is locked 

 time <1-3600> - Modify account lock time timeout in seconds 

 

set nameserver [ip address] 

Commands to modify the nameserver. 

[ipaddress] – One of the following:  

 <ipv4> - Modify the name server to <ipv4> 

 <ipv6> - Modify the name server to <ipv6> 

 

set password [option] [number] 

Commands to modify settings for strong password creation. 

[option] – One of the following:  

 dcredit <-4-4> - Modify the maximum credit for digits in a new password 

 difok <0-20> - Modify the minimum number of characters by which new passwords must differ 

from old passwords to reject new passwords 

 lcredit <-4-4> - Modify the maximum credit for lower case characters in a new password 

 maxclassrepeat <0-20> - Modify the maximum size of a consecutive string of characters from a 

single class to reject new passwords or zero to disable the rule 

 maxrepeat <0-20> - Modify the maximum size of a consecutive string of repeating characters to 

reject new passwords or zero to disable the rule 
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 maxsequence <0-20> - Modify the maximum size of a consecutive string of characters in a 

monotonic sequence to reject new passwords or zero to disable the rule 

 minclass <0-4> - Modify the minimum number of required character classes to reject new 

passwords or zero to disable the rule 

 minlength <6-100> - Modify the minimum number of characters to reject new passwords 

 ocredit <-4-4> - Modify the maximum credit for other characters in a new password 

 ucredit <-4-4> - Modify the maximum credit for upper case characters in a new password 

 

set time [MMDDhhmm[[CC]YY][.ss]] 

Modify the system time to given time in UTC. 

 

set timeout [option] [num seconds] 

Commands to modify screen locking timeout period in seconds. 

[option] – One of the following:  

 console - Modify the console screen locking timeout in seconds 

 remote - Modify the remote screen locking timeout in seconds 

 

14.12 show 

Commands to view status or setting information. 

show <command> ... 

<command> - One of the following: 

 ares [option] [option] - Commands to view ARES routing service status or log information 

 audit [option] - Commands to view audit log information and configuration 

 autodelete – View the number of seconds an exported file is available before deletion 

 banner [option] - Commands to view the banner settings 

 commands - List all the currently available commands 

 firewall [option] - Commands to view firewall information 

 nat [option] – Commands to view packet NAT information 

 mangle [option] – Commands to view packet mangling information. 

 hostname - View the current hostname 

 ip [option] - Commands to view information about system network devices 

 lock [option] - Commands to view the remote account locking parameters 

 log <logfile> - View the log file by name 

 nameserver - View the nameserver 

 ntp [option] - Commands to view ntp configuration and status information 

 password - View password requirements 

 route [option] - Commands to view IPv4 routing information 

 route6 [option] - Commands to view IPv6 routing information 

 rule - View IPv4 routing policies 

 rule6 - View IPv6 routing policies 

 time - View system time 
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 timeout [option] - Commands to view console and remote timeout values in seconds 

 version – View system hardware and software version information 

 

show ares links 

View complete ARES link table 

 

show ares links [option] 

View ARES link table information per the option provided. 

[option] – One of the following:    

 <link name> - View specific link by name 

 kernel - View complete ARES link table from kernel perspective 

 <link name> kernel - View specific link by name from kernel perspective 

 

show ares log 

View ares log settings 

 

show audit [option] 

Commands to view audit log information and configuration. Audit log filenames include ipsec.log, 

firewall.log, auth.log, and general.log. The file opens in text viewing program "less" with cursor at the 

end of file position. 

[option] – One of the following: 

 <auditfile> - View the audit file by name 

 remote - View remote audit log settings 

 

show autodelete 

View the number of seconds an exported file is available before being deleted 

 

show banner [option] 

Commands to view the banner settings. 

[option] – One of the following:  

 console - View the console login banner 

 remote - View the remote login banner 

 

show commands 

List all the currently available commands. 
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show firewall 

Display IPv4 firewall rules and statistics. 

 

show firewall <chain> 

Display IPv4 firewall rules and statistics for specific chain. 

 

show firewall6 

Display IPv6 firewall rules and statistics. 

    

show firewall6 <chain> 

Display IPv6 firewall rules and statistics for specific chain. 

 

show nat 

Display IPv4 NAT rules and statistics. 

 

show nat <chain> 

Display IPv4 NAT rules and statistics for specific chain. 

 

show nat6 

Display IPv6 NAT rules and statistics. 

    

show nat6 <chain> 

Display IPv6 NAT rules and statistics for specific chain. 

 

Show mangle 

Display IPv4 packet mangling rules and statistics. 

 

show mangle <chain> 

Display IPv4 packet mangling rules and statistics for specific chain. 

 

show mangle6 

Display IPv6 packet mangling rules and statistics. 

    

show mangle6 <chain> 
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Display IPv6 packet mangling rules and statistics for specific chain. 

 

show hostname 

View the current hostname. 

 

show ip 

View information about all system network interfaces. 

 

show ip <iface> 

View information about a specific network interface. 

 

show lock attempts 

View number of failed remote login attempts before account is locked. 

 

show lock time 

View account lock time timeout in seconds. 

 

show log <logfile> 

View the log file by name. Log file names include kern.log, user.log, local.log, and syslog. The file opens 

in text viewing program "less" with cursor at the end of file position.  

 

show nameserver 

View the nameserver. 

 

show ntp status 

View NTP daemon and peering status information. 

   

show password 

View settings with requirements for creating new strong passwords. 

 

show route 

View the main IPv4 routing table. 

 

show route [option] 

Commands to view selected IPv4 related routing information. 
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[option] – One of the following:  

 <1-252> - View the user table ID entry 

 <ipv4> - View route to the provided IPv4 address 

 all - View all route tables 

 default - View system default table 

 local - View system local table 

    

show route6 

View the main IPv6 related routing table. 

 

show route6 [option] 

Commands to view selected IPv6 related routing information. 

[option] – One of the following:  

 <1-252> - View the user table ID entry 

 <ipv6> - View route to the provided IPv6 address 

 all - View all route tables 

 default - View system default table 

 local - View system local table 

 

show rule 

View the IPv4 routing policies. 

 

show rule6 

View the IPv6 routing policies. 

   

show time 

View system time. 

   

show timeout console 

View current console timeout value in seconds. 

 

show timeout remote 

View current remote timeout value in seconds. 
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show version 

View system hardware and software version information. 

 

14.13 shutdown 

Shut down the system immediately. 

shutdown 

 

14.14 update 

Commands to manage trusted update processes. A firmware update file to be installed should be uploaded 

to the system first according to the procedure in the Trusted Uploads section of the manual. 

 

update check 

Check staging directory for a firmware update file to install. 

 

update firmware 

Install new firmware update from staging area. 

 

14.15 user 

Command to modify user accounts. 

 

user (<existing username>|<new username>|<command>) 

<existing username> - Modify an existing user account. 

<new username> - Set up a new user account 

<command> - One of the following: 

 group (trusted|users) – List of users who belong to the specified group. 

 groups – Show a list of user groups on the system. 

 list – show a list of users on the system. 

 password – Change password. 

 

 


